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THE. TYPE. WRITER, 

By JOHN HARRISON. 

With slower. pen men used to write 
_ Ofold, when “letters ’? were » Polite; 

Se es oa Anne’ s or in George’s days 
_ They could afford to turn a phrase _ 

Or trim a straggling theme aright. 

- They knew not steam ; electric light 
-' Not yet had dazed their calmer sight | ! 

e Bpey meted out both blame and praise 
; With slower pen. 

: Austin Dobson.. 
as 
oe 
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PREFACE. 
wemnesees SEED 

N the present work the writer has endeavored to | 

| F formulate an easy and practical system of instruc- S 

. tion in Type-writing. To derive the full amount of 

ah ane therefrom, the student must begin at the begin- _ 

ning, and work steadily through, shirking nothing, but 

mastering each point sees snus before proceeding to | 

the next, me 

. The saapueiy of the Bosc sniees leads the scien 

Re fie underrate the value of study, and so the market 

A is flooded with so-called operators who are unworthy 

of the name, and who, by reason of their incompe~ . 

| tency, bring discredit upon Type-writing in general. | 

rN rapid and accurate operator on the Type-writer, 

ch ame recognizes that it is not sufficient merely to know 

ae - the position of the keys 5 who can spell correctly, 

fe x compose grammatically, punctuate intelligently ; - who 

pe can ‘add, a- knowledge of business to a good general 

| - education, and who is a clever shorthand writer, cam 

be sure EOF employment and adequate r remuneration. 



PREFACE. 

iD ee tated Sante properly. It also j pays to understand pee 

tthe general principles of the mechanical structure of 

the ‘Type-writer, so ‘that the machine may always b
e Mat 

: kept at its best. 

; ane ae NE . 

Anyone of ordinary. intelligence can learn to operate 

the Type- writer, so as to derive great benefit from | it, 7 

‘but not everyone can become an expert. As with the as 

man who missed the train,. he “ ran quite fast enough, 

but did not start in time.” So with the would- be 

operator, let him “start in time.” The young Reve ae 

nimble fingers. 

_ Lady operators are in vogue at present ; and having 

gained the position, they can hold it if ‘they learn to he ee s 

business-like. — | ia 

In conclusion, the writer 1s not egotistical enough ee 

to believe that he has exhausted. the subject. Indeed. : er 

the small compass of the book would preclude: that, mise 

but he trusts that his efforts will be found of assistance : 

to those who intend to become operators. 

“JOHN HARRISON. 

London, February tf SSS. ees &) ce OED DR) 7? 



ie Type-writing.—Introduction. 

vd 

as Why, s see what a letter you wrote last night,’ eyeiiies 
| honest Joe Gargery to Pip, ‘ Wrote in print even! I’ve 
seen letters—ah! and from gentlefolks !—that V’ll swear — 
- weren’t wrote in print !’” This was in the days of “ Great 
Expectations.” The world has progressed since then, | 
and now even gentlefolks can “write in print” by the aid 
of that most woucertul of modern inventions, the type- 

writer. 
jit has not come any too soon. Education has advanced, 

dnd the proportion of writers is greater than ever before ; 

“ but quality and quantity are not always found in comp any. | 
_ The age is a fast one, and the pen of the readiest writer 
is driven along ina vain attempt to keep pace with the — 
work to be done. Fingers are but fingers still, and there _ 

are just as many up and down strokes in the m’s and w’s 
_as ever, and we must dot our z’s and cross our 7’s, as did’ 

.. ‘ those of our noble ancestors who knew how to handle the | 
pen. And so letters and words run together and lose 

their identity, until they not infrequently take on strange 

| meanings never dreamed of by the writers. 
Postmen will verify the statement that undue responsi- 

bility i is occasionally shifted to them by. an enigmatical © 
address having been cut from the end of a letter received’ 
and pasted on the envelope containing the reply, because 
the writer has been unable to decide whether his corres- _ 
pondent is to be found at Greenwich or Glasgow, a final’ 
doubt remaining as to whether, after all, the capital letter. 

| - not peer intended for an Sand not a G. | 
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It would almost seem as if literary men were proud | of 4 

cloaking their meaning in mystic symbols, or hada grudge. 
. against the compositors and proof-readers ; for the bulk ., 

of manuscripts are execrably written. One has only to.. 
call to mind the samples of handwriting of great men given, 2 

in facsimile in their biographies. With few exceptions. 4 he | 
how abominable they are, and how one turns instinctive bed Ses 

to the writing in the body of the work for the meaning ! 
_ As for commercial men, they are very little better. A oe 

| Eaemess letter recently received, after having been deci-.- 
phered in seven different ways was finally returned to the fe 
writer, who admitted that he “ could not make head | or 

tail of it himself.” | 

But if the type-writer merely Gi slain: to improving a a 
_chirography, it would remain nothing more than acuriositywii3* 

Its chief claim is rapidity plus clearness. The pen hasiap i. 3 
always been a laggard.. Thought is swifter than speech, : 
and speech than the hand. Former efforts to overcome: © ~ 

this latter difficulty merely resulted in modifications of) 

existing methods and instruments. Shorthand was a. = 
radical innovation, and went far toward solving the prob- Bao 

lem ; and the humble lead-pencil has now developed into __ 
the self-feeding ink-pencil and fountain pen, and leftthe 
goose quill and steel pen of time- honored shape far behind, . 

If Necessity is the mother of Invention, the type-writer _ 
can certainly lay claim to its lawful parentage, for it was... | 

needed badly enough, centuries before itcame. Nowthat 2  - 
the number of writers has increased, the demand is greater, 5 
and also the necessity. The seeming impossibility having .|  _ 

_ become an actual fact, and its simplicity made apparsaty 2 al 
the wonder is that it was not thought of earlier. -oprival 
As is generally known, the type-writer is not the inven- Tie 

tion of any one mind, but is rather a development... The ~~ 
first patent bearing on writing by machinery dates as far. 
back as the year 1714. Henry Mill, the inventor, lived; 
long enough to realize that his Hacking § was a failure ; and , ae 
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‘from. the time of his’ death till 1867, although several 

attempts were made in the same direction, nothing of 

ee marked importance was accomplished. In that year, how- 

ever, two printers, C. Latham Sholes and Samuel W. 

Soule, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A., while at work 

- ona machine for numbering the pages Be blank books, 

had their attention called to the possibility of so construct- 
— ing it that letters instead of figures could be printed. The 
drift of their minds was turned in this direction by a casual 

» remark made by a Mr Glidden, who was also an inventor. 
Perhaps nothing would have come of it had they not, at — 
a later period, been fired with a spirit of emulation by hear- 
ing of a type-writing machine having been invented by a 

! Me John Pratt, a native of Alabama, but residing at the 
- time in fioland. and as a result, they finaily sarceeded 
in producing the first really practical type-writer. To 
attempt to trace its after development would be almost 
futile. The idea having taken definite shape, modifications, 
alterations and improvements followed rapidly. Every 

suggestion was weighed, put to the proof, and if good, 

oe adopted. The result is the type-writer of to- day. 
The pen in some shape or form will certainly last as 

fee long as man himself, but so will the telegraph, the tele- 
ve poses and the type-writer. 

‘In this much-peopled world, and in this much- atesied 
age, the social problem: of ways and:means is daily be- 

aye coming more complex. Particularly is this true in the 

case of women. Physically they are unfitted for hard : 
a labor, and the competition in teaching, dressmaking, etc., 
is so keen that great Hane Wie is et in adie aon, 
_ oo living. } 

_ Here the type-writer comes in. It is Specially adapted 
for feminine fingers. They seem made for type-writing. 

__ Type-writing involves no harder labor, and no more skill 
ee than playing the piano. To command a good salary 

_- necessitates a certain amount of. business knowledge, but. — 
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to any girl BF fair education this should Be | no pivelna ibe: 
Indeed, women have reason to bless the invention of | 
the type-writer almost more than men. Figures setting _ 

_ forth the number of thousands of educated ladies inthe 
“United States, who at the present time earn their living — i ‘a 

_ by means of the type-writer, are so startling that those | 
unacquainted: with the facts might doubt them. ° i 

From many causes it has made comparatively ae | 
headway i in England, but the past year has seen a sudden , — 
awakening to its value, and the busy click of its metal type 
1s NOW no uncommon sound in our large business houses. 
-A certain incredulity as to its ability to perform the 

amount of work, and effect the saving in time claimed by — 
its upholders, still exists in many of the more conservative 
minds, but, once introduced, it wins its way. and if used — 
until its good qualities appear, it is seldom be ever aban- 
doned i 

_ Most inventions are both under and over- ee: “The. 

type-writer has not superseded Phonography, and while | : 
there are undoubtedly a few exceptionally skilful operators - __ 
who can for a time attain and maintain a speed of over 
100 words a minute, the average operator probably does 
not exceed 40. But it is equally certain that those same 
operators could not write more than 15 or 20 words in the. 
same time with the pen. Much misconception exists as 

to the rate of speed at which we write. Most people would © 
be incredulous were they to be told that they probably 

write only fifteen, or even a less number of words per _ 
minute. But a fair test—not of what they caz dounder 

_ pressure, but of what they actually do - will prove that the - | 
above statement is well within the mark. Sixty-five and 
even seventy words per minute have been written in long- 
hand “for a minute” by extraordinarily rapid penmen, _ 

_ but the sentences have been composed of very short words, © ean 

and the effort has not been sustained. Put to the same _ 
“minute test,” and given equally easy sentences, extra- 
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"ordinarily rapid type- -writer ti hao have accomplished | 

La ti words. : 
What the type- -writer can be ade to do in competent 

“hands i is marvelous enough without resorting to exaggera- 
tion; and it will undoubtedly take rank among the greatest 
of the many great discoveries and inventions of this nine- — 
‘teenth century > 

ae QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY TO ‘BECOME A- 

: SKILFUL OPERATOR. ° | 

> Can [become an ‘operator ?” is’ a question so fre- 
- quently asked 4s to pe almost cc ae in its pera g 
ology. 

Undoubtedly anyone who knows the Afonabee ‘and is 
not totally paralysed, can write with the type-writer, but 
there is a vast difference between that and becoming an 
- operator, in the general acceptation of the term. | 
~The question may be briefly answered in this way. If — 
_ you can strike a note on the piano you’ can write on the 
type- -writer, and if you have common sense you can become 
-an operator. But when we come to the question of the 
Sh uashaibothiay necessary to make a first-class operator, it is 

- quite different. | 
There are, at least, three general divisions of type: -writer 

, -operators—the “commercial amanuensis,” the “ dictatee 
in a legal copying office,” and the “ operator-of-all-work.” 

Any aspirant to the first must, in addition to a good 
general education, have had a commibrciat drilling: Fre 
- must be able to write in shorthand at not less than the 
~ rate of too words per minute. He must be upright and 
- trustworthy, absolutely uncommunicative outside’ of the | 
gas office, a good speller. and deft fingered. 2 
A knowledge of book-keeping is not likely to be re- 

- quired of the “ commercial type-writing amanuensis.” His 
- duties will, in most cases, consist in taking down in short- 
hand letters from dictation, and afterwards transcribing 
them on the machine. But it is well for him to be correct 

\ 
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in figures, as, in some houses he may have to “type” the : 
invoices, and while this will usually be straightforward 

work, yet he should check the calculations as he proceeds. = 

The value of his services will rest chiefly on his degree of 
accuracy,— accuracy in hearing, reporting, reading his 

notes, in judging whether the aie iad has expressed his 

thoughts as he intended, in the manipulation of his AYP Er 

writer, and in spelling. 
No amanuensis, unless he is given permission. SO to ag oN 

has the right to lier a word, phrase or sentence of the | 
matter as given to him by the dictator ; but verbal dicta- 

‘tion, and in fact all extemporaneous speaking, is apt to. 
lack grammatical precision. The reporter frequently takes 

“it upon himself to correct such inaccuracies, and gives us 

his idea of what the speaker meant to say. When he has 
overshot the mark in this manner, we are met with the 
familiar phrases, “I am repo as having said, eto. 
what I really did say was, etc.” True, letters are generally 

read over and signed by the dictator, and he would prob- 
| ably note the alteration ; but, as everyone knows, the prin- | 

cipals now and then ie a and the letters are left to 
be signed “p.pro.” by the next in authority. In such an ~ 
event, the alteration would in all likelihood pass unnoticed 
on account of its very nicety. But there is still the chance 

that an alteration, apparently slight, but which altered the 
import of the letter, might escape the notice of the dic- - 
tator himself, because it must be admitted that the mind 

will now and then mislead the eye in hurried reading. An 
error of calculation is often discovered by reversing, the 
order of figures, taking the column from the top and work- an 
ing downwards, for the simple reason that the mind: by | 
familiarity has repeated the mistake each time, : 

-~ There are, however, many so-called shorthand clerks ah : 

_ who put inelegancies into the mouth of the most precise. © 
Their ignorance makes the cultivated man appear a yokel, 

They drop a word in NEPOTHINE, and have not sense e enough 
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0 kanhly it afterwards: ~ “You shouldn’t have gone,” etc., 
aS eet down “ You shouldn’t gone,” and as ‘You shouldn’t 

- gone” it appears. “Should” does service for ‘‘ would,” 
and vice versa. Imagine the sentence, ‘‘ Men came to 
his asszstant,”’ when, as a matter of fact, the gentleman 
spoken of had no “assistant,” but the “assistance” came 

- ‘to him fortunately enough in the shape of men who saved 
him from drowning. Yet this is a true sentence as writ- 
ten by one of these bunglers. The knowledge that there 
are many of these dolts in active service should inspire 

~ the learner with courage to persevere, with redoubled as- 

_ surance that if'such as these are even tolerated, there is 
the greater chance for him to succeed if he brings-skill, 
accuracy, good education, quickness and common sense 
into the market. | 

_ We have mentioned among other requisites the cee 
cation of. suncommunicativeness. The amanuensis must 

_ keep his ears open and his mouth closed. He must re- 
member that he is the hand and not the head, and that. 

‘what is entrusted to his brain is not his property. The 
. diamond cutter may expend his skill on the precious 
+ stones, and yet not own them. So with the amanuensis. 

_ He is to employ his skill, but the thoughts entrusted to — 
_ him belong elsewhere. It should not be necessary for the © 

dictator to have to remind him that any particular letter 
HOG 1s “ private”—all should be considered so by him. 

_ The type-writing dictatee in a legal office need not have 
‘the same knowledge, but, in addition to being rapid, ac- 
curate, and a good speller, he must be thoroughly con- 

- versant with legal phrases, phraseology and abbreviations. 

A knowledge of shorthand is not, strictly speaking a ne- 
cessity, but, if he has it not, he will be a dictatee of the 
‘lowest order. Ifa ehortiand writer, he need not be a very 
‘rapid one, unless he wishes to burst from the chrysalis 

_ state and become a reporter. The man or woman who can — 
take down in shorthand a part of a speech from a reporter, : 
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and then transcribe it on the type- writer is most valuable. 
Ue aperaiuat al -work,” by which: we refer to those. at 

who “type” all manner of “ copy” at so much per folio, 
must have a general fund of knowledge. None of it need 
be very deep, but if superficial, it must be nevertheless 

universal. Accuracy, — SpeHme and neatness are p Phe 
three essentials. 

Those who have not given the matter touche. would pe : 
hardly lieve the wide range covered by MSS. to Be 

“typed.” Indeed there is hardly any branch of business, 
_profession or pleasure, that is not represented. The Adbar hae aa 
of fiction brings his works of imagination; the scientist 
the result of his laborious researches, full to the brim with 

technical, ponderous words; the dramatist his farces, 
bristling with slang, and Hihecntcisns never heard in . 
Ireland ; and his tragedies, loaded down with classical 

Bbicaiong: “thee’s” and “ thou’s ” id genus omng, the theo- 

logical savant his learned essays, in avhich each sentence | a0 

is burdened with Hebrew or Chaldee; the new Mining 
Companies their prospectuses eae ne with technical- 
ities; and so on ad infinitum. The “‘operator-of-all-work” 
must be ready at a moment’s notice to “tackle” words 
that have but little meaning to him; and the chances are? o> be 

that the original from which the copy is to be made is done 

in indifferent handwriting, which makes the hard task all 
>the harder. There are some who seem to have the faculty 

for deciphering bad writing, but it is not by any means a_ 
common gift. Still it may be cultivated to a certain degree _ 

by those who are quick to catch the meaning and supply - a, 
possible synonyms until they hit on the correct word that ss 
has caused all the trouble. 
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VARIOUS MACHINES 

AND THEIR ADAPTABILITY TO CERTAIN WORK. 

caters are several kinds of Type: -writers, some being 
- better adapted for certain work than others. 

They are known by numbers. ' Thus, the N umber 1 
: pe Remington is built upon the original model with modifica- 

.. tions. It is cumbersome, and it is not advisable to pur- 
ae chase it except where money is an important item. As 

‘a means with which to earn a living it is useless, as it has | 
- but the one set of type, all being capital letters. It is, 
a however, a good strong machine, and will stand hard work. 

_. The Number 2 Remington is the popular instrument. Sgt 
ae It has both capitals and small letters, ee punctuation 

“marks, and the followmeg signs : 4, 4, #, /; &, 4, and “7 
It will write on paper up to eight inches wide, and of 
indefinite length. It is therefore suitable for commercial 

~ and general use. — | | 

Where paper of greater width is required, the Number 
-3 Remington is recommended. This will admit a sheet 
fourteen inches wide. It has four keys and eight charac- 

| - ters in addition to those of the Number 2 machine. It is 
(largely employed by lawyers, insurance companies, and 

all who require their writing done on very wide paper. 
Its action is slightly heavier than the smaller. machines, 
~ and the extra keys are somewhat confusing to those who 
have accustomed themselves to the Numbers 1.02, Or Ay 
This is not noticed by those who have coiimenced to learn | 
on it, who in turn find the absence of the extra keys mis- © 
leading. As far as possible the same arrangement of 

a keys has been adhered to in all machines. 

i The. Number 4 Remington is built upon he style of the : ie 
“Number 2 machine, but has the Number 1 key-board. 

| : ) _ It is cheaper than the Number 2, but as it has only the 
en one set of type, (capitals,) can only be eccothmended toy 
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those who do their own writing, ae to whom money is 

_an object. Its action is easy, its typing clear and distinct, 

and it is thoroughly serviceable within the limit of its. 
capacity, but useless where the pees Lees to earn 

_a living by type- writing. 

Each machine is stamped with a “ Shop number,” ‘and 
it will be well for the purchaser to take a note of this, as in _ ie 
_ case his Type-writer should be stolen, the police could be 
at once notified, and the number would assist them in ~ 

discovering it. The value of this has been put to the 
test several times. Those who contemplate buying ~ 
second-hand machines should look for the number. If it ~ is 

has been altogether erased, it is safe to infer that at some 

- time or other it has. been stolen, and would therefore be 
dear at any price. The Remington Company keep as 

strict a record as possible of the whereabouts and Histo 
of each, and are thus enabled to trace most machines 
back to their origin. If the possessor of a machine 

wishes to exchange “ for one of a newer make, and his 

-Type-writer has no “shop number,” he cannot expect any 
allowance to be made for it. 7 , 

Considering the machines, therefore, aceon to aie 
adaptability for different kinds of work, we would Bees 
them thus :— 

(1) For legal work, ane for work requiring very wide | 
paper, Number 3. 
(2) For all ordinary work, cpenaercal professional, 
(except legal,) and dramatic, where the paper need not 
be wider than eight inches, Number 2. 

__ (3) For private use, where both small letters ad capi- i 

tals are not needed, and where money is a consideration, ha 

Number 4. 

(4) We do not recommend Number 1 Remington except 
where all other considerations are sacrificed to money. | 
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_. RATIONALE OF THE TYPE-WRITER. ‘17 

- General Lessons on the Type-Writer. _ 

LESSON 1. 

THE RATIONALE OF THE TYPE- Wir. 

The T ype- -writer sacrifices mere external beauty to wally: 
he The machine looks complicated, but it is in reality very 
oy simple. ‘It is only the multiplicity of parts which gives 

the novice this i impression. Let him thoroughly examine 
the machine for himself before ee his first lesson in ~ 

_writing. 
SEE PLATE Se 

\ 

There is a japanned iron frame enclosing and holding 
ey, ‘the working parts, consisting of a base, four upright posts 

- Cand: a top- -plate. In the front of ae machine are four 
banks of keys arranged in steps, like the keys of an organ. 
Let him examine one key at a time, and clearly under- 

o stand its function, and he will instantly grasp the general | 
idea. Note that one key is devoted to each letter of the - 

oe fe alphabet. (The figures and signs we shall notice after- 
es, wards.) Each key is at the end of a long, light wooden ah par, called a “key-lever.” Depress a key slowly, and it 

te % 

will be seen that the bar is hinged at the opposite end, 
and that as the key is pressed, a wire that is fastened to 
the middle of the key-lever (called.a ‘‘ connecting wire”) is 
_ drawn downwards. The other end of this wire is attach- 

_ €d to the end of one of the type-bars, which in its turn is 
drawn down at the end fastened to the wire and corres- 
pondingly raised at the other. Upon the end that is raised 

& _will be seen the metal type. These type-bars are arranged 
in the form of a circle, and their ‘ type-ends” come up to 
a common centre when the keys are depressed. _ 

_ A great step towards disabusing the mind of the pupil as 
‘to the apparent complexity will be made if he will notice — 
that when a key i is touched. only one Pols -bar is set: in” 
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ee: 

ie ee 

* 

| ? tnotion > all: the others remain stationary. If he anneee | 
stands this, and masters the action of one type-bar, he will ~ a 

_ then comprehend the whole ofthis section ofthe mechan- 
ical construction of the machine. It must also be clear ~ 

< i 

to him what we mean by the difference between multipli- — 
city and complexity. The Type-writer is not complex, 

although it has so many parts, because the same parts are 

depressed the types strike in identically the same spot. 
_ Onthe top of the Type-writer are two_ rollers. ‘The 

larger one is covered with hardened india-rubber, the 
smaller is of wood. This smaller cylinder is known as 
the “feed-roll,” because it feeds the paper tothe other 
cylinder. Two elastic india rubber bands connect these 

_ repeated over and over again, the action being sip 05 

itself. 

The reader will observe that, no matter winch eau is! 

_ cylinders, so that if one of them revolves the other must. D 

— do so also. | 

Immediately behind the two cylinders is a sloping 

_ japanned iron shelf (F. Plate 1) which serves to keep the 

_ paper straight, and prevents it being injured by the % 

-... mechanism. This is called the “ paper-shelf. cae | 

In front of the four banks of keys there is a narrow strip ‘ 

of wood which is called the “ space-bar.” This i isfastened 
at each end to wooden levers resembling the key-levers. on 

It may be depressed at any point, but while it permits the - 
carriage to move, it raises no type-bar, and therefore no oe . 

impression is made upon the paper. mts 
Take a sheet of paper eight inches wide, and, ‘sosking. 

- entirely from the top, place the edge of it nae between Ae 

- the two rollers, so that each side of the paper comes. 

: directly over the elastic bands. These bands are for the. oS 

purpose of guiding the paper round the cylinder. On | my 

turning the front roller the paper will be tightly held. 

The two cylinders revolve in a frame, called the “carriage,” a) 

which is hinged at the back, and can be raised from the 
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ibe by he hand habe Plate 1). By Sen the carriage 
and by turning the rubber cylinder towards you, the paper 
is made to move forward. In the middle is a small strip 

of metal attached to a rod in front, ending in a little 

: : cylindrical wheel, called a ‘‘friction-roll,” which nearly | 
- touches the hard rubber cylinder. .Fhis: is called’ the: 

¥ 

“envelope holder and paper guide,” (68, Plate 1) and is. 
for the purpose of keeping the paper against the cylinder... . 
While the carriage is raised, continue turning the cylinder 
with the fingers, and at the same time guide the paper 

$ under the envelope holder. As soon as the envelope — 

holder has caught it, the paper is in aes and the 
_ Carriage may be lowered. 

Directly under the cylinder, when in position, is. a. 
ribbon prepared with a moist ink. This ribbon runs, 

© across the machine, and winds and unwinds on two spools 
or reels situated unter the right and left of the top plate: 
of the iron frame. 

- From the foregoing description we see that :— 

(1) The paper is held round the rubber cylinder. 
(2) Immediately under the paper, while so held, 

“aibbon charged with moist ink. 

(3) Upon depressing a key a type-bar is raised, at the. 

end of which is a type corresponding with the character 
on the key struck. 

(4) All the type strike at exactly the same point. a 
(5) Fhe type strikes against the inked ribbon, and this. 

‘in turn, coming against the paper, which is held round the 

cylinder, makes an impression in ink on the paper. 
i Before passing on_to further consider the mechanism, the | 

student should fully understand the parts alreadydescribed, 
3 / a: should be able to answer the following questions : 

TaN 

" EXERCISE ar: 

Of Row many parts is the iron framework of the 

“type. -writer poses: ? 
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2, Becnhe hein’ : : 
2° F9 what are the keys attached ? oe | ¥ 
4. Describe the process by ue the types are brought 

mae into | position for writing. 

the elastic bands connecting 1 the two cylinders. 

5. Name the various parts for accomplishing this. 
6. What is the “feed roll?” Explain the purpose of . a 

i te 

7. Name the movable piece of japanned i iron at the back : 
_ of the cylinders. 

6. Explain what is meant De the part called the: 
earnace.” 

9g. What is the “ envelope holdée and paper side? >” 
+10, Which 4 Is the “ispace-bar f: 

LESSON “2 

It must already have occurred to the mind of the pupil o a 
that, if the carriage bearing the paper remained in the. ~ 
game position, and each type struck in exactly the same 

place, the letters would be printed one over the other: _ 

| - He has probably noticed that upon liberating a key which .: 

has been struck, the carriage has moved automatically, 
from right to left, the space of a letter, so that when the 
next key has been depressed the type has made an im- 

pression in the correct place. This calls forsome ingeni- 

~ ous mechanism, and the pupil should understandthe modus 

ae of each part before proceeding to actual practice. 

_. The simplest way to describe this portion will be by the 

aid of a diagram, which should at the same time be com- 

pared with the machine ‘itself. In making the examina- 
tion the learner may turn the machine in any way, but — Me 

must bear in mind that the carriage should be prevented ee 

from falling back with violence, or damage will ensue. 
The plate here given is a sketch of a ee of the back Or. Lo 

a No. 2 machine. ee 

Referring to Plate 2, at ee 100154 ratchet wheel, which 
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nae Biomed: to a poweria clock-spring. It is meee up oy o 
_ by turning the small handle at fig. 20, the double ratchet: - 

pawl * (figs. 30 and 40) keeping it from slipping back. |. 

| _ This spring provides the force for the automatic ae 
_ ment of the carriage from left to right, a thin strap being. . 

fastened to it and to the carriage. What is rechnicallpe 

‘known a the “ carriage tension ”—by which is‘meant the tie 

force drawing the carriage automatically from nght to. 

left—is due to the tension of the clock-spring which is | 
fastened to the ratchet wheel (fig. 10, Plate 2), and-the : 

degree of tension is entirely under control. It will be i: 
seen that as the Carriage is drawn into position by the 

hand from left to right, at the close of a line, the tension — 
a es that has been lost by the movement of the carriage from > : i 

the opposite direction is regained. The carriage tension iy 

once properly adjusted seldom requires attention, and) — 
: pupils are strongly advised to leave it alone until they | 

have thoroughly mastered the machine. The carriage, 3 

being drawn by the spring, would fly from right to left» 

_ upon being liberated by the hand if there were not some 

restraining influences. At the back of the top plateisa 
rack (fig. 50, Plate 1), the space between the teeth of 
-__ which is exactly that occupied by a letter in printing, 9 

Beneath the centre of the row of key-levers will be seen | 

a narrow wooden bar, called the “ universal bar,” which | 

is attached to mechanism in the upper part of themachine. 

by wires. In Plate 1, the wire on the right hand side will | | 
be distinctly seen, its hesk being between the right ribbon. 2 is ‘ 

spool and the furthest upright post of the machine. 

When the space-bar or any of the keys (with the excep» 

- tion of those marked “upper” and “lower-case” in the. ae 

‘double-lettered machines) are touched, the lever operated ee 

presses this universal bar down, and by so doing sets in? ee 

| action the mechanism we shall now describe. 

. eae catch to aback the backward aria of a wheel. y a 
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There are two “dogs+” in the ‘Type-writer (figs. 60 
ae Santh 70, Plate 2), that at 70 being known as the “rigid 
dog,” and that at 60 as the “loose dog. ” Both rock back- 
- wards and forwards in the iron part which holds them, 

called the “ spacing- -rocker,” (S55, Plate 2), but ithe” 
mee loose dog” has also a side movement. They may be 

ae described as a catch split in two, and work through an 
bike opening in the back of the top plate. 

_ Their action is as follows:—The carriage tension is 
ee continually trying to draw the carriage from right to left. 

“i The “dogs ” being: pressed by the spring at fig. 80, Plate 
- 2, the “loose dog ” catches in one of the teeth of the rack, 
" the: ‘rigid dog ” being free, both “ dogs” being level with 
each other. When a key is struck the key-lever presses 

down the universal bar. The universal bar is connected — 
- with the spacing-rocker (SSS) by two wires, and draws 

‘the “dogs” forward. By this means the “rigid dog” 
‘comes into position and continues to restrain the carriage 
from moving, but the “loose dog,” being liberated, has 

_ been thrown sideways by the spring at fig. 90, Plate 2, so 
that it is ready to catch the next tooth of the rack. The 
finger i is lifted off the key, and as the “dogs” fall back 

‘into place the rack is passed on one tooth—z.e., the space 
J of one letter ; because, as the “rigid dog” ieaves the rack 
‘the loose one ins in between the teeth, and the carriage- 
‘ _ tension draws it up even with the “ rigid dog,” as in the 
first position. If this seems at all difficult to be under-. 
stood by the non-mechanical student, let him ZO carefully 
over it again and again until it is perfectly clear. If he 
takes the pains to understand all about his machine, he 
will be able to keep it in order, and be largely independ- 
ent should anything go wrong. Repairers are called in 

for the most trifling mishaps, when even a superficial 
“Anowleige of the mechanism of the Type- -writer Nou 

+ Dog.—A kind a catch or clutch. 
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| have died the Saree to set it ‘Gant again fer hieasele: 
in a few seconds. Enererare learn what von machine i 18, 

as well as what it will do. 

" EXERCISE Ie | 
. Describe the “universal bar,” its position a and function., 
. To what is it attached >? 
. What draws the carriage from right to left 2 
. What prevents the “ COAEEs -tension 8 from running 

5, What. is a0 dog” (mechanical)? How many are. : 
there ina Type- -writer, and how are they distinguished ?- ‘ae 

6. Describe as fully as possible the action of the neoge! 
Sve What 1 is meant by the ‘rack 7? 

‘Ni 

LESSON 3. 

ee When the carriage has moved almost as far as it wilh = 

Seo. toward the left, a bell is heard to ring. This is to 
warn the operator that the end of the line is nearly 

_ reached. After this he can still write four or five letters, 

and if the word he i is writing is too long, he is enabled to 
divide it properly. The bell is shown at fig. 100, Plate 2, 

the “bell-hammer” at fig. 110, Plate2. Thehammerwill © 

be seen to be fixed to one end of a'stout wire, the other - 

~ end of which is bent, so that it is lifted as the “ bell- -ringer oe 

_ passes over it (fig. 120, Plate 2,); and as soon as it is 

liberated, falls with sufficient force to strike the bell. 

To return the carriage for the commencement of a new. Pai 
_ line it will be seen that the rack (fig, 50, Plate 2), must be 

lifted clear of the dogs. This can be accomplished ne : 
pressing down'the thumb-piece (fig. 168, Plate 1);-at! thie. 

right of the carriage, with the right hand, and while. SO. 

ae holding it pushing the carriage from left to right with the 

“ 

left hand ; then by letting go the thumb-piece the rack > 
falls on the dogs and is held. As it is more convenient — 

ee Se 

eee 9 

‘to work the carriage from the front, a device has been ~ ‘ 
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“arranged éallied: she Mt Giiaee -lever” for this purpose Se 
(A, Plate 1). To use it, hold it firmly and draw it toward “4 
you. The lever has an ingenious curve, and the end will 

; be. found to press down on the thumb- piece (fig. 168, 
_ Plate 1), so that the rack i is raised. Stil holding the car- 
: riage lever well toward you, a continued pressure to the | 

_ right will return the carriage to the proper position. In 

_ using the carriage-lever be careful to hold it well toward 
you while drawing the carriage to the right, so that the > 

teeth of the rack are kept free of the dogs all the way, or 
both the rack and dogs will be unnecessarily worn. Atthe- 

- same time care must be taken that. the Carriage be not. 
_ lifted off the front bar. , 
At the right of the hard-rubber cylinder is a iaichee : 
wheel, and it will be noticed that when the carriage-lever 

_is operated, a small pawl,—called the “line-space-pawl,” 
~(M, Plate 1,) being pressed into a notch of the ratchet- 
wheel forces the cylinder backward, and thus automati- 4 
cally brings the paper into place for a newline. _ It follows, 
therefore, that the carriage must not be raised by this 

| ‘lever when an examination of the writing is to be made, 
or the cylinder will be turned, and the paper moved out of 
position. 

; The distance between the ee can be aeuteet at 
= will. The “space- “gauge, ” as it is called (fig. 95, Plate .1,) - 

is a litle. thumb-piece at, the extreme nmght of: the 7 

Carriage. When raised so that it points upward, the 
‘spacing between the lines is narrow; when lowered SO 
that it pons toward you, the lines are twice as wide 

a apart. 
© a The ink: ribbon j is made to move iene le whic re- 

- quires no attention until ithas been completely wound from 

one spool to the other. Its direction can then be reversed © 
as follows. At the left side of the machine, and close to « 

the back post, will be found a small nickel-plated handle. Sisq 
This is the end of a long shaft that runs across the 

Brame 

f 
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machine under the top plate. Tiere’ are three grooves — 
in this shaft, in anyone of which a latch directly above it — 
will fall and keep the shaft from shifting while in no-way 
hindering it from revolving. Suppose the ribbon is: all 
wound on the right hand spool : lift the latch and pull out 
the shaft until the latch falls into the third groove. “The? 
ribbon will now wind automatically on the left hand spool. 
When this in turn is full, the latch is raised, the shaft 
pushed in as far as it will go, and the latch allowed to” 
fall into the first groove. If the latch rests in the middle 

¢ groove the ribbon-movement is detached so that the s 

spools remain stationary even while the machine is Biol 
worked, and if the machine be used while the latch is in 

_ this position, the ribbon would soon be worn through by” 
the type striking on the same spot. The middle groove - 
4s useful only in manifolding or when an old ribbon is” 
being removed, which will be described later on. By 
shifting the handle projecting under the right side of the 
top plate (165, Plate 1,) backward or forward the type > 
can be made to strike other parts than the middle of the ° 
ribbon, so that when the ink is exhausted in one part the — 
ribbon can still be made to do service by Bene slightly. 

shifted. _ 

EXERCISE 3: 

_1I. How is the carriage returned from left to bere Pia 
- 2. What difference is there in returning the carnage by 

the thumb-piece and by the carriage-lever? ) ie 

iH, 

3. What does the carriage-lever effect eee raising: i 
the rack free of the dogs? 

4. What is the line- -space- -pawl ? 

6. How is the distance between the lines s regulated, and 
‘by what? 

i, Balan how the motion of the ribbon can be eae 
8. What is the use of the lateral ribbon movement ? ae a | as y 

ce Why must the carriage not be raised by Se carriage: ey 
lever? a 
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uae ON POSITION. 

"Position | is most oa and ought to receive proper | 

attention. One of the greatest evils of penmanship ee 

. that the writer has to bend over the desk, narrowing his 

| chest, rounding his shoulders, and injuring his lungs. Itis 
cruel that the men and women who do the most to educate 

us, whose active brains are pressed into our service, sO 

that. we can in truth “reap where we have not sown,” and 

cull the flowers planted by other hands, should, by the 
physical conditions imposed by their pple nn TECeIves : 
bodily 1 injury. In addition to the many ills resulting from 

mere position while writing with the pen, some of our 

writers ae crippled by bat most. distressing malady 
known as “ writer’s cramp.” To the writer it means more 

than mere pain. His bread, his home, the life and the » 
comfort of his family all depend on the faithful hand that | 
has turned the scintillations of his mind into money and _ 
kept the roof over his head. Instead of stooping, the 

ne operator on the Type-writer sits upright. His chair 
must be drawn up close to the instrument. 

4% 

- TOUCH. 

The operator’s motto should be “touch and go.” One | 
_ key must be depressed at a time, and the blows should be. 

sharp and quick,—sharp enough to make a clear impres- 
sion, and quick enough to make room for the next type. — 
‘The marks of punctuation must be used with care. They 

are so.small and sharp that if their keys be struck forcibly 
_ they go through the paper, and penetrate more or less the. 
_ rubber cylinder, according to the force of the blow. The 

) beginner. is apt to treat his machine with uncalled-for . : 

severity. If he only knew whata friend it would prove to. | 
. him in time to come, he would perhaps temper his blows 
with discretion. As the learner remains in ignorance 
until he finds that he has pa the rubber cylinder . 

ON Bes COON Oo eye 
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so that it is permanently intlentéd, perhaps ine best thing‘ 
is to advise him to use a stout, smooth sheet of paper at 
the back of the sheet he is writing on, which will greatly 
protect the cylinder. In inserting tine sheets. let the 
two edges be even with each other at the top, and place | 

, them squarely 1 in the machine, the sheet to be written on : 

being underneath, sO-that the one which is to serve as Ee 

backing is nearest the cylinder. Another plan is to insert 
the sheet to be written on, and after giving the cylinder 
a slight turn, place the backing sheet between the first _ 

_ sheet and hues cylinder; then on again turning the cylinder 
both sheets will be held. This suggestion need not be a 
looked upon with contempt even by the professional opera- 

_ The learner is liable to get his ae smeared ith thee 
ink: this may be avoided by careful manipulation. The y 

old proverb “Cleanliness is next to Godliness” holds 

: if 

: ee 

Muy 

tor, for when a paper backing is used, the writing 1 is ie @ 
Neg improved. 

good in commerce. The cleanliness must extend to the =. 
machine itself; and as this is a most’ important matter, ; e 

the operator. vill be given clear directions how to keep — 
his machine in order, under the general heading i Care of 
the aoe writer.” } | 

ARRANGEMENT OF THE KEYS. 

When a compositor has set up a sentence in type, 
- which is afterwards disarranged by an accident, it 

is said to be “pied”’ To the unpractised eye of the: 

similar description would apply to it. Why its alphabet _ 
should begin with Q, and end with M, is mysterious at’, 
first sight. But the reason of this disorder soon becomes 

clear. The keys are. arranged so that greater facility iS 
given to fingering than if the letters were placed in their. 
usual order... We here give the various keyboards, about — 
one third thei actual size. oe ae 

any 
e 

y ‘ a ¥ ‘ : o 
won at 

Gye 

inquirer the keyboard of the Type-writer looks as if a - : 

eg 

iS Yes 
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KEYBOARD OF No. 2°TYPE-WRITER. ~ 
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QOOOO OOOO® 
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PTs diagonal line drawn dheoiek the middle of eae 
_ keyboard is purely mnemonical. Lt wall aid the learner 
in remembering the correct position of the hands while 
operating. The fingers of the left hand must never be 
used on the keys to the right of the line. The fingers of : 
the right hand when using the No. 1 or No. 4 machine, =| 
must not, except in rare instances, be used on the keys 
to the left of the line, nor in the No. 2 or 3 machine when aoe 
printing small letters. The letters “+? and “b? enclosed» a9 

“in the dotted lines may be oneeatest by the first. Baca of. 
either hand. 

THE UPPER -Casr 

It has been said that the No. 1 and No. 4 Type-writers os 
print capitals only, but that the other machines print both 
capitals and small letters. In the latter a key at the eel en 4 

treme left of the lowest row is marked “ upper case.” uf 

When this i 1s depressed, and while so held a key j is struck: © 

the capital : is printed ; but when the upper-case key isnot — 

held down, and the same key used, the small letter is” 
printed. ‘he explanation of this is simple, although - that 
fact does not lessen the ingenuity of the idea. 

At the end of each type-bar are two types. It has ee 
stated that all the types strike on the same spot ; and thd: 

-is true of the No. 1 and No. 4 machines; but the types” ! 

in Nos. 2 and 3 are double. The curve of the cylinder is. 

syich that only one of the types at the end of each bar can _ 
make an Impression at one time. Therefore, when the. 

- machine is in its normal condition the small letters print, 

but when the upper case key is depressed the whole car- “ > : 

riage is shifted backward, so that a new common centre iS, 
created, and the second set of types prints instead of the 
first. It follows that if the carriage can be held in this — ‘ 

: position the machine will write in capitals only, which is. 

- sometimes required. This can be done by Bue oe back 
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‘he hook (lg. 140, Plate ay to which the spring (fig. tok 
Plate 1), 1s attached. The pressure must be upward as 

sa well as backward. When the machine is required to 

me write small letters again, the hook has only to be raised 
- and drawn forward. Be particular to see that in either 
we operation the hook is pushed or pulled, as the casé may | 

- be, as far as it will go, or the impression of the type will 

a not be true. If while the machine i is adjusted to write all 

_ Capitals (upper case), a small letter (lower case) is called 
ay tor, the key marked “lower case” must be held down 

- while the key is struck. The beauty of this duplex 
arrangement of type is that the number of keys 1 is reduced | 

‘to one- half, z.¢., the key-board is the same size as that of | 

2 the single type bmachine although the number of charac- 

- ters is double. Having learned the position of any key 
the student has in reality mastered two, since the same 

; a represents both capital and small letter. : 

The keys devoted to other signs than the letters have 
two characters marked on each. The “upper” character 

_ mark or figure is obtained by treating it as if it were a 
capital letter, and striking the. key while the upper ’ 

- . case key is held down ; the lower characters will print — 

when this key is in its normal position. Beginners are 
: ee. very apt to release the upper case key too soon ; and when 

A : hae is “one che type makes a false 1 impression. 

EXERCISE 4. 

. How Mould the operator sit at the machine?» 
_2. How should, the keys be struck to ensure a clear ; 

: ‘impression : ? 

3. What is the use of a second sheet of } paper ? | 

oy ae What keys should be struck with the ee of the | 
es left hand? - 

> §\\ How is a capital ee sitiaeds ? i 

6, What is the use of the Hous at the left hand of the 
¢ o ‘machine? | | 
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METHOD: OF FINGERING. 

Mr, Péitie s method of fingering by the fiimbers I to oe | 
will be adopted throughout this work, as it is the most - 
practicable, The following table explains itself — 

= hand “ Est» Banger, Fig. I 

2nd 9 BA aoe 

| ard 1 hee 7 3 ; 

.Left hand - ESt hye a 

- and ody ay ok 5 

3rd ” po? 

The first thing to be done by the sap is to master the x ! 

alphabet i in its newly arranged form, s so that the position 

ofa ey | is known instinctively. | 

EXERCISE 5. 

Write this ten times. 

Boba 1 12 2b 25 2 1-23 to 4 Be tg ed 
sy 

abe cdefghijkimnopqrstuvwx
y 

Write this ten times to memorize the vowels. 2 

gee PERE F ee 4 PEGE TT Oe 
Abed#igh/sjkimnOpqrstUvwxyz- 

Write this until tolerably familiar with the porns of . 

7 | the keys. 

\ is 

ees 

ee ip seeee oor ee 
Cy ew Vout s.r Gp oom |] ky i big ft ed cha 

sDROPPED, LETTERS. 3 ae 

| It will occasionally happen, that from carelessness, or an 

ire 

\ 
Bare se 

a? ~ attempt to push the speed of writing beyond the capacity Cae 

of the operator, a key will be depressed sufficiently to lift 
othe rack free of the dogs, but not with enough force for. ? 

_ bring the type in contact with the ribbon. The result is on 
: precisely the same as a the space- “bar had been ales a : 
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we algal ene left, cues is easily: remedied. The learner will 
oe have noticed two scales, one in the front of the machine 
pe and one beneath the cylinder. They are graduated 

in tens, which are subdivided into units, every fifth divi- 
; ~ sion ae specially marked. The front scale i is numbered 

_. from right to left, the other from left to right. In the ( 
. > waddle of the front of the carriage is, a small pointer, “1.7% 
__. which comes over the front scale. The two scales cor- 

| _ respond, and as the pointer travels along, it shows the — 
eS exact spot in the line where a type will print, upon a key 

>< beme struck... Thus, suppose that it points to “20,” and 
ces key 1 is struck ; on raising the carriage it will be found 

S that an impression of the type has been made immedi- 

ately over “20” on the scale placed beneath the cylinder. 
- If, therefore, a letter has been “ dropped all that the 

- operator has to do is to raise the carriage and observe the 
degree on the scale. where the blank space occurs, then 

(after lowering the carriage) raise the rack by the huitib- 
piece, (fig..168, Plate 1,) and push the carriage back until 

“-~ - the pointer indicates the corresponding degree in the front 
scale, when on striking the proper key the error will be 
remedied. 

The further use of the scales must already be dupont 
a ve the learner. Without them it would be a matter of. 
extreme difficulty to do tabulated work, or to find the. cor- 

rect spot at which to commence uneven lines, &c. 

THE SPACE BAR. 

‘The space-bar should be operated by the thumb. This 
. pois sound advice, and it would be well that the pupil should — 
at once adopt it. It is true that a large number of 

oe - operators—some of them among the most rapid and 
~~ accurate—touch the bar with a finger. If, therefore, after 
_ long practice, the operator finds that he instinctively ships 

We into: the habit of using a finger instead of the thumb, ; 

t 3 oy f 4 + ¢ 
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| sert the “ dropped” letters :— 

there will be nothing gained, and a good deal of valuable 
time lost, in striving to acquire the system of employing 2 
the thumb. It should, however, be remarked that those ee 

- operators who work the space-bar with the thumb are less a 
look to touch a key in the lower row by mistake. 

EXERCISE 6. 

For - practice write the following, and then carefully i in- 

CD edeke lie 
Ae ee Ta ae nO. eS Co ae 
bee ete hry ka Mopeds. situ By oa 

Now let the pupil proceed to the exercise given below amet 
first of all writing the lines, and then turning the 

, cylinder back and putting in only one “ dropped” letterat 
a time; and never doing two in succession in the same 
line. Repeat this until it is accomplished without a 

mistake. Bear in mind that to turn the paper back the 
carriage must be raised, the line-space-pawl (M, Plate eae 
must be pressed with the second finger of the right hand ; 
and while so held the cylinder must be turned with the’ | 
left ee Do not-use the thumbs for fear of smearing | 
the paper with ink: | 

apecde te hij kl mm opr r st ayes 
Pape wee bye hok W nee pod: Casi bk yee ee 
Qccrda ale nag ied mM Gt ait ay vy Z 

Dod ee ko lm) nop CHa as teneue dh 
pa ond Vd oD a Rs fae 0 Aen Set ke 
tee DMM OS ECON QU PRES Pehtaa MEN oe MOBS GN Cec acie xy Z 

Cove FPP R= malo g Ost ust we Gee 

WORD EXERCISES. 

EXERCISE ope 

In the three following exercises the pupil must master 3 

the correct fingering of each word before attempting the — sa 
sentences. The pogcnny for the same nerd will fre- a 

alee, 
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at gees : WORD EXERCISES. DORs P38. 

ae quently vary somewhat, when written all in. small letters 

vo — or x beginning with a capital. 

Ae tN bee ee ee oe 124 

me * aa % x y, 4 z 2 ‘ x 2 5 I 

eh ae Se. am ; a may 

or ae ae | 15 
Saye et be 
Ager es AT 2T.2 Sry iui oed nba. 
oe ee Phin ke wrong 

a PPADS A 7 
inclined 

Er 2 : : : 

me am inclined to think. Am [inclined to think? I think 
ress A 

PL ath wrong. To think I am inclined.. I may be wrong 

but am inclined to think. To think Iam wrong. I am 

_ wrong but may be inclined to think.* I may be wrong. | 

Iam inclined to think I am wrong, I think I may be 

wrong. But maybe I am wrong. 

7 EXERCISE 3” 
N OTE. —(The words “that” and “have” are exceptions 

eR to the general rule, and the fingering given will be found 
ev 7 to be the simplest). 

Se ei ESOS) 214 415 451 
oy “ «2 “Reply (ng) the eeu Say 

t Cito we oh en ADTAT. | 42 55° 
Your(s) : FOL that 

Bokeh ee i 2154 oes 
favor (s) Png ty. in 

2A 2514 121 
| . Obs have you . 

ae Bes 528 
Dita are 

* The figure “1” is made with the small letter “ 1,” not with 
‘the a Sea I; and the figure “OQ” with the upper case “ O.” 



re \ 

' 

i 5 a pea abies THE ee 

ay sik” \ ey if ie 
, +f 5 j ‘ 

; 

Your reply. Your favor. fs fats to yours of the 16th * S 
aera gilt 

inst. have to say. “Replying to your favor I am inclined | 

to think. You say in yours of the ie inst that you think ‘ | 
1514 

I am wrong. | ‘Have I the favor: May I have the favor? . 

In your reply you say I am wrong. Replying to your . 

favor of the roth inst., may I say that I think you are 7. 

‘ wrong. oe say I am wrong, but I am inclined to think ae 

that you are. ‘' Maybe,” you say in your favor of ee 

16th inst., “you think I am wrong.” Replying to yours: o 

of the 16th inst., I have to say that I am inclined to think ie 

that you are wrong 

EXERCISE 9. 

125 45 1552 I a 21 cA 5 

ihe 7tre) been belie ge 

21 2541 — 422 45. 
on. | part goo od's / 

Mies don. ie 5445 
Rail way Co. were = | 

124 Poo Ge 2152121 re 
not mark (ed) plainly : 

514 P252145451514214 : 
and misunde Penang ins 

_ The goods have been Dey sated I think the- Rail- 

way Co. marked the goods. Part of the misunderstanding 

I believe may have been yours. Misunderstanding yours | e 

plainly you are inthe wrong. I think the misunderstand- 
_ 4 

‘of the 16th inst., part of the goods were marked ; Dut es 

‘ Aa . 1 
, i; Pg - 
r) Py es, 2 cat 

® ae eg 

¥ 2 x ee 
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| ing is on your mee cs believe the Railway Co. to be: in 

the wrong. You have a part of the goods. You sayin’ 

as : your favor of the 16th inst. that you have the goods 

: “marked cA” Are you in favor of the Railway Co. ? I | 

oat aia inclined to believe that yours were marked, but not on 

the 16th inst. Your favors have been replied to in patt. 
145 
_ Are your goods marked? Are you replying to the Rail- 

way. Co? “Replying to your favor of the 16th inst., I 

“have to say that I am inclined to think you are wrong. | 

There may have been a misunderstanding on the part of 

ie Railway Co. I believe the goods were not plainly 

marked. | 

EXERCISE Io. 

a 5122... Pear Dee 
Reisente, ya tls | 3: very find 

| A125 “2154 2541 
tars. ae Fist last 

24 414145 24245 
it. 7 Tuture price 

GAIA Asi21 [4 4.35.4 1 Ae Oe 
sen t | truly Respect fully 

_ I think that in the future it will be the part of the Rail- 
’ way Co. to mark the goods plainly. Your ‘price list 

‘received. The last may have been wrong. Will there bé 

a misunderstanding with the Railway Co.? I believe your 

2 : last list to have been wrong. Have the goods sent to the 
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‘the price list may be wrong. In future, goods will besent 

to the Railway Co., plainly marked. You will find the 

! price plainly marked in the list: (You wall find that thes s 

| Railway Co. You say heal shaft of the 16th inst. that ee 

goods were sent on the 16th inst., and were very plainly 

marked on the list. Your future fee will be respect- Care 
2 it 

fully sent to the Railway Co. On your part see that the cf se 

goods are marked very plainly. Will this micundeesiin de - 

ing be the last ? 

BUSINESS LETTERS. 

The object of a letter is to ask for or to give informa- a 

_ tion. This should be done in precise language, concisely _ 
and politely worded. To be able to write a good letter is _ 

to possess qualifications which cannot be acquired ina 

day, and which no mere Hh as to forms, arrangement _ 
. and expression can secure.’ The general form can be. 
learned, but the style and wording of the body of the 

letter—the essential part of the communication—must 
depend on the experience and education of the writer. 
The world of commerce has its code, which it has reduced , 
to the fewest possible words. It has to be polite, because ~ 
politeness is indispensable to success ; but its politeness » 

is cut and dried. “We are in receipt of your favor of the 
— inst., for which we thank you.” “In reply to your es- _ 
teemed favor of the,’,etc. The shorthand-writer and Type- | 
writer operator may be well up in the classics, and have —_ 

_ Whately’s Rhetoric by heart, but if he knows not the 
phraseology of the counting-house, his knowledge will be — i 

of small avail until it has run into the grooves: prepared oe 

by usage. eee elm We ef 
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The editorial “we” aad the eat 1? ff must not 

appear in company. If “we” begin a letter, “ we” write 
it, and “we * sien it) lee 1 write a letter, “I” write it, 
nme “A? sign it... 

_ The paper used in offices generally has a Sinted head- 
: ing giving the name of the firm and address of the place 

of business. The first thing, therefore, is to write the date. 
_In doing this, the day is generally placed before the month, 
and the line ended with the year. The first two figures: 

_ (representing the century) are frequently omitted. Thus, 

87. stands for 1887. Then follows the name ofthe person | 

to be written to with his address. After the salutation, if 

a letter has been received, it should be acknowledged, and 
the questions contained therein answered. If these ques- 
tions deal with distinct subjects a space should be left. 
between each division of the letter. After the writer has 

said what he has to say the letter should be closed. It is 
_ bad to say too much, and dangerous to say too little. If 

: one is tempted to write a business letter in anger, let him, 
if possible, keep it till the next Bory He will then write 
differently. 

There is not space in the present work to present many 
forms of business letters, and the learner is referred to 

> the numerous works devoted exclusively to this branch of 
le study. A month’s practice in a house of business is worth 

eo a library of books on the subject. ‘The knowledge re- 
quired is, as a rule, narrowed down to one particular 
trade, and the technicalities employed are soon learned 
by those who are intelligent. The letters given are for... © 

_ practice in type-writing. Those that are numbered should | 
be gone over carefully, following the fingering ; ; and after-_ 
wards written out from dictation. The remainder may 
be written in shorthand from dictation, and then tran- 
scribed, or used as copy. Before doing this let the pupe ? 

practice: the a es “display work.” 
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EXERCISE 11. 

° i 
PORES eee fot ie, elt so Veil oh Pima WR tee at ome aoe ar NG PRT on pee Urry AD kM DLA tl Ca ee Le A, Cera a ae Or Lee meee ee ae Oe Oy Oe te i ae ae ee oo eel ae 

Sow ame. a ib al mye i D8 ge. 9 OTe 0! 6) Owe Ve Le ee ew Feo Ue dip cm, 0. ks) ae el rele. gb! rw Be Ve ye GL BIS Sg) fon DR sg pla Eerie serio adil ik his ~S © @ ee 60 @ 2 0 @ 8 © 0 8 eo 

| ek: ‘end. 1887. 7M 

i iGent Lemon?» | | 

toplying to your estoemed favour &C . 

Vous truly, 

B.A.Franklin. 
Ww rite in a las manner : 

| Birmingham, 20, Jany., 1388. James A. Sisee Esq. 

The Grove, Wolverhampton. Dear Sir,—We beg to 
inform you that, etc. Yours respectfully, Joseph Brown — 

Sheffield, 3 March, 1887. Messrs. Dobstetter, Krump 

and Co., Berlin. Dear.Sirs :—Should you have occasion 
to write, etc. Yours very truly, Ward and Chambers. 

London, 18 August, 1887. Thomas L. Hamlin, Esq.,_ 

Den cacter, Dear Mr Hamlin,—I have to thank you for, 

etc. Yours sincerely, Adam Glisson. 

EXERCISE 12. 

os \. “Noth—The fingering of all the words in the body of the ee 

following letter has been given in Exercises 6, 7, 8 and 9. eae 
yt 

2274OE DIAT 1524 21a ti a oe 
London, 18th Sept., 1387 | 

| I 21544 1122131421 I45 > 
| Robert Williamson, Esq. 

f We L StS TR. ae Roig 

oat ot | 7 fa 

Liverpool. on : 7 



“> 

cugrate 

454 124 | 
ps Dear Sir,— a | 

Ai ere OO CBUSINESS LETTERS. Nag 
~ i S . ® ~ 

on Replying a your favor of the rth in inist. fa Have to say that : 
lam inclined to think you are wrong. Thee may have been a 

se Pe aondorsaadineg on the part of the Railway Co., but I believe 
the goods were not plainly marked. 

Enclosed you will find the price list, and it shall sal sent 
in future. | 
T 

‘ area ey Yours very truly, 

15145. Pub2qi 
James Smith. 

eR EXERCISE 13. 

2UIAGL (54-2 Gr aeea ay 
| London, 23 May, 1387. 

245545 15045 112544" | 
Messrs. James & Tower. 

1241 
Yo'rk. 

CTS EAQS LST 
: _ Gentlemen,— 

214 45424 24 415 5514 2154 42 1514 514 42145145 
sons favor of the 22nd inst. to hand, and contents 

12454, PA 2514125 21 A247; 5.4215 21S 24 +8 5Aod ea 
‘ noted We have now in stock a fine line of Refined 

1445454 21 521 45442214 2 25 4512415 54 212 254 21 
Bee swax, im -31b. cartoons,.1)-oz.. tablets at 4/9. per ib 

nie $1241.54 1521545 $122 $124 124. 14524274 1274 45455 254 
~ which we believe will suit you. Awaiting your esteemed 

244.54 
pres 

I 4 452521 ts Ga. 
We .remain, 3 

; 12145 45121 
a Yours truly, 

Lee be 24454 12 
Hanson Biggar & Co. 



T45q) 124” | . 
Dear Sir,— | 

ae | Ake MON 
2 TBI 42 54212525445 415 4545124 24 1214 45424 

| _I beg -to acknowledge the receipt of your favor — 

24 415 2541 2154 542214 425 424454454 2142145 I115_ 

415 545 124 24 112255211 $14 5445 542125254454 12° 

121-21 1214 254454 45144 241 124 415454245 41545 25 12 
you in your letter dated 1st. Aug., therefore there is no ais 

(54424 21 415 5442114 54 45145454 
VETTOr, in the account as rendered. 

12145 45121 
Yours: truly, 

| 1 PART eaae 
. G. Crampton. Sm pet 

ME XERCISH. (15, 

| 142642299 Trot aia. 

| | Bristol, 10 July, 1887, 5 
245545 3224, 121 I 12 | f 

Messrs. Cole, Son & Co. 

2574145154 
- Manchester. 

I5I425151 
Gent lemen,— 

@., 

PA 468h: 2biwaTdey ot VeumwAtot es (124 4281 rece. 
We take pleasure in notifying you that. our “ae7% 

ASOURKAVAG ADAG (24 1211! TZO41 'S720 + 4532 oF Bott aaah | 
representative MG John Allen will ta on you, next “e > . 

bai 

at ene sis a OM wana dar cay eu ate ht ok 4 ‘ oe ‘ ey ha ce 
Page ee Ht 4 ia et ae 
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EXERCISE 14. ate pas ee 

: PE RE Oa BEND YOO RS ee 2 ee (or 
7 es % Son 1 ‘London,.- 14: Sept, ESS Fee 

RO TVGAATEG: Lo CSEASA Lag dr ry LUA a 
Matthew S. Sanger, Esq., ee 3 ane oN 

14545442522121124 eee eau tO) 
Newcastle -on-Tyne. Ee 

jolt the 12th inst., asking- for’ corrected: invoice., The eee 

24515 254254 5445 21421454 5241 415 51232514 2545 21 
items marked were included with the shipment made on 

the 3rd.ult. pr. “Blossom”, and were acknowledged by ae 

Py 
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BUSINESS LETTERS. o ei Ae 

: rar4st 24 1245451 5241 4512145 24 214 1 124524245 425 415 “Monday. or Tuesday with samples of our novelties for the 
124254254 445421 12 24484214 124 I2L 5122) 54214 522 

Christmas season. By ordering now you will avoid all - 

oe ehaee 42553321142 514 I 4 5142423545 § 5254152452514 
risk of disappointment. We anticipate a special demand 

: 424 521225 514 454241245 21 1241 24 51241 21145 54 451 

: Pott er unusual U Pare ene. Trade with us is brisk. 

for albums and reticules in both of which lines we can — 

24454 2124152 541214 14545 5241 25 25 14252 

12145 1541" 45121 
Yours very truly, 

TE 241421 1 12134 
Thurnton & Gould. 

2514145154 
Manchester, 

OTA 2241) “25k 
June roth, 1887. 

245545 152521 24145424 1 12 
- Messrs. Jepson MeG reso & Co. 

1254425 
Glasgow. 

-agrgeg rst 
Gent] emen :-<- 

ji 4214 45455254). 24454 24 415 “244 2184 425 1 
go “Your -ésteemed /order of the Sth inst, for, 6 

“1254152 125545 454 4121 45451454 15 121 1214454 42 
_ Imperial Mowers was duly received. As you omitted to 

1 54l 8154154 I2I 4514 415 I 24 I 54125 54 1224 415. 
_ Say whether you want the A or B style, we hold the 
42245 12412 4144154 544245 14 4151 545 155454 14451421 

goods until further advice. If they are needed urgently, 

et BRATS 5 45154552 | 3 
ee send a. eam I 2145 45121 

Yours truly, 

j A restate as Shar Tn orraa 4 
| : Hardwick & Spinner. 
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_ PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES. 

_ A useful exercise at this juncture will be to memorize Peay 

the correct fingering for the principal prefixes and suffixes - 
as here given. 

PREFIXES. 

Hyper hyper Hypo 

z 12 oe | T4 24 
CRD aby “AC ac 

I4 abd OO ne 5. 
AL’. a f Pee ag 

ie ae Be. 2A Seah 
| AM am. Amb amb 

a ees SES 14 514 
. Ana. ana — Ant ant 

Ae 5142 i 2) 52 
Anti anti Ap ap 

0 ateag 14 54 
ate es car As as . 

BAL T4 1515 4515 
Be be Cata cata 

PATS Vr Sm ge 124 524 
Oe CO ye OR cog 

2ir AO T. Lat A2I 
Com-. > com Con con 

124 424 ES 45 
Cor: cor De de 

es 425 124 524 
Dias diay,” Dif dif 

(eee 54 
He + POG vx Ef ef 

14 51 12454 52454 
En eh. 2. Biter enter 

14 54 “1414s 54145 
Ex ex Extra extra 

Ae peta: Besa. \ og T3 9 1132 

TAY 
Ad 
12 
Al 

It 

An 

12.45 
Ante 

r33" 
Apo 

II 
Ati 

124412 
Circum 

T22 
ole 

121456 
Contra ~ 

12 
Di « 

125 
Dis 

i? 
on ie 

I21 

eo) 
245. 
Fore 

24 

Ie 

424412 
circum 

422 
col 

/, 

521456 
contra 

AD 
rahe 



jaar peas f ae 

aa ee 

er belo il 

21454 21454 

Inter inter 

fo POA 
iets met 

Loar: Spat 

Non non | 

Be 2a 24 

254 asa 

Boat). 1254! 
ect Peri peri 

17845. 245 
i. hte pre 

| pk Pur. Sir 

ak f 15452, 48482 

a Retro retro 

/ (121454 521454 

mee Subter subter 

Sug sug 

“/ Sur sur ~ 

en Syl 

4 ? : Tra 
tra 

oe 12454 12454 
ayers kl rider . under 

: 645215 
641 

he aceous acy 

pal. |. 652 

ow arty. 2 asm 

Nae Se 

ae oe ' 

va, eae itd 

x. ah ce 

PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES. 

245454 
Preter 

15 
Re 

sae 

im 

21452 
intro 

2415 
meta 

“CDT 
ob 

23 
OF 

25.45 
para 

214 
por 

245454 
preter 

45 
re 

54 
se 

524 
suc 

512 
sup 

pees: 
sus 

512 

sym 

14525 
trans 

5241 
| with 

SUFFIXES. | 

ble 

6145 
ance 

125 

45 

21 

in 

24 
er 

125 
mis 

24 
oc 

214 
out 

254 
per 

2154 
post 

241 

pro 

454. 
red’ 

521 

sub 

524 
sur i. 

51354 
super 

52, 

Sy 

£12 
syn 

21 
un 
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AQP oS NY Mage AL i Srsct cea ee ne 
dom ee... eer Ble oh, ence, Aency a0 

Sf I 4545145) s. 454514" 455 ATR a ee 
Eris ery escence — escent ess pad ra 

1225 24. 2A ie AAR OM AN ie 
“ROO > 254-0 ice : fe eas id ile. 

2I5. | 214 vee es | 154 EN | 152 
ine ing — ion ise pe Bien 

154 TAS i RG eo OO ARAN eV a 2A RU yaaa 
16,¢ ate Seas ize % less Lets. 

2115 ih OUT4. rye OAS TAT 1241 A4SS «). 
bike Shing ly ment ‘mony ness _ 

24. 241 204 ye a ES 5424 5123 J 
or oay ose ous self ship ys), 

5 214 5154 1245 4.1 bs TAB UE ae OAR 
some ater, tude ty Ure wards 

THE. UNDERSCORE, 

When special attention is to be called to a word or 

sentence it is underscored. In the Number 4 machine, 
the universal bar is not depressed, and the carriage is not — 
moved. It follows, therefore, with this machine that when 
a word i is to be italicized, the underscore mark is struck 

- before each letter. In the Number 2 and 3 machines it 
is placed i in the upper case, and will be found above the — 

_ figure 6. As the carriage moves one space when the key 
is struck, the word, or phrase is first written, and then the | 
Carriage 1S teiried by means of the cham piece, : fig. 
168, Plate 1, for the Number 2; or with the Number 3 is _ a 

, merely pashicd back into pes so that the cylinder is 
not turned, and while the upper case key is depressed the a 

“underscore i is made where required. Write the following 
for practice :- - 

The speech of Galgacus to the Britons before the battle 
of the ere ene Hills, A.D. 85. ie es 



‘THE UNDERSCORE. _ See wate 

| - When I consider the Peotives That have roused us to this 

| war; when I reflect on the necessity that now demands — 

ak our firmest vigor, I expect everything great and noble 

a from that union of sentiment that pervades us all. From 

a this day Td date. the freedom of Britain. We are the - 

men who: never yer crouched i in in bondage. Beyond this spot 

“ there is no land where liberty can finda refuge. Even: 

o), the sea is shut against us, while the Roman fleet i is hover- 
y ASE 

~ .ing on the coast. To draw the sword in the cause of 

oN freedom is is the true glory of the brave, and, in our condi- 

~ tion, | cowardice itself would throw away the scabbard. 

: ne In the battles which h haye hitherto been fought with alter- 

nate vicissitudes of fortune, our countrymen might well 

‘repose some hopes in us; they might consider - us as 

their last resource: they dees us to be the noblest 

iu sons of Britain, placed in the last recesses of of the land, 

ap in in the very sanctuary of liberty. We have not so much © 

| as seen the melancholy regions where sl slavery has debased 

e mankind. We have lived in freedom and our eyes have 

Pa at pean ‘unpolluted bys Me on of ignoble ‘andege 
” comee acitus. | 

a | DISPLAY WORK. 

_. Itis often advisable to “display” certain lines, such as _ 
the heading to a circular, the title of a book, the names of | 

the directors of a company, &c., and with a little inge- 
- nuity very neat work of this character can be done. It 
is true that there are only the capitals and small letters, 
- but much variety is produced by spacing’ both the letters 
and lines. In the following the pupil will find an example 

_ of what is meant; and after a little practice he should be 
te able to peeey work for pinasclt 
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New Coinage of Sixpences of different : 

Pattern to those issucd. for the Jubilee. 

PROCLAMATION BY THE QUEEN 

OS: OP WE EE tee HR ee wee bot Oe BS. tee ee Be ee 

Copied from the London Gazette of Tuesday, November eUtn., 1887. 

By the QUEEN. | f ay 

A PROCLAMATION. 

‘VICTORIA R. 

WHEREAS by "The Coinage Act 1570" it is (amongst other 
thinss) enacted that it shall be lawful for Us, by and with 
the advice of Our Privy Council, from time to time by Procla= 

mation to determine the desisn for any Coin. 

Now therefore We have, by and with the advice of .0Our 

Privy Council, thought fit to determine and do order the 6 
eertain coins called. "Sixpences" made and to be made at the | 
Mint,-and mentioned in the first Schedule to the eforesaid. 

Act, of the weisht and fineness PRET RES G thas Schedule, 

pha. bear designs as followst- ‘ ' 

For the Obverse Impression Our Eefigy with she Inserip= 

tion “Victoria Dei Gratia Britt: Resina F.D.," and for the 

Reverse the words "Six Pence" placed.in the centre of the 

piece, having an Olive Branch on one side and an Oak Braneh 

on the other, surmounted by the Royal Crown, and the Date oP”: 

‘the Year between and below the branches, and a Graining’ upor 

the Edge. 

. And whereas Coins of the above description have been 

coined at Our Mint, and will be coined there in pursuance ) 

of Orders which We have given for that purpose, We have, | 

therefore, by and with the advice of Our Privy Council, 

thought fit to issue this Our Royal Proclamation, and We : 

do hereby ordain, declare, and cormend that the said Coins— . 

so coined. and to be coined as aforesaid, shall be current. 

and lawful Money of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Treland, and that this Our Royal. Uhoetemation shall come in<— 

+9 operation forthwith on tae date thereof. 

Given at Our Court at Windsor, this twenty-eighth day of 

November, in the vear of our Lord. one thousand eight . 

hundred and eighty-seven, and in the fifty-first year 

of Our Reign. ae I 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN: ee : 

¥ . towe wees eee tee WOW POS Bee Gem bee Kes We Wee Bee fee bes see We Wee eos Wat tet bed Gen Mes best Ped | 
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ISSUE OF £45, 000 FIVE PER CENT. 
(BIR'S © PRe PF ER any Ce ae OO ORS 

yin The Directors of the if 

“BASTERN dad MIDLANDS RAILWAY (Incorporated by Acd of abet anne} 
- are prepared to receive APPLICATIONS, for £45,000 FIVE PER CENT. 
FIRST PREFERENCE SrOCK, at 65 per. cent «, payable as hereinafter 
stated. ~ 

viei- to. 

ih 

Length of lines completed and, opened for traffic 276 wi Legs 
Peterborough, Wisbeach, and Sutton Section, 27 mileg 
Mid tang and Basten ‘GecuLOns, cle eee oe wae OO Dos 
Lynn, Yarmouth, and Norwich Section, «...+..«114 miles* 

Total miles constructed and in operation 176 miles 
issue’. or £45,000 live per Cent. First Preference Stock -of- the 

iynn, Yarmouth, and, Norwich Section of the Company (comprising all 

the lines East of Lynn) being the unissued balance by resolution 
of the 20th July, 1887, under special Acts of Parliament. 

The lines of the Company connect with the system of the Great 
‘Northern Railvay at Spalding and Bourne, and the systems of the 

Great Northern, London and North-Western, and Midland Railway Com 

ae ec 

panies, at Peterborough. 

DIRECTORS. 
*Ropert.A, Head Esd., The Cranes, Surbiton-hill. S.W. 
/ Jocelyn Jd. FH. Otway Esq., 14 St George' s-place, S.W. 
William Martin Wilkinson Reqs, 44, Lincoln's Inn-fields.'W,C. 

) Brancis Wm. Slade, Esq., 10, Te cherie o hambers, S.W. 
‘Solicitors ~ Messrs. F.C. Matthews and Browne, 151, Cannon=street. 

We Ce 

“Seoretery end Office: E.B. Reed, Esq, 9, Victoria-chambers, 
\ Westminster, London, 'S.W. 

1 ek ce of adsgue £65 per 100 Five per Cént.\ First: Preference 
Stock, payable as Follows: 

‘£65 « 

£5. per ‘cent. on application, 
£20 ay on allotment. 
£20 oa one month after ailosment. 

BQ ein to AMO MmOnths afpes allo ment. 

£65 per cent, 
Veuhcent bade have the option of paying up ae full on allotimen? 

under discount of 5 percent. per annum.’ 

Reckoning interest at 5 per cent. per annum Por Four years on, 
added to the issue price of the stock, the time estimated, as 

hereinafter stated, when a full 3 per cent. dividend on the nominal 
eee of the stock will be earned, the Stock will yield to the in~ 
vestor interest at the rate of more than 5 4 per cent. from. the date 
Or Tasve..« ; 
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“To REGULATE. THE . MARGINS. 

“The margin at the left of the sheet is regulated « as a 
follows :—Set the carriage so that the indicator in front | 
points to the degree at which the lines are to commence, * 
Loosen the stop-collar (N, Plate 1), and slide it along 
until it comes in contact with the trip; then fasten. i: 
Move the carriage out of the way by lifting the rack by 
means of the thumb piece (168, Plate 1), and then tighten 
‘the screw. To regulate the margin at the right, set the 
carriage so that the indicator in front points to the degree 

at which the lines are to end. Loosen the screw of the 

Bell-ringer (160, Plate 2), and slide it against the dogs 
and fasten.’ The bell will then mng, a‘ warming, tive: - p> 

spaces: before the end: of the line is. reached: Inga 77 

similar manner the machine can be arranged for narrow ~ 
paper. Each paragraph should be indented, that is, it — 
should not begin at o but at §, 190. 0r 15, a5 the case. : 
may be. 

BUSINESS FORMS. oS 

The pupil may now copy the following business forms 
for practice, striving at accuracy rather than speed :— 

MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY, 
| L © ND ON: 
No. : Ae 

Ni ae ie BE IT KNOWN THAT as > 
ae : well in own name, as for and in the - 

OM Lenya ae was be : name or names of all and every per- 
son Part or in all, doth make Insurance, and cause , 
and them, and every of them, to be Insured, lost _ 
or not lost, at and from including the risk ot 
Craft to and from the Vessel upon anykind af any 
Goods and Merchandises, and also upon the body, tackle, ~ 

apparel, ordinance, Munition, Artillery, Boat and other “ 



a 

Te RO BUSINESS FORMS. eS .5t 

| ~ farniture, off and in the good ship or vessel, called the 
| whereof is Mastér, for this present voyage 

or whosoever shall go for Master in the said ship, 
or by haceoevet other name or names the same ship or 
‘Master thereof is or shall be named or called : beginning 
the adventure upon the said goods and merchandises from 
the loading thereof aboard the said ship, at upon 
‘the said ship, etc. at — and so shall continue and 

- endure, during tee abode there, upon the same ship, etc. 
And further until the said ship with all her Ordnance, 

- Tackle, Apparel, etc., and goods and Merchandises what- 
soever, shall be arrived at . * and upon the said ship, 

—-etc., until she hath there moored at Anchor twenty four 
hours in ‘good safety: and upon the goods and mer- — 
chandises until the same be there discharged and safely 

landed. ‘ And it shall be lawful for the said ship, &c., in ~ 
_ this voyage to proceed and sail. through and touch and 
_ Stay at, any port or places whatsoever without 

| ice to this Insurance. The said ship, etc., goods 
and merchandises, etc., for so much as concerns the In- 

sured, by agreement made between the Insured and the 
_ said Company in this Policy, are and shall be rated and 

valued at touching the adventures and perils 
which the said Company are contented to bear and do 
take upon them in this voyage, they are of the Seas, Men 
of War, Fire, Enemies, Pirates, Rovers, Thieves, Jettisons, 
Letters of Mart and Counter Mart, Surprisals, Takings at 
Sea, Arrests, Restraints, and detainments of all Kinds, 

Princes and People of what Nation, condition and quality 
- soever,—Barratry of the Master and Mariners, and of all 
other perils, losses and misfortunes, that have or shall 

come to the hurt, detriment or damage of the said goods, 

and merchandises, and ship, &c., or any part thereof. 
And in case of any loss and misfortune it shall be lawful 
to the Insured, their Factors, Servants and Assigns, to sue, — 
es iat | | 

Ya 
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labor and travel for in and about the defence, safeguard Na 
and recovery of the said goods and merchandises and 

ship, &c., or any part thereof, without prejudice to this In-. 
surance: to the charges whereof, the said Company will 
contribute according to the rate and quantity of the sum’ 
herein Insured. And it is agreed by said Company that 
this writing or Policy of Insurance shall be of as much ~ | 

’ force and effect as the surest writing of Insurance here- _ 
tofore made in Lombard St., or in the Royal Exchange . ~ 
or elsewhere in London. And so the said Company are 

contented and do hereby promise and bind themselves ~ é 
and their successors to the Insured, their Executors, Ad- — 
ministrators, and Assigns, for the due performance of the 
premises, confessing themselves paid to consideration due- 
unto them for this Insurance by the Insured, at and after © 
the rate of ; 

N.B.—Corn, Fish, Salt, Fruit, Flour and Seed ace: a 
- warranted free from average unless general or the ship be 

stranded. Sugar, Tobacco, Hemp, Flax, Hides and Skins : 
are warranted free from Average, under five pounds per | 
cent. And all other goods: also the ship and freight are - 

warranted free from. average, under three pounds per 

cent., unless general or ship is stranded. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOPF, and that the said Com- 
‘pany are content with this Insurance for the sum of .— 

three of the Directors of the said Company have hereunto 

set their hands this day of in the year be 

Eighteen Hundred and , " 

FORM OF PROMISGORY NOTE. 

- London, March 29th, 1975: 
£,100 > 

Two months after date I promise to pay to Mr j 

Williams, or order, tbe sum of One Hundred Pounds for Ae 

value received. 
Thomas Latham. 
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FORM 

Panta A) ‘ 

Bill of Lading. 

s§ H 4 Pp P E D, in aobd order and well conditioned, by 
ROBSON & Co., in and upon the good ship 

called the ARISTOTLE, whereof is Master, 

for this present voyage, JOHN JOHNSON, 
and now riding at anchor in the River 
Thames, and bound for Singapore, to say, 

Dy /to Ten hogsheads beer, 

16/18 Three cases brandy, 

being marked and numbered as in the 
margin, and are to be delivered in the like 

good order and *well conditioned, at the 
aforesaid port of Singapore (the act of God, 
the Queen’s Enemies, Fire, and all and every — 
other dangers and accidents of the seas, 
Rivers and Navigation, of whatever nature 

and kind soever, excepted), unto Harold 
Stone or to his Assigns, freight for the said - 
goods being paid here, with Primage and 

_ Average accustomed. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I, the said Master 
of the said Ship, have ified to three Bills 
of Lading, all of this Tenor and Date; the 
one of which three bills being accomplished | 
the other two to stand void. 

Dated i in London, 31st of March, 1867. 

| Arthur Lewis. . 

‘Contents unknown, and not accountable for 
leakage or breakage. 
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FORM he 

Of an Ordinary Bill drawn in the United Kingdom. 

va | London, 31st March, 1860. 
[OO. 3 | 

for value received. 
~Howard Jamieson. 

To Messrs King and Knight, | ie 

Manchester. 

FORM 

Of a Foreign Bill of Exchange. 

Montreal, January Ist, 1865. 

£100. 
Exchange (second and third of the same tenor and date 

3 being unpaid) pay to the order of Messrs Wright & Tyler — | 
the sum of One Hundred Pounds value received ; and 
charge to our account with or without further advice. 

UE and Smith. 
To Messts bagikes & Co., 

~ London. 

FORM 

Of an Ordinary Prescription. 

R 
Spts. Frumenti. 
Sac. Alb. | 
Aqua pura. 

Tr. Gentain Comp. 

ieee 

Use as directed between meals = 

Three months after sight of this FIRST of 

a ae | J ee 7 pas 

} beep ee ik 

Three months after date pay to Mr George | : 

Bolingbroke, or order, the sum of One Hundred Pounds, ee 
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FORM OF A WILL. 

THIS IS THE LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT 

(OFOME, 

| of. 

In the county of 

in the presence of us, present at the 

| HEREBY revoke all Wills by me, at any time here- 

tofore. made, and declare this to le my last WILL 

and TESTAMENT. I appoint__ 

to be Exécut_ of this my WILL, and direct 

that all my just Debts and Funeral and Testamentary 

Expenses shall be paid as soon as conveniently may 

_. be after my decease. } 

ely GEV B HD BEQUEATH 

> Signed, : 

Ge Dated this day of 

in the year of Our Lord, One Thousand Fight Hundred 

and _ 

Signed and declared by the said 

the Testator, as and for h_ last Will, 

"sane une. who, at. h.., ,fequest,.m >. ; 

—h presence, and in the presence of oe oe ee 

each other, have subscribed our names ( 

as witnesses. 

LO LOR LON LOL NOE Oe 

a ane 
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“DRAMATIC Work. See epee 

| The ses ede is NOW largely used for making copies fee 
of plays and “parts.” A separate sheet should be used ee 
for the “ Title,” and another for the “ Cast.” The under- (© 

_ scoring should be done in red ink. The general COPY. 7 ke 
should, unless otherwise ordered, be written on letter- S126 
paper. ‘For the “ Parts,” the Sheets are usually cut in half. 

EVERYBODY? Soa Eee 
An Original Wueoee 

ee ico Teas : 

ot Rowe we Oe Fate) Bo 
| ae . 

Jee PR Ne Ge CO NEN a, 

CHA RAC TERS 

| MR FELIX FEATHERLEY . . Mr Chas. Mathews 
ne MR 1 CSS BS RR (OG SR a na ne heats Mr Compton u » 

MAJ. WELLINGTON DE BOOTS . Mr Buckstone - 
Fee 

COACHMAN (0 0 SR eR oo AVE Ae 

(oR DON RC eG Qa Me Weathersby \ 

bP EC 2 BO OU Eee gen ere ice laeter os Carroll 

MRS FEATHERLEY . . . Mrs Charles Mathews 
i MRS “MAJ, DE BOOTS: & .. (-/ . Mas: Willing 

MRS SWANDOWN ... . . ., Miss Reynolds 
FANNY... <2.) 0: Miss’ Fanny Wephts 4 

POOR Feel ene tlg iLlei he ia Mrs Tenrage 4 yA. 
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GOs TAU MCE Ss. 

MR FELIX FEATHERLEY.—Handsome morning 
gown, smoking cap, dark check trousers, patent — 

boots, light hair and whiskers. 2nd dress. Light 
fashionable surtout, hat, gloves, &c. 3rd dress. Full 
evening dress. | 

~~ MR ICEBROOK.—Modest walking suit, hat, gloves, &c. 
and dress. Evening dress, straight hair. 

: DE BOOTS.—White trousers, blue military frock, hat 
‘&c., red hair and whiskers. 2nd dress. Scarlet 
regimental coat, sash, dark trousers with red stripe. 

Coachman.—Coachman’ S suit. 

_ Gardener.—Dark suit, green apron. 

~TRAP.—Page’s suit with buttons. 

MRS FEATHERLEY.—Muslin dress, trimmed with 
violet. 2nd dress. Neat silk check, bonnet, shawl, 

: &ec. 3rd dress. Handsome ball dress. 

MRS DE BOOTS.—Brown moire visite, bonnet, "Be. | 

2nd dress. Light blue silk, trimmed with white lace. 

~~ MRS SWANDOWN.—Handsome walking suit, bonnet, 
| &c. 2nd dress. White moire, trimmed with red silk 

velvet. 3rd dress. Handsome ball dress. : 

oe eae 5 i rae a ga 

EVERYBODY’S FRIEND. 

ScENE, Mr. Featherley’s house at Clapham. _A hand- 
2 somely furnished apartment on the ground- 

floor, door at entrance at back C., through 
which is seen the hall. 
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Mrs. FEATHERLEY discovered in a plain morning dress, — 
seated at table, R.c.,, looking over account. 

books and RRO eg near the table 

---GARDENER_ and COACHMAN vaieis ip 

Mrs. F. (to Cook). 
A neat little dinner, cook, with fish and soup, and a 

small dessert will suffice when we dine alone. I have : 

marked some items in your weekly bill that may be dis- 
pensed with in future. (Gives Cook a paper.) | 

COOK. 

Oh, very well, ma’m. ; 
(Aside to servants). 

Calls herselt a lady, and cuts down her cook like that. 
(Goes up stage L). 

Mrs. F. (to GARDENER). 

I find, Drill, that growing early peas is a very costly 
economy: those we had the other day, cost us a shilling 
a pea. We'll have no more early peas ! 

GARDENER. 

‘As you please, ma’am. 

(Aside). , ad 

Rob a seer of his early pe peas !~ I’! never stand 
that. a 7 

(Going up L.) 

Vixs. BP 

Where’s the Coachman? 

| - COACHMAN. 

Here, Madam! : } | 

(Comes down to table). 
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‘Mrs. a | é.; 

‘This account of yours is not correct, arns: I can’t 
“make ey five days in a month. 

(Gives him Paper): 

- COACHMAN, 

I beg pardon, Madam. 
| (Aside). 

rl give warning to-morrow. 

CooK 

(And the others talk apart L.) 

I never was so insulted in my born days. 

GARDENER. | 

The place won’t suit me, I see. | 

COACHMAN. 

_ Nor me, I hate Missusses, who pry into what don’t 
— consarn ’em. | 

| GARDENER. 

‘But Master’s a perfect gentleman ; he never troubles 
himself about servants. 

COOK. 

No; che s too busy about other people’s affairs to mind 
_his own,---but as for missus, agh ! 

Exeunt SERVANTS, C. 

FRATH: 

(Speaking outside, L.) _ 

3 ‘Trap! here, ie these letters to the post, and let my 
_ hor se be at the door in half-an-hour. 

(Enter FEATHERLEY, followed 

by TRAP, with letters in his 

hand, who crosses and exits. 

C., back). 
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FEATH. | 

(Turning over the leaves: of 

his memorandum book). 

Let me~see what engagements I have to day? Um ! ¥ 

to call at Grip and Grind, the lawyers, about my executor- 

ship under old Bagley’s will. It seems I’ve been uncon- 
- sciously doing something I should not have done, and 

that I’m to be simultaneously made the defendant in 
twenty-four actions at law, besides standing a good chance 

of being committed by the Lord Chancellor for contempt. 

J, that have always had the highest respect for that ex-) 

Crawford to introduce him to Lord Lazytongs at twelve, 

\and there are half-a-dozen other appointments that : must 

Reep---but how is it to be done? ) 

Mrs. F. 

(At her accounts at one R. ys 

Put down six, and carry nothing. 

FEATH. 

Hey ! 
| (Turns and sees Mrs. F.) 

- Eugenia, | did not perceive you. What are you doing, a 

my love? 
Mrs. F. 

_ Casting up my monthly bills. Would you like to look Hs 
over them? | Se ee 

| FEATH. | 

By no means, my dear,---I have the most unbounded 

confidence in your correctness, morally and arithmeti- he 

cally. I audit your accounts without pope ‘att om 

and pass them unanimously. | | | | 

(Looks at memorandum see 3 

Twelve o’clock I’m to be at Grip and Grind’s offices, © Me 

Bedford Row. Twelve,---that’s awkward. I’ve promised 

j 
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Mrs. F. : 

(Rising and crossing to L.) 

a ieee ait sit down, Felix, and check the butcher's 

-Ghise bok for me. I suspect he has put down a leg of | 

mutton which we have never had, and I’m not sure that 

| his charges are always right. Sit down; here are pen 

and ink. | 
Nias (Puts the pass-book into his | 

hands, and sits at work-table, 

FEATH. 

(Takes seat at table Ry and 
> sighs). | 

What's this? “B-f---" Oh, ah! that’s the phonetic 
for beef---and here, in the next line---“ Brush, brash, breast 
3 pceree | ~ 
tee Mrs. F. 

Veal, my dear ! ns 
| \e > AE, | : 

What a superfluity of literature your butcher bestows 
‘upon a breast of veal. Um! “Nine pound ten ounces . ~ 

at sevenpence three-farthings, six and twopence three- 
farthings.” : Rate | 

(NSITG ue eo Leet 

I might as well try to discover the longitude---D've a 
dreadful headache this morning, which quite unfits me 
for abstruse calculation. That confounded Benson would 

insist on my supping with him, last night, after the opera. 
- You know Benson, my dear, an old friend of mine--- 

| capital fellow, the best cigars in London. I resisted as 

long as I could, knowing you were here alone, and should | 
have been so delighted to have spent a quiet, sociable — 

evening together; but a man must sometimes. make a, 
sacrifice of fomisclt for his friend. 
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SEES F, 

Waidoubtedly my dear, ° “sometimes,” but you are per- : 

petually offering yourself on the altar of friendship, and ~ 

in your eagerness to render yourself useful to anyone 

who needs your assistance, you entirely neglect your own ae 

affairs. FEATH. 

Now really, my dear Eugenia, you are too igi . 
confess, when a friend wants a helping hand, even ona 
bill of exchange, I can’t refuse him---it’s a constitutional 
weakness: sternly speaking, it may be a fault---but it’s 
not pleasant to be reminded of one’s faults. 

SAMPLE OF “ FEATHERLEVS PART” WITH CUES: 

F EATHERLEY. 

but as for missus, agh! ! 
(Exeunt servants, C.) — 

(Speaking outside). Trap! here, take these letters to the 
post, and let my horse be at the door in half-an-hour. 

Enter L., followed by TRAP with letters in hand. 

(Turning over me denvee memorandum book). Let me 
see what engagements I have to-day. Um 7: To ‘call: 

on Grip and Grind, the lawyers, about my executorship 
under old Bagley’s will. It seems I’ve been unconsciously 
doing something I should not have done, and that I’m 

to be simultaneously made the defendant in twenty-four 
actions at law, besides standing a good chance of being - 
committed by the Lord Chancellor for contempt. JZ, that _ : 

have always had the highest respect for that exalted 
functionary. 

(Looks at memorandum book). 

Twelve o’clock I’m to be at Grip and Grind’s offices, 
Bedford Row. Twelve, that’s awkward. I’ve promised _ 

_ Crawford to introduce him to Lord Lazytongs at twelve, 
and there are half-a-dozen other appointments that if must : ; 
keep---but how is it to be done? > 
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Jee ks Pa era ae eT carry nothing. 

eo Hey ! Y Paris and sees Mrs. F.) Eugenia, my love, I 

-did not see you. What are you doing? 

urs to look over them | 

By no means, my dear,---I have the most unbounded 
-eonfidence in your correctness, morally and arithmeti- 

cally. I audit your accounts without looking at them, | 
-and pass them unanimously. 

Oe oe bee Nereiare pen. and ink. . 

_ I---I--- (Takes seat at table R. ,and sighs). What’s this : ? 

ee Bf) Ohy aly! that’s the phonetic for beef---and Hewes si 

the next line,---“ brush, brash, breast of---of w-h-e-a-l.” 

Rue wens ens Veal, my dear. | 

- What a superfluity of literature your butcher bestows | 
upon a breast of veal. Um! “Nine pounds ten ounces. 
at sev enpence three-farthings, six and twopence three- 
farthings.” (Aside.) I might as well try to discover the 
longitude---I’ve a dreadful headache this morning, which 
quite unfits me for abstruse calculations. 

That confounded Benson would insist upon my supping 
with him, last night, after the opera. You know Benson, 

my dear, an old friend of mine---capital fellow, the best 
4 Cigars in London. I resisted as long as I could, knowing 
you were here alone, and should have been so delighted — 
to have spent.a quiet, sociable evening together; but a 
man must sometimes make a sacrifice of himself for his 

3 friend. 

your own affairs. 

Now really, my dear Eugenia, you are too severe. I 
confess, when a friend wants a helping hand, even ona 
bill of exchange, I can’t refuse him---it’s a constitutional 
weakness: sternly speaking, it may be a fault, ---but it’s 
not pleasant to be reminded of one’s faults. — 

____. one’s whole time to them. 
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ADDRESSING ENVELOPES. 

A slovenly address is usually a sign ae the letter@also 

is slovenly. In a typewritten address use the double line 

spacing, and let the lines be evenly balanced as follows:— = 

Messrs. James B. Poulton & Co., 

119 Parliament Street, 

Manchester. 

Robert Malcolm ea 

Waterview Square, 

Dundee. 

H. 5S: Caldeman Esq., ©. D., 

; Abbey House, 
' 

Monmouth Street, — 

-HUDDERSFIELD. 

John Thomas, Esq., 

11 Gresham Street, 

Cardiff, ; WALES. a1 2 
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REE OO TABULAR WORK ee ‘6 

The use of the envelope guide now becomes apparent. — 
With paper of the ordinary width, the two sides are held 

in place by the rubber bands, but this is not so with an 

envelope of ordinary width. The envelope is placed at 
. the extreme left of the cylinder so that the band on that — 
“side catches one edge; and then raising the carriage the 
other edge of the envelope is guided under the holder, 
which it will be seen takes the place of the second rubber — 
band. Care must be exercised that the writing does not 
extend beyond the proper limit. If many envelopes have © 
to be addressed it will be well to alter the Bell-ringer, so 
as to give due warning before the end is reached, por 
_ ordinarily. the memory should serve. 

TABULAR WORK. 

“Without a guide, the learner may at first experience 
some difficulty in writing: figures in rows of columns with 

accuracy, but an ingenious attachment has been devised 
_ whereby all trouble is obviated, and the operator is enabled 
to do tabular work with rapidity, while the chances of | 
' making mistakes are reduced to a minimum. The cut 

given below will explain its application and working. 
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The screw in tie front of the catriage- is radia which 
serves as an axle for the front carriage wheel, is removed, 

_and this special scale adjusted in place of the index, or — - 

pointer. To use it :—Slip the broad part of the special 
pointer behind the regular scale on the top of the machine. _ 
A little bending or adjusting may be necessary to bring 

the special scale to a proper angle, and the point of the 
indicator in a position so that the scale will not strike 
against it in raising or lowering the carriage. Move the | 

carriage of the machine as far to the right as possible, 
and slide the special pointer to the centre of the regular — a 

- scale so that it will point to ““O” on the special scale. 
h : 

When in ordinary use it is well to have a blank strip of ~~ _ 
paper in the groove of the attachment, so that if any short 
table is to be written, the points and margin may bens 

marked off in pencil. A slip for any kind of statement 
may thus be prepared with a pencil or the Typewriter. If | 
the operator has several kinds of statements recurring he. 
should keep a slip ready for “cash,” etc. Before commenc- — 
ing tabular work, place the required slip in the groove of © 

the attachment and proceed with the work. An additional. 
advantage in using the tabular attachment is that the two 

scales correspond, both reading from right to left. If the ee | 
operator has not this attachment the best plan is to write 
down the figures in order exactly where each column or ~ 
line begins, and keep it prominently in front of him thus : 

I I a 

- it will be found a great help. 

The pupil may now copy the following exercises 1s ( 
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UNIFIED FIVE PER CENT. LOAN of 18858. 

aan For £11,127,000, 

SIXTEENTH QUARTERLY DRAWING. a 

N QO:f-1-€ BH (is Hereby Given that , in conformity with the » 

stipulations contained.in the general bond relating to this Loan, 
the following NUMBERS of BONDS for payment at par on and after the 

“Yet January ‘next, wnen the interest thereon will cease, were this 

day DRAWN, . at the. offices of Messrs. John Venn ah Sons, 2, Pope's 
Head-alley, Cornhill, London, in the presence of Archibald Balfour 

Esq., @ partner in ‘the firm of Messrs.-I. Thomson, T. Bonar, and | 
Co., the Agents for the Loan and of th® undersigned notary: 

3 Bonds, Nos. Letter A. Bi 
173 458 1387 For £1,000 sterling each...£5,000. 

10 Bonds, Nos. Letter BP. ears | 
aN A OSO6 2656 2680 3967 4729 4732 89690 44 5 eee 

6659 . 7539 7782 For £500 sterling Gach... .in £9, C0G.55 

88 Bonds, Nos. Letter C. 3 : 

10160 10370 12516 12814 13147 13856 14849 t 
peared | 1S4e7" | 16050. .167eR T6els IVES TL PAeey 
“47578 18200 19183. 1930@ 200382 21488 21490 
22245 22564 22971 25206 25324 25538 25798 

>. 25929. 26167. 26327. 27351 28599-. 28355. 28825 
30867 31026 31262 31788 32546 85190 36047 

- $6926 38465 38593 41141 41162 41648 41969 
| “43789. 44206 44217 44840 44899 46056 46826 

46937 47154 47994 48368 49061 49367 50031 
PEBOISA., (“54S85 -*.51622.\. 51827). 62470. S2866s: “53485 
554186" ...54519.. $5533 55870 766885 (57008 57785 : 
58241 58427 58441 59523 60027 60872 61289 
62969 63995 64127 64368 | | i 

| For £100 sterling each.......6.6+-+£8,800 

«She + pia «ek Oe Cea 102 Bonds amounting tegether to the sum Of........ 

wR (Signed) I.THOMSON, T. BONAR and Co. 
Notary Public, 

\E.¢., Loddon. 
Countersigned > W.W.Venn, dr. , 
“Cornhill, E.C., and 191, Fleet-street, 

7) LetiOctober ,- 1887. 

BP: 

2, Pope's-alilev. 
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SPECIMEN OF TABULAR WORK. 

INVOICE. 

% 

85 HMincing Lence 

Londons E.Ce 

PE-WRITER.. 

Nov ° 

/ Dre ‘to Jones, Rose & Clarke 
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ye 

1 Butt Sherry XYZ. 

| 1 Hhd. Do old. Solera 

1 Pipe Port Oe 

5 Qr. Casks Vino de Pasto 

80 Doz: Old E.1.G. Sherry 

100 Cases each 3 Doz: 1892 
Private Cuvee-Extra Sec 

20 Hhds. Claret N.T. 

1 Qre Cask Brown Sherry 

50 Cases each 1 Doz: Pale 

Three Star 

1 Hhd. Port 0.7. 

L Sherry Fine 
2 

i 

D/o's Enclosed Herewith, i 

\ 

@ £48. per Butt I.B 

Vv 

sf 

1 

41 

£70 

£50 

£800 

50/- 

intage 
B4/- 

2206 

£18. 

Brandy 
&* 50/- 

£306 

$f 

a 

j 

tg 

With J, R & C's Compliments. 
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ES he SPECIMEN OF TABULAR WORK. 

( LIST’ OF STOCKS AND SHARES. ” 

NS 

SIUSILSSIST ISIS LOSS LISS Sssrtrirlsriritepesiirsrcrsticiiicrs 
: Poe) kG CR OBS OS STO asa a heh oNt at ie 

PARIS BOURSE ; on 
Yesterday. To-day. | 
5.15 p.m. - 3.10 peme 

S pce Perp. Rentes money 80.60 80.80 

4% pce Rentes © hy 106.66 106.55 
S p.c. Perp. Rentes account = 80.77% 80.70 | 
44 p.c. Rentes ee tag CG, 65 3), 106.67% © 
5 p.ce Italians an 97.05. 97.15 

ae ' . Credit Foncier Shares os 1362.50 1575 © 

te Ottoman Bank Shares ; . 45 £94.87 | 494.387 
: Suez Canal Shares We ' 1987.50 / 1990 
/ Panama Canal Shares Ning NBO S who 295 

| Rio Tinto Shares ae 264.57 . 268.75 

Lombard Railway Shares ne linia ey Gai 178.75 
| Egyptian Unified aie 371.25 371.25 

.  @urkish Group IV Pasta ies eae T4o ban 13.907%° 
_ .& pec. Spanish ae! ) 67 67 : 

? § p-c. Russians, 1877 . 200 992 
- Private Giscounte.ccocsesesceaves ! 

BERLIN BOURSE. | 
Yesterday. To-day. _ 

. i . 2.15 PeMe £2.50 PeMe 

, 4 per cent. Prussian Consols..... 106.40 106.30 = 
S% p.c. Prussian Consols ........ 100.405). 100.40 

5 p.c. Egyptian Preference.....-. ‘ / 
We es PeCe Egyptian Unified .ccseseee 73.90 74.10 
AG Sip uGe RESSUAM.  LEODM ss sie a as oe he 95.30 - 95.25 
Oho.  RVSST aN Ua BPH TS ces bs Ve se 90.75 isd vi 

4 p.c. Hungarian Gold Rents 79.40 79.60 
A 4 p.e. Austrian Gold Rente ...... 90.50 90.75 
ae 5 pc. Austrian Credit Shares ... 445 AA. 
Ae) le go DewtGene Tank Wis vesccmsweesieueser) 4, O00: : 158.40 © 
c Grand Russian Railway Shares .... 112.25 ‘AT PyaQ: 

Put PR EVAT Ee DERG OUNT jes sic bse bee tise ss > Bs | 24 
é - Russian Paper Roubles,money ..... Ugo ds eae AVS 90 4 
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Be PAPER. EXTRA CHARACTERS: Oy Se 

BORDERS AND ORNAMENTAL Degen. 

| “Many fancy borders and designs can be made by Ox€re ag 
. cising a little ingenuity. On the opposite page a few are’ <  ) 
shown, and their component parts given. Where oneor 
_more have to be written over one another, the space- -bar 
is held down until all have been struck. In using the 

| punctuation and other marks, unless struck very lightly 

_ they indent the cylinder. Pretty designs can be made by 
using several ribbons of different colors. If short pieces — 

Oy _ of them. are pinned together, they are easily used, and 
less winding of the ribbon is needed. 

PAPER. 

| Any paper can be used for type- writing; but there are 
some kinds better adapted for the purpose than others. 
A good hand-made unglazed paper is undoubtedly the - 
best for ordinary use. The writing shows clearly, and an _ 

_ erasure or alteration is less apparent. For legal work a. 
glazed surface is preferable, for the reason that in such © 
work erasures and alterations are not allowable. oe 

Paper specially adapted to type-writing, and of excellent — 
quality i is supplied by the manufacturers of the Eco . 

EXaRa CHARACTERS. 

Extra or “combination” characters can be formed by 
striking two or more keys, the space-bar being held down 

while they are struck. - 
« The Pound mark, £, by capital L with the hyphen 
across it. 
_. The Dollar mark, $, by the two brackets and the ee Ss. 
_. The “ Cedilla”, ¢, by the comma and the letterc. 

The Division mark, --, by the colon andhyphen. ~~ 

| The Equal mark, = ay the hyphen repeated, the cylin- 

der being slightly curiae when the second is struck. | 
he Cent. ‘mark, f by the shilling mark and small CG 
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The Spanish Hy, el turning ae eaiheee slightly « and 
- writing the hyphen above the letter. 
The note of exclamation, ! » hy the single inverted 
comma and period. 
The semi-colon, ;,, by the colon and comma. FO 

The modification Es 0) » DY the letter and the quotas 
tion mark. [2 

Other combinations will no doubt suggest thenisel vee 
A line can be rapidly drawn as follows :—Throw Bari: 

the carriage—in machines where the period is in the upper 
case—and retain it in position by means of the hook and > 

: spring in, front (see -p. 31). then depress the thumb- | 
- piece with the right first finger, so that it raises the: rack | 

ae 

/ from the dogs. Hold down the period key with the left 
hand, and quickly pass the carriage from right to left and ed 

‘back again, when a fine line will be found to have been 
drawn. This can be regulated from point to point. In 
the same manner sentences can be underlined by ony oe 

_ ploying the underscore key. 
Sometimes it is advisable to raise certain lees, as in 

Mr, Mc, Dr, Cr, &c. This is done by merely Feri 

the ‘cylinder Swarr you. oa 

CORRECTIONS, 
~S 

| “The facility with which corrections can be es ire 
 -type- -written manuscript is a great point in favor of the ie 

machine. It is important that the paper should be un- 
_ glazed, so that the abrasions caused by erasure may not be ; 

- noticeable. On the other hand the fact that erasures can- 

not be made on glazed paper is highly esteemed by those 
who prepare legal documents by the aid of the machine. 
Errors can usually be /e/¢ by the experienced operator as 

soon as.made. Before removing a manuscript from the | ; 
Type- writer it is well to thoroughly examine it, and ifa _ 

“ mistake i is discovered, the cylinder ray be reversed until " 

“4 
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‘CORRECTIONS La ee 

: he: proper spot: is couched and the error rected. tf a. 

ic , letter has to be erased it is better to obliterate the whole 

” edhe km realy rid le, Pac Le) oranda ALAN 
° a ge NRL ys Aa ON 

ue : Bd iv ae 

word, if it be a short one, by using.a Faber’s Ink-eraser. _ oe 
_ These are manufactured ina handy form for Type- writer 
operators. The cylinder forms an excellent backing for _ 

the purpose. The rubbing should be done: from side to 
side and not up and down. After the obliteration of the — 
‘error the correction can readily be made. It will befound 
that. erasing in this manner covers the type-bar- bearings: 

| ‘ at the back of the machine with particles of paper. This 

paper dust should be carefully brushed away daily when. 
cleaning the machine. If the sheet has been removed 
before the error has been discovered, it can be returned to: 
the machine and the correction made with equal facility. © 
Some little practice is necessary to get the paper exactly _ 
-into its place. Every operator should test the position of _ 
the printed line by turning back the cylinder during prac- 

_ tice until the lower part of the letters line exactly with the 
edge of the carriage paper scale. See that theletters cor- 
respond with the scale, z. ¢., each letter agreeing with the — 

_ division below and not to the right or left of it. If this. 
is carefully noted the soe may be re-inserted with 

confidence. 
Corrections cannot be made accurately if the scale 

_ beneath the written line does not correspond with that in | 

front of the machine. The latter is not liable to become 

shifted, and if the two do not agree attention must be paid — 
to the scale beneath the cylinder. Insert a slip of paper, 
and write a as of x’s at every fifth degree, Bes the). 

a rest, tis °—y | 

x ex PO er Nees OR, Se ate ER Uc Rah Na se 

_. Then raise the carriage and reverse the cylinder until 

the letters are exactly above the scale. By slightly 
_ loosening the two screws that fasten the side pieces to the _ 

upper bar, the scale can be pressed into position, and the 

® iS 
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“screws again tightened. ~ It will very rarely be necessary, ae 

to loosen the see Screws. : oa 

PRESS ea pan 

A copying ink must of course be used, ‘efron con- 

“cerning which is given in the portion devoted to Ribbons. 

The best method to obtain press copies is as follows :— _ 

First place an oil sheet in the letter- book ; on this lay 

smoothly a damp cloth,* then the tissue leaf of the book, 

- and on the last place the letter to be copied. If the letter _ 

be written on one side only, lay another oil sheet on the | 

back of the letter. If the letter is written on both sides, — 

lay it on the book as directed above, and on the back nies 

_ the letter turn down the next page of the copy-book ; 

upon that spread a damp cloth, and upon the cloth lay — 

another oil sheet. It should be firmly pressed a minute «_ 
vor two. How damp to make the cloth and how long to a 

permit the book to remain in the -press, experience will 

demonstrate.: In taking out the letters, lay dry blotters — 
_ between the pages of the book, and also between the 

letters just copied. As many letters can be copied atone 

time as desired. 

MANIFOLDING. 

a When more than one copy is needed at a time, the 
usual and simplest method is to use sheets of carbonized 

paper. As prepared in this country, carbon paper is apt. 

to smear and smut. The American make is. preferable, _ 

as, if handled with care, it is free from this objection. - 

It is manufactured in various sizes and in two distinct. 

i Dampened blotters may be used in place of cloth. ‘TH thie” 
case it is well to have a drawer in the press-table lined with tin, 

- in which to keep the moistened sheets of paper. The sheets 
should be damped separately and then placed. together in the 

_ press, and a slight pressure used, so that the moisture shall be 
evenly distributed. If the ‘Paper is too moist. it will: cause - 
spreading of the ink. _ “5 

ba 



ad 

varieties, known ‘eepectived 2 e -ainple? and a double a 
| ee held full”) carbon. Single carbon paper has only one _~ 

ae. 

seas 

: carbonized surface. Double (or “ full”) is blackened on 
_ both sides of the sheet, the paper itself being. very thin. 

When but few copies are required, it is better to use 
: he single carbon, as the reverse side of the paper is 

ae Clean, When many copies are called for, the . 

a “double” should be used, and the paper on which the — 

- writing | is to appear ought to be proportionately thin 
: _ according to the number of copies needed. An im- 

pression is made on both sides of the. sheet, and - 
therefore what would otherwise be but a faint mark is 
increased in density so as to be plainly read. 

| The plan to be adopted is very simple. The sheets of 
paper to be written on are placed alternately with carbon 
paper, and run into the machine, which is operated in 
the usual way. The first sheet receives the ink impres- _ 
sion from the ribbon, and the others are marked by the 

_ carbon. It is advisable to strike the keys with greater 
force, and nothing but experience can teach exactly what 

- this should be. It is not wise to attempt the ee rate 
of speed when manifolding. oe 

In using the single carbon, care must be taken that the 
carbonized: surface is uppermost. | 

. A-recent writer on this sheila gives ‘the fhe Das 
‘adinirable hint :— ; 

ak a: simple method has been didtovdted for producing 
“perfect alignment i in making a large number of manifold 

copies on the Type-writer. The reason that manifold does 
not show as good alignment as single copy work is, that | 
| when several sheets of paper are placed in the machine: 
- the circumference of the cylinder is increased, thus lower- © 
ing thé point at which the types strike the paper, So that © 
the types from the back of the basket strike higher, and 
oe e types from the front lower, than normally. If, there- 

oan “MANIFOLDING. ee ete 



a ing point is lowered, perfect alignment will be obtained. 
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fore, the carriage be raised to the same extent as the ste a; 

To accomplish this, procure a rubber band about. six, . 
inches long, and stretch it round the front of the top plate : 

in such a way that the upper half will lie upon the part on | 
- .which the front wheel of the carriage runs. If the band © 

- proves too thick, stretch it more on the top, and let it be: 

slack below, and véce versa if you find it toothin. If you’ 

still find it too thin, put on an extra band. In this way | 
thirty copies have been made (on tissue paper) in pestens | 

alignment. If it is found that the rubber impedes the 
movement of the carriage, put a little oil on the surface oF 
the band. | : a 

The above does not apply to the No. 3 machine, as likes ue 
Carriage wheels run upon a rod which would not retain. 
the rubber band. Straps of rubber of varying thickness” 

have therefore been designed ending in caps of the same 
_ material, which serve to hold them in position. These : 
must be accurately adjusted before beginning work, or — 

they might slip to one side when the carriage had half run | 
its course. BE 
When more than ten copies are needed! the; ribbon 

should be removed, and the writing done wholly with 
carbon sheets.’ The first, that receiving the actual blow — 

of the type, should be ordinary thin white paper, which 
does not take any impression on the right side, but serves — 
to protect the others from injury. Wheré more than | 
twenty or twenty-five copies are required, they can be . 

obtained by using a ribbon specially prepared for trans- : 
ferring the writing to the ordinary Hektograph pad. The 
copies are not remarkable for vigor, but good results can 
be had after practice, if proper attention is paid. 

A stencil for reproductions by the Cyclostyle ‘process 3 
_can be prepared by placing a sheet of silk gauze behind © 
specially prepared Cyclostyle paper, removing the ribbon 
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‘the types strike the paper against the gauze backing, is 
sufficient. to produce a stencil, which will give results al- 

most equal to lithography. 
_ Manufacturers of other duplicating processes claim that 

bgpad reproductions can be had by their several means, 
_ but the writer has seen very few satisfactory specimens. 

For larger numbers a good plan is to use-a ribbon 
coated with lithographic ink, and to write directly on © 
lithographic transfer paper. It should be placed on the 
stone with as little delay as possible, for if permitted to’ 
remain long the ink may refuse to ae to the surface 
of the stone. 

Very fine reproductions are now produced by the photo- 
-zincographic process. : ; ‘ 

RIBBONS. 

~The ribbons: need in connection with the Type-writer _ 
“should be of the very best quality. The leading makes 
are ‘ Underwood’s” and “ Smith’s.” 

- Considerable stir was made by a report that the inks. 

‘ ee prayed were of a fading quality. Investigation proved 
that this was quite true regarding certain colors ; but, that a 

with other ribbons, the ink was perfectly ae both in 4. 
the original and in the press copy. The Type-writer 
had been used to a considerable extent by the American 

” Government, and when the report mentioned was first. 

~ started, a searching investigation was made. It was dis- 
covered that the writing done with the so-called “ Indelible 
~ Ribbon” was of a thoroughly lasting character, but that 

oe done with purple, red, green and blue was more or less 
ne ire: 

It is, therefore, necessary that whet caus of an im- 

bepdttéent character has: to be done on the Type- “writer, 
> that the PRSTAtOr ee see that Ee ink employed. iS 

} 
eh Pees" ‘ 
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| a s = indelible. Tube writer ribbons are rade as follews: cee Ti 
Black Record, Purple Record, Blue Record, Green 

- Record, Red Record, Black Copying Purple, Black. 
. Copying Green, Purple Copying Purple, Blue Copying 

Blue, Green Copying Green, Red Copying Red, Smith’s. 
Indelible, Underwood’s Indelible Official ; and in addi- 

tion to these, ribbons are prepared mee use with the 
-Hektograph pad, and for writing on lithographic transfer 
paper. Of all this array of ribbons we can only recom- | 
mend the Smith’s Indelible, Underwood’s Indelible Offi-. ~ 
cial, and the Black Record Ribbon, as being abeolunely. 
indelible. | 

‘It must not be supposed, ante what we have said, rice 

the other ribbons are useless. The writer has seen sam- : 

ples of writing and copying done by these twelve years — 

ago, which are to-day as goodas when written. The only 
thing is, that, under certain conditions, the inks mentioned | 

- are more or less fugitive. Writing done with ae mer 
‘paper is also indelible. 

When a ribbon has become exhausted, and a new one 
is to be substituted, the exhausted one is weuind ontothe . 
right-hand spool ; it is then unpinned from the left-hand 
spool, and this end is wound round the ribbon-wheel, 
which is supplied with the machine. The method of 
applying the ribbon-wheel is somewhat difficult to ~ 
describe, although simple enough in itself. We cannot 
do better than: quote the directions given by the Manu 

“ facturers > ~ eS 
“When using it, the carriage should be tipped hares 

the ribbon-shift-handle pushed as far towards the back of | | 
the machine as it will go. Then apply the winder over ue 

the front end of the opening in the top-plate on the left ne 
side, where the ribbon-guide comes through as follows: | 
“Loosen the thumb screw at the bottom of the winder. 

ROY 4 

a standard sufficiently, and holding. the ee perpen- 
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arate niles uppermost, ae with the cane to de : 
: right, drop the foot of the standard through the opening 3 
ie far enough to engage under the top-plate. Swing it one > 

| quarter round, bring the crank to the front and the 
- winder square with the machine, draw it forward along 

- to the front end of the opening so that the clamp will : 
- hold, and fasten. 

~- “To not set the screw down very tight, as it will néld. | 
freaky without, and setting it too nate may mar the 

-Ynachine. *- 

_. “The pasteboards upon which the ribbons are to be 
wound, or from which they are to be unwound, may then 

~. be clamped in the winder and turned on or off by the crank. 
“Always wind the ribbon on and from off the left-hand 
SpeOk” o | 
When the ribbon is exhausted of its ink, it may be : 
re-inked at a small charge, by sending it to the manufac- 

turers, providing that it is in good condition, and has not 

been punched through into holes. However, for those 
- who value the quality of their work, it is better always to 

employ new ribbons. 

RUBBER BANDS. 

Bands of the best.rubber are used to connect the cylin- 
. der with the feed-roll. When they become worn and need . 
_ re-placing, the way to proceed is as follows :— | 

With the No. 4 machine, raise the carriage, and pull 

| RUBBER BANDS age 

the front shaft (technically known as the front-band- ~ 

‘pulley- shaft) forward out of the left hand slot in the 
carriage frame, in which it rests, sufficiently to permit of 

the bands being slipped off without loosening the other 
end. The feed-roll must be removed from. its bearings 

until the bands have been slipped into place, and the 

shaft carefully returned to its primary position. The — | 

_ bands can then be passed round the feed-roll, and will 
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stretch” Siough. | to Dae of its re- Ladjontecne “Dor not = i: 
loosen any screws or disarrange the scale. If this should oe 

happen, see. *' Hlow fo adjust the scales.” If the paper- 
guide is found to be in the way, it may be removed and oO 

replaced when all is finished. be 
_ With the No. 2 machine, raise the carriage and Wage im s 

vee the two small Die: steel screws which hold the shaft ae 

_ © (band-pully-shaft), but do not remove them. Only lift the 
left-hand end out of the slot far enough to’ be able to slip 
the bands over. As with the No. 4 machine, the feed-roll  __ 
- must be removed from its bearings and set aside out of 
the way. Be very careful in replacing the shaft to see 

that it is pushed back against the end of the slot ; and, 
“moreover, in tightening up the little screws do not use 
much force. They must be just piatiuih co to hold the < i, 

3 Shaft. 

With the No. 3 machine there will be no difficulty. : 

Pull the bands off and remove the feed-roll. The new ~ Q ; 

bands are then slipped over the pulleys and under the. _ 
band-shields, the feed-roll passed properly into the loops, aN 
and then pulled into place. 

Make it a rule never to use any but the best Faber ands. ” 

peer 

As with almost every other invention, certain small 
patents are constantly coming to the front and clustering - 
round the. type-writer. Some of them are naturally of 
questionable value; but the majority are good, and confer 

a positive gain. It would be unreasonable to expect the 
‘manufacturers of a machine to include all of these sup- 

_ plementary attachments, for the simple reason that they © 

_ ‘have to pay a royalty upon all of them; and, therefore, 

| while it may be galling to have to perenese certain Accés- 

-sories which seem necessary to the complete utility of thee 4 

machine, it is better: to be enact, about it and be* 
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a shankft that | ae are ea. aithougls the ariginal | 
_ inventors did not think of everything. Of course an ~ 
: attachment points: out a weak Spot but it eee removes 
| _ need. : 

on The Pasir SCALE has already been referred to, : 
oe and its use explained. , len 

_ The KNEE- SHIFT 1s unnecessary to has who have fall 
ON of their eyes and hands, although some prefer to 

ae adopt it; but for the maimed or blind it is invaluable. 
Its object is to leave the hands free at all times to operate 
~ the: keys. In the ordinary way, .when the upper-case 

_. key is depressed, the right hand alone can be used for 
a _ writing. By the Knee-shift Attachment the upper-case. 
key can be depressed by a simple outward movement 

_of the right knee, after the manner of the swell in an 
American organ. There are two kinds of Knee- shift 
-Attachments—the “Pritchard” and the “Southworth.” — 
he “ Pritchard” is the cheaper, and is perfectly effectual, 
but it is not elegant, and, moreover, necessitates a Hole 
being bored through the table. The “Southworth,” on 
‘the contrary, while somewhat more expensive, can be 
instantly attached to or removed from a machine, and, 
being nickel-plated, rather adds to the appearance of tire | 
Type-writer. Both are worked in the manner described 
_above, and as full instructions et Calin them, further 
Seg la is not called for. 

_ PAPER- STOP. —-The Paper-stop is chiefly appreciated by 
ue beginner, who is apt to continue writing after the paper 

-hascometo anend. But when the ear is trained to detect 
the difference in sound it is an easy matter to tell when 
the paper should be withdrawn. As the sheet becomes ex- 

_hausted, it is held less tightly round the cylinder, and as 
A Aa consequence the types strike it with a more hollow 

~sound. The Paper-stop is exceedingly ee in struc 
6 i { 
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ture. It consists of a narrow strip of | nickel- isbed mes 
~ which clamps on the Paper-shelf. It is split, and a small . 

r catch, regulated by a screw is made to slide up and down 
to the required height. After clamping it on the Paper-_ 
shelf, a sheet of paper, the required length, is run between 

_ the cylinder and the feed-roll until the end is reached. The 
upper edge will be found to fall against the Paper-stop. 
The catch is now run into position, which causes the paper 
to bulge outwards. It follows that every subsequent sheet : 
of paper of similar length will be caught at the same spot, 
and bulge outwards, thus enabling the Spetator to know : 
when the last line is reached. 

RIBBON SUPPORTS. —(See chapter on Ribbons. " 

AUTOMATIC WORD COUNTER.—Several patents have | 
recently been taken out for recording mechanically the 
number of words in a manuscript of any length. They — 
are, of course, only applications of well-known mechanical — 
counters, but will undoubtedly prove of assistance to those 
who do work by the piece. They are, comparatively 
speaking, inexpensive, and can be recommended to those eas 
who feel the necessity of such a device. 

ENVELOPE GUIDES.—These are only useful to ‘hose. | 
who have to address envelopes in quantities, and seem to _ S 
do good service in such cases. They are attached to the 

ne 

‘ ~ 

same rod to which the ordinary envelope guide is fastened, _ 

DROP CABINET.—This is undoubtedly a capital device | 
for holding the Type-writer in position when needed, and : 

readily disposing of it afterwards, besides offering a. cer- 

tain protection against dust and damp. These Cabinets — . 

_ are made to look like handsome office desks with drawers | 
at the side. Upon raising the lid, and without any extra 

exertion being called for, the Type-writer comes into posi- 
- tion, and is held there as long as needed. The chief beauty _ 

be wot this ingenious arrangement is that the machine is made. o 
~ oh 
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oe to Side at such an angle that it in no ‘way inconveniences) ~~ 
the writer from using the Cabinet as a desk. “They are, 4. 

_ hardly, if at all, more expensive than equally well-made 
pieces of cabinet work without the patent attachment. — a 

UEATHER TRAVELLING CASE.—This has been de- | - 
“signed for those who do much travelling, and require to 
“have their Type- writer with them. It is, of course, rather 
unfortunate that the Type-writer cannot fill all require- 

ao ments ; but, after all, durability 1 is a far better thing than nm ne 
Me portability, and its size is not such as to preclude its being — 

taken from place to: place... The leather case is.neatly. 

“made, and fastens with a patent lock-strap. With each 
machine there is usually sold a tin case of very much the 

same shape as the leather one, but this is not so handy ~ 
| for sending by rail, as it is apt to become dented. 

THE No. 3 MACHINE, 

This Type-writer was designed to meet the demand 
‘Rox a machine that would admit paper of extra width, 

_ such as is used by lawyers in making briefs, by 1 insurance | 
, companies, and others. The increased feneth of the car- 
riage, if constructed precisely upon the model of the 
No. 2 machine, would have added materially to its weight, 
and some modifications were therefore found to be neces- 

sary. After long and_ costly experiments, the manufac- 
turers evolved this latest and in many eee best _ 

: aye) water. < / 
. + The radical points in which it differs Frou aie popular Me 
No. 2 machine are the following :-— 
4. The rack is reversed, so that its teeth point upward 
Instead of downward. 

‘ Sy 
» ean 

Fe 

2. The rack is made to rock, instead of ie dogs. 
fe The dogs are adove the rack, and travel along it. 
4. In consequence of the construction and action of the — 

dogs, it 1S possible to. pua the carriage from left to right 
OU citi 
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to any point with the hand without injuring ‘either the 
rack or the dogs. oe 

5. The carriage is narrower ane lighter in proportion. 
6. The key-levers have an upper instead of a. lower 

arrangement of springs. hah 
7. Uhe connecting-wires are sioietian are aivided, 

and are joined by small nuts, thus rendering it easier to 

shorten or lengthen the wire when occasion demands iti! 

8. It has four extra keys, writing ergs additional cha- 
racters (see page 20). 

9g. The bell-ringer and the bell are in front, SO that 
they can be seen. 

to. It has a line- “spacing gauge regulating three writs: i 
11. The carriage-lever is of different and simpler con-. 

- struction. 

In spite of these dances its general principles ; are 
the same; and, with the knowledge of the No. 2 machine, 

ft 

such as can be gained from this book, the learner will : 
have no difficulty in adapting it to the machine now 
under notice. | 
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a DESCRIPTION OF PARTS,“ 

: cee pia ey eT he chief ‘difference. hetweetl this 

‘ ; Per the corresponding lever in the No. 2 machine is that | 
it has no connection with the rack movement. This, 

| _ however, is not called for, as the carriage moves. easily 
_ from left to right, the loose dog running over the eae of | 

oe the rack with perfect readiness. 

“Mia Line- -space pawl. —When the gauge iS adjusted 
the line-space-pawl pushes the cylinder a corresponding: | 
‘number of notches. If the cylinder is to be reversed, it is — 

: _ only necessary to raise the pawl and turn the cylinder | 
with the left hand, as described in an earlier on of this 
work. 

95. Lzne- shace-gauge. This is made in the form ae : 

“three steps. When pushed as far as it will go to the 
“right, the gauge is at its limit. In order to adjust it to a 
_ narrower width raise the carriage-lever and push the gauge 
' toward the left just one notch ; or, if the narrowest width — 

is required, repeat the operation and push it.close il ; 
the carriage-lever. _ | | 

EF. Paper-shelf: Similar in form and use to that in 

the No. 2 machine. : ; 

N. Stop- collar. ~The shane of this varies considerably : 
} “ from that in the No. 2 machine. It is simply a small 

round collar with a thumb-screw underneath. On rais- - 

ing the carriage the back-way-rod will make a quarter — 
revolution, and it will then be seen that the under side of 
it is indented with holes at even distances apart. The 

_ thumb-screw when properly adjusted rests firmly in one 
of these holes, and thus is prevented from being knocked. 
out of place by a sudden return of the carriage. In ad-— 

justing the collar it is as well to raise the carriage, sothat 

a the GREratar. may be enabled to see what he is doing. # 
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37. The bell-ringer-thumb-screw.—The bell-ringer can 
be adjusted to ring before the end of the line is reached: __ 
by loosening the screw, sliding the bell-ringer along the | 
groove toward the left, and re-fastening it at ie requinhd 
spot. te 
Ad we humb pane for raising the Dog: pane This 

| corresponds to the thumb-piece for raising the RACK-. 
frame in the No. 2 machine. It is useful when cher 
carriage has to be shifted from right to left. It need not. 
ibe used, as mentioned, in ens the carriage from left 
to right. - 

79. Carriage-stop. 

149. Carriage- shifter. — The spring in front will be 
seen to be fastened to a hook, as in the No. 2 machine; 

which, when pushed backwards, will hold the carriage so 
that only the upper-case characters will print. i 

_ Instructions for regulating the dogs will be found under 

the head of “The Dogs, and how to adjust them.” | 

| THE RIBBON SUPPORTS.—These will be found to ex- 
- tend considerably beyond the type-bar circle, and there- 

fore tend to keep the ribbon from curling. They can be. Q 
_ easily shifted backward or forward with the hands. As — 
they work independently, they must be attended to sepa- 

rately. The handle operating the ribbon movement is, in _ 
‘this machine, situated at the back of the mainspring on 
the left-hand side of the machine. A small catch holds 

_ it in place. (See No. 2 machine.) 
To change the rubber bands, see “ Chapter on Rubber 

Bands.” + triad 

NARROW PAPER.—To use narrow paper on this ma-_ 
chine, raise the carriage and slip the stop-collar to its last. 
notch, directly over the type-bars. Loosen the lower screw. 

of the envelope guide and move it along toward the right 
until it is over the yokes. Thenfasten. The paper must 
be inserted at the extreme right-hand end of the cylinder, —_ 

<a) 
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( - ‘so chat’ one edge of He paper is held by the rubber band | 
_. and the other edge by the envelope guide. The bell-ringer 

is fastened at the right end of the groove in which it works. 
If any of the little nuts holding the connecting wires 

should work loose, they should at once be tightened. 
« As the yokes in this machine are of necessity longer - 

_ than those of the No. 2 machine, greater care must be 
paid to the rules laid down, namely, that the carriage- 
 shift-rod on either side of svhiok 3) work must be — 
oiled daily. eda 

In all other respects the instructions herein given for | 
the No. 2 will apply peta! to the No. 3 ua ie | 

CARE on THE TYPE-WRITER. 

It is an easy matter to keep the Type-writer clean ae | 
in ‘working order, but many operators neglect to do so. 
With the Type-writer, as with other machines, a certain - 
amount of oil is necessary, but too much oil becomes a 
source of trouble by collecting the dust, and defeats the 

“CARE. OF THE ‘Tyr. WRITER. ae ae oe 

—_ 

end for which it was applied. The average operator — 
ignores this, and keeps his machine in such a dirty state 
that it is a wonder that it writes at all. It may be stated 
as a truism, that dust and excessive oil are the two great . 
enemies of the Type-writer. Primarily dust. Prevention 

_is better than cure, and it stands to reason that it is better 
’ to keep dust away from the machine than to have to-re- 
move it. With each Type-writer a metal cover is provided, 

_ but this is not absolutely dust-proof. It is better to pro- 
_ vide oneself with an india-rubber. cover. These can be 
- €asily placed over, and tucked under the machine when 

it is not in use; and in addition to this, they fold, so:as 
_ to go into a very small compass. In spite of all protec- 
tion, however, the machine will become dusty, and ae 

Ao rough aaaly cleaning is advisable. : 

x 
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es Oro remove the dust the operator had beter. be pro un 
- vided with a piece of wash-leather, some soft rag, and => 

two brushes. One of the brushes must be long- handled, oar 
_ and provided with hog’s bristles; the other, a good stout 

- nail-brush, having a handle. ‘Hyer morning, before be- 
ginning work, the operator should thoroughly dust’ the: > 

- machine with a clean, soft rag. The second operation 
is to remove the dust in the more intricate parts of the | 

machine with the long-handled hog’s bristle brush. The 
- nickel-plated portions of the machine should then be ane 
carefully wiped with the wash-leather, and finally the 
type cleaned with the nail-brush. The best way toclean 
the type is to take them in their regular order, depressing 
a key with the right hand, so as to raise the bar into posi- _ 

tion, and then, while holding it with the thumb and first 
_ finger of the left hand (so as not to bend the bar), strike 

_ the face of the type with the bristles of the brush witha _ 
_ downward motion, and brush as usual afterwards. Where 

the type is very much clogged with dirt and ink, it may 
accasionally be advisable to use the point of a darning 
needle; and in extreme cases the whole type may be _ 
leaned by saturating the end of the nail-brush with ben- _ 

zine. Care must, however, be used when doing this to 

_ entirely remove the benzine, as otherwise rust may ensue. _ 
‘It is advisable to. use a trace of “ cleaning oil ” after the | 

_ employment of benzine, but care must be taken to use 
this i in such small quantities that it will not attract dust. 

_ We have said that next to dust excessive oil is the 
greatest enemy of the Type-writer. It is so, because it 
attracts and holds dust. The only oil suitable for Type- 
writers is that used by clockmakers, which is made from 

the head of the porpoise. This is put up in small bottles, 
and sold by the manufacturers of the Type-writer; and... 

some idea may be formed as to the small amount which 
should be used, when it is stated that an ounce is sufficient 

Be di 
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a ten years? use,. Ales we a into cueniion that ce 

ae ~ used upon the front rod. This brings us to the question — 
of daily oiling this particular part of the machine, In 

the earlier Type-writers it was not SO important, but now , 

| that yokes are employed on either side ef the front rod : 

_ there is a certain amount of friction which must be | 
- guarded against. This can only be overcome by the >. 
daily application of a little oil, placed upon a rag, with 

which the front rod must be wiped. No. portion of the 
_ machine where wood is used should ever be oiled. The 

only parts of the machine which require oiling, and these 

but occasionally, are the loose dog and the teeth of the | os 

rack. Great care must be taken to keep the dogs free 
. 3 - from dust, and for this purpose it is well to use the hog- _ 

bristle brush before applying the oil. A drop is usually — 

_ sufficient. To oil the teeth of the rack, the best plan is 
to. place a drop of oil upon the first finger, and then, 

raising the rack with the other hand, pass the finger i 

along the under side of the teeth. If any of the type- 
bars should at any time work stiffly, (which is of very Tate 
occurrence,) merely brushing them with the brush used 
to apply the cleaning oil will be found to be amply suffi- — 
cient. The clock-oil must not be used for this purpose. 
A careless operator, or one with too heavy a touch, will» 

- rapidly. injure the surface of the hard rubber cylinder, 
and in a previous paragraph we have suggested the use 

of a piece of “ Backing Paper.” In time, however, even _ 

. with the greatest care, the cylinder must of necessity — 
become worn. Instead of purchasing an entirely new 

: cylinder, the old one can be re- covered oy the manufac- 

turers for a very small sum. | 
The general appearance of the ithe writer gives a very 
Pon indication of the operator’s character. An ill-kept 
and neglected machine is almost sure to belong to a~ 

a careless and slovenly operator, and his work will in ie 
A OCs correspond with his machine. i | 
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> REGULATING THE TENSION, 

It is: very SO DORE, thet nee, the carriage and finger ae 
ae Ley tension should be adjusted to the touch of the opera- x 

tor. If the pupil has gone carefully over the earlier - 
chapters of this book, and thoroughly understands the: — . 
working parts of the machine, it will be easy to explain - 
to him how these tensions are to be regulated. +5 

THE CARRIAGE TENSION.—This refers to the tension © 

of the spring which draws the carriage from left to right. — 
It will readily be seen that if this is wound too tight it — 

_ would communicate a jerky motion to the carriage, and _ 
~ would also increase the wear and tear of the dogs and ~ ye 

rack. Indeed, if the two tensions are not so adjusted as” 
to work in harmony, the carriage will fail to move. If™ 
the carriage tension appears to be either too strong or 
too weak, perhaps the best plan is to let down the main- — 
spring entirely, by working the handle of the “tension-~ 
pawl” (fig. 30, Plate 2,) up and down, until the large 
-nickel-plated ratchet-wheel ceases to revolve. Then wind 

-. it up by the handle, (fig. 20, Plate 2,) giving it two-and-a- © 
quarter revolutions. This will generally be found to be~ 
right, but if it is not sufficient, give it another quarter 
turn; or if too strong, let it down a little by the before- — 

- mentioned “tension-pawl.” The carriage tension should 
| : be as light as possible, as it will add to the life of the 

Type-writer, and the labor of working will be diminished... 

 JPHE KEY TENSION.—This refers to the tension of the ue 

spring at the back of the machine which throws the dogs’ 
back into position after a key has been depressed (fig86,8 

Plate 2). This is regulated by the thumb-screw of the © 
tension- collar (fig. 130, Plate 2). To increase the tension, - 

loosen this thumb-screw just half a turn, holding it be-— 
tween the finger and thumb so that it may not slip, and. 
‘press it upwards as far as is required, and while so hold- — 

1M 
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: ing ‘t Monten: it Bialy: SO that it may not work loose. If | 
the tension should be lighter, proceed as before ; but 

_ instead of raising it while the screw is loose, lower it 
and then tighten. It will be found that a very slight 

alteration of this tension will make a great difference in 
the force required to depress the keys, therefore consider- 

_ able care must be used. The pupil must not despair if — 
oat his first attempt to regulate these tensions his. efforts | 

seem to result in hopeless trouble. Let him persevere, — 
following the directions as here given, and doing no- 

_ thing else than that set down, and he will soon master 
_ the arrangement, and will thereafter feel a sense of 

security, because he will be master of the “vital part,” 
as it were, of his machine. And with the increased 

knowledge there will come a still greater affection for the | 
Type-writer, and an increased appreciation of its exqui- 

i OSite simplicity. If the machine is kept in good order, is’ . 
daily freed from dust, oiled in the right places, and is — 

innocent of oil where oil should not be, there will seldom. 

be any occasion to meddle with either of the tensions from 

year’s end to year’s end. But one must write for the Ee 

careless, for they are the majority. 

THE Docs, aNnD How To ApjusT THEM. 

‘It is most important that the operator of the Type- 
writer should thoroughly understand this part of his 
machine, so that he may not have to call in a repairer 
to perform a trifling matter which he himself could do in 

eae minute if he had the requisite knowledge. 
In a former chapter the position, action and use of the 

dogs has been described. If the machine under examina- 
: tion: is a. No. 2 Remington the pupil should refer to Plate. 

2: The loose dog is shown at fig. 60. The rigid dog at 
Pane fig. 70. It will be remembered that while the latter holds 

fe 
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_ the rack by one tooth the loose dog is thrown backward — i 
by a small spring, ready at a movement of the rocker to — 

hat slip between that tooth and the next. But supposing that ~ 

for some cause or other the loose dog was allowed to fall ea 
back a little too far, or not far enough, it must be plain : 

- that it would strike against a tooth of the rack instead Of. 
slipping between the teeth. This is precisely ics a ee 

| ene and can be instantly corrected. 

~ & “stop,” called the “loose- dog- stop,” Bate: ike: | 

distance to which the loose dog is thrown back, (fig. 
150, Plate 2,) and is held in place by the screw, fig. 140. 
If this screw is slzghtly loosened, the dog-stop can be 
shifted to the right or left, thus altering the whole position 

of the dog. As the operation calls for some nicety it is 
better to place a scrap of white paper at the back of the 
dogs in order that the operator may be the better able to 
see what he is doing. If it is borne in mind that the loose 
dog must be seen evenly disposed between the tooth of | 

the rack being held by the rigid-dog, and the one follow- | 
‘ing, there will be no difficulty. Be sure only to loosen 

the loose-dog-stop-screw slightly ; and, holding the screw- © 
driver still against it, adjust the dog , then witha single — 
turn of the wrist it can be tightened. It may be found — 
‘that the act of tightening the screw draws the loose-dog 
somewhat towards the right, and throws it out of position. 

This must be allowed for. Brush the dogs free of dust, 
and, if necessary, apply the smallest drop of “ Nye’s clock © 
oil” to the working part. Do not meddle with the little — 
spring which throws the loose-dog backwards. Ne 

In the No. 3 machine the loose- dog can be very easily 
- adjusted, as it is hidden by no other part of the machine. 
It is held in place by a screw, which can be turned by 

-. means of a screw-driver, so as to fall exactly in its proper : 

| place in the rack. For general instructions, ‘see those ee 

peneH above for the No. 2 machine. 



: REPAIRING THE TyPE-WRITER. 
Fone 

ay “This chapter i 1S addressed only. to those who heres some | 

| ecnauicat knowledge and skill, or to those who possess 

_ Type- writers, but who live at the circumferences of civilt- 

zation, and are therefore unable to send their machines to 

_ the proper quarters, should anything get out of working 

order. The ordinary possessor. of a Type-writer is 

strongly warned not to tamper with his machine. Let it 
be set down here as an aphorism that the life of a Type- 

- writer depends on its operator. There is nothing strange 
| im this, for does not the existence of any piece of mechan- 
ism rest with its worker rather than its maker? Take the: 

_ plano for instance. A little child can pound the life out _ 
of it in a year, while in the hands. of a master it would | 
in the same time, merely have grown mellower and 

sweeter intone. There are many points of resemblance 

- between the piano and the Type-writer. Both are operated 
gby the aid of keys ; with both, delicacy of touch produces 
the best results ; with both, nimbleness of finger is called 

_ for; and, as has been mentioned, the life of both depends , 

- upon the manner in which they are used. Then, touching 
the matter of alignment. There are some unreasonable - 

) - people who overlook the fact that in pieces of mechanism 
of precision there must of necessity be occasional adjust- 

ment. Would one expect a piano never to need tuning, ~ 

or a watch never to require regulating? Yet there are | 
‘possessors of Type-writers who complain because the 
machine after having done good and faithful work, and 
having borne much ill-treatment, needs to be re- ‘aligned. 

dais chapter i is open to all, but it is only addressed. £0" je 

the few.. If the many get at it, the professional repairers _ 

_ will have a busy time. If, however, to the following in- — Ba i 

structions there is added an ounce of good solid old- 
- fashioned commonplace érazus there will be no trouble. 

. i ‘ 
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Rest assured if things go nibie the | instructions are not _ 
to blame, but there will be an ingredient lacking. fie 

colt proper care and attention are bestowed on the Type- Gigs 

cer, it will do its work accurately and well for WEBIS) Soo 
without requiring skilled labor. This should be a conso- 
lation to the good, and a warning to the evil. N evertheless, a 
time and wear will detract from its working qualities, and - 

“here it is that the repairer must step in, or lacking that, 
the operator must wed his ingenuity to the ei in- van ae 
structions and do the best he can. ee 

If the paper does not run straight, it will ie found | 
that one or both of the rubber bands are twisted, or are 

out of their bearings. This may sometimes happen after | 

the feed-roll has been removed from and returned to its. 

place in the machine. Examination will show that the 
shafts at the ends of the feed-roll are of unequal length. 
Remember that the Zonger end must be at the right-hand 
‘side. If reversed, the trouble — of will invariably © 
arise. 
[f the carriage refuses to move , when tt has ben eee 

to its first position, the collar (fig. N, Plate 1) may have 
been screwed tightly against the casting, or may be loose ; © 
or else the small plated screw fastening the carriage-strap 
to the carriage may have become shifted so that it presses 
against the carriage-rod. This of course can be loosened 

‘by a screw-driver. Or it may result from one of tue: 
following causes :— : 

1. The “loose-dog” may be out of Agusta yee; 
chapter on “The Dogs, and How to Adjust Them.” — 

2. The connecting-rods attached to the “ Universal- | is 
bar” under the machine may have become detached. 

(See p..22.) If so the carriage will work to, say 35, and 
then stick. Take off the “ Universal- bar,” loosen the 

~ connecting-rods so that when it is put in place again, the 
finger-key-levers will just escape touching it. “ 



We 

| _ REPAIRING THE TYPE-WRITER. — eS a 
es gs 

ee ‘The Pensions may not earees ponds (See chapter on 
Regulating the Tensions.”) _ . i, 

4. In the No. 2 machine, and in the No 3 Sachin oy 
mo where the precaution has not been taken to oil the front 
rod daily, the constant wearing of the *yokes upon the 

front rod may cause the carriage to stick. J¢ will not 
be WISE for the operator to attempt the alteration unless 

he ts first convinced that they are the actual cause. Vf 
_ 80, let him look along the rod while moving the carriage > 

_ from end to end, and note carefully on?which side of the — 
_ front rod the yokes bind. Having discovered it, let him 

- loosen both yokes oz that side only, and see if the carriage | 
runs easily then. If not, let him place a thin piece of _ 
paper over the rod, lower the carriage, and then tighten © 
the yokes, keeping the paper between them and the rod, 

_ so as to allow of some /z¢#/e play. This has to be done 
with considerable care. He may ¢hen test the yokes on 
the other side of the rod in a similar manner, repeating 
the remainder of the operation as already given. | 

In the No. 3 machine the carriage may sometimes stick _ 
when a particular key is struck by the point of the con- 
necting wire catching on the inside of the upper- -plate. It 

_ may be bent outwards with flat pliers, Zeeping zt Sa 
50 that tt pulls evenly. : 

_ There may of course be other reasons, but as they. pro- 

bably will arise from some serious misadventure to the 
machine, it will be wiser for the operator at all costs to 
have it attended to by a competent mechanic. 

| One letter writes over another.—1. The most eoeed ia 

- cause is the want of oil on the front rod. It is essential © 

that the oiling should be done daily, if only to lessen the — 
wear and tear upon the yokes. 

| BP niche 1: woall pnw of GstaiGl me : ; attached to the earae which slide Hone on either side of the : 

| ‘front rod. 
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ee BD ‘The ne dog may be dices pitt oul and dust. Cap re 
so, clean it carefully with “ cleaning oil”—a_ commercial 
combination of benzine and some pure kind of oil—ap- 
plied with a suitable bristle brush. Wipe off the surplus oil. — 

3. The loose dog may have worked slightly out of ad- 
justment. If so, see “ The Cashing and How pais bet 

Them. hy 

4. The tension of the carriage or the dogs, or both, may — ae 
require attention. If so, see “ Regulating the Nana eae 

5. The carriage-shift-rod, z.¢., the rod on the top. of the | a 

machine, which on the nveseare of the upper-case-key 
_ shifts the carriage backwards, and which has been here 

_ styled the “front rod”—may be loose. If this is the case, 
tighten the two screws that hold it 1n place. | 

6. The back-way-rod may be clogged with an accumu- 
lation of dust and oil. No oil should be used upon this : - 
‘part of the machine, but it must be kept dry and bright. 

 -It should be carefully rubbed each day with wash leather. 

Capitals higher or lower than the small letters.— 
This’ will call for as great, if not greater care in 

: correcting than in the adjustment of a type-bar. By ra 

examining the machine it will be seen that the uprights 

holding the carriage-shift-rod (ze. the front rod) are |. | 

stopped upon being thrown packuenc: when the upper- - 
case-key is depressed, by two little oblong pieces of — 

-nickel-plated metal, which are held in place by screws. 

These are known as the upper-case-shift-stops. (The — ‘i 
operator is warned against loosening the screws of these 

stops unless it is absolutely necessary.) These stops and 
the uprights of the carriage- -shift-rail work inside two — 

a elongated oval.shaped pieces of nickel-plated metal, 
which are also held in position by similar screws, and (> 

are known as the lower-case-shift- -Stops. The lower-case- 

_ shift-stops must not be moved en by-a Egerton 
. eebeuepced repairer. | 
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mA Seer es ALIGNING. | se Gt Ore 

ae the capital letter prints below the 
line it is proof cat” a 

he. carriage-shift-rail is not allowed sufficient play, and es A 

that the upper-case-shift-stop needs moving from you. Tb bes 

re “ale. this, loosen the screw holding the left-hand upper-case- 

oe ~ shift- stop just enough that it can be moved slightly by 
_. inserting a small screw-driver between the stop and the 

upright of the carriage-shift-rail, and use this as a kind of 

lever, not up and down, but from side to side. Then 

an ‘ tighten the screw when you think it has \ been moved — ne 

may sufficiently. Now loosen the other screw in the right oe 
_ upper-case-shift-stop. Press the upper-case- -key, raise 

- the carriage and tighten the screw. Then test a | capital 
: with its small letter aa—Nn Nn Nn. | 

“ot may have to be shifted by the inexperienced several 

| times. Remember if the capital is above the line the od 

_ upper-case-shift-stops have to be moved 
toward ee Ps 

below, from you. | 

Lt must be distinctly understood hot the above instr ue nt “ o 

ae tions refer only to a case where the ENTIRE capitals will 

not align with each other, or are higher or lower than the 
small letters, and NOT where a single capital ts too high 

ae or too LOGO. eX 

_ ALIGNING. 

-.. The aligning of a Type-writer is a very delicate matter, 
: and at the factories is entrusted to highly skilled work- | 

men. It is a branch of the business distinct from others, 
and cannot therefore be managed with ease by the Phe 

Nevertheless, it is in itself simple, and merely requires 
a care, a fine touch, and patience, and may be accomplished 

by those who will take the trouble to follow the directions 
= herer giyen, in every particular. The. reason for non- 

alignment should first be understood. It is caused by the 
_ bar carrying the type being pushed slightly to the right 
orto the left ey the oe of the screw, ‘or from its 
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fe into. place, bo ee | ' 

* 

eae become samewiat Bee an i aeidone “The eae Ps De 
bop instrument needed i is a smal screw- driver to loosen these 

Screws sufficiently to porn the ope. -bars to be worked _ 
KY 

Bear in mind that the least movement ae a oe ay at. 
‘its bearings i is greatly exaggerated at the end where the ee a 

type is fixed. Do not attempt to align a machine before — 

impressing the following rule on the memory, and under 
no condition allow yourself to break or disregard if: 

: VNreer pass from one letter to another until the one ts per- i 
 fectly adjusted, and be sure that the screw ts well secured 
$0 that tt cannot slip out of place again. Itis better when 
aligning a machine, first of all to remove the two rubber 

_ feet from the back posts, as by this means the Type-writer 
is inclined backward, and the carriage is less likely to fall — 

forward. The screw-driver should be small, so that it 

ce can be retained in the right hand during all operations. 

The ribbon must be pushed aside each time to permit of: 

_ the type-bar being held by the fingers of the left hand, and ' 

as each test is made after shifting the type-bar it is brought — 

“ quickly into position again by turning the right-hand rib- © 

bon spool with the fingers instead of winding it by the | 
handle. Tighten the screw each time before testing. 4 ae 
piece of paper should be run into the machine, so that the 
“result of every movement of a Pe -bar can be tried. at 
once. 
It is a good plan when you think you have succeeded 

in getting a letter into correct alignment to hold down. 
the space- -bar while you strike the letter in question, and | 

also that with which you have been aligning it. In this 

: way one letter is written over the other. If they are not 

in their correct positions, it will then become more appar- 

ent, as instead of being directly on the same spot the one 
will appear either to the right or to the left of the other, 

| or above or below, as the case may be. 
of 
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-and, pushing the ribbon slightly aside, grasp the bar | 
lightly with the fingers of the left hand. Now Cae | 

loosen the screw holding the type-bar in place; but care © 
a must be taken to do so only just enough that bya séghf 

_ pressure of the fingers the type-bar itself can be delicately 

moved. If the letter to be aligned is above the line, press. a 

the type- -bar slightly from you, and then tighten thescrew 
_ before testing. one a: 

Ee Nite eae ST ae, as y 
a i Ease : i! j Ss mh : | a te : “ 

| ALIGNING. oe oe ae 7 

The 6 lan caopted bhould ie as filo : ere 
. Use the letter tone as the « one by which to align the” ae 

“rest. | | Ca 

Ve ‘Ascertain the exact position of the ieee you wish tOx 

place i in alignment by yas it ghee EGY with the letter 

ak as é 

ie nbnbnbnbnbnbn | nrnrnmrnrnrnrnrnror a 

a ees nonononononononono oe 

__ If it is out of alignment it will appear as— a : a 

| nDn Dn Or MhNpn Aynya or Ce 

ot nt n nnn OF inet gh Ne | : 

i Raise the letter to be aligned by depressing the kone ee 

4.-1f the letter to be aligned is below the line, ana he: 
ve type-bar slightly towards you. It may be necessary to_ 

} move the type- ‘har a number of times before you get te 

: right. ee ae fhe 
5. ik - letter crowds too much to the sone or to the left a 

; as the “ Kin “course, ” it is easy to ascertain which letter | ae 
A is iat fat by trying the letters in its vicinity with the 1a 
¥ letter, < as, rnrnrnrn sn sn enen. It will here be 

i A 

. letter “ s” the type-bar will have to be slightly pulled out 
| a fpuahed in after the screw has been loosened, and. nobis 

pushed from you or drawn towards you as fora lettér.” © 44 

seen ice at is the “s” that is out of position. With the. Oh a 

below or above the line. Whether a letter has to hee aa 

pulled or pushed, or pressed on one side, will depend on 
the Poenon of the ges in the circle of Dee, -bars. Jt must 7" 

ve ve 
i on i" 
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be ents in ane throughout all these operations that 
By | - scarcely more force is to be used than in regulating a 

mwatch.< f° | | ‘ 

This is all that is necessary for the opeme to know, 
and if he is forced to attend to his own machine in this / 
“matter he will find very little trouble after sufficient prac- 
tice, but a considerable amount at the beginning. 

Do not forget the rule given above. Never pass from: us 
one letter to another until the one ts perfectly adjusted, 
and be sure that the screw ts well Ss: SO that it cannot 
slip oul Y place ee 

oe SPELLING. eS Ais 

To. some he vagaries ae English Satomenne present 

little or no trouble, to others it would seem as though | 

no amount of drilling would ever help them. The utter 

absurdity. of the present system, or lack of system,’ be- 
comes painfully apparent to those who have ever tried ‘to 
teach a poor speller. No sooner is a rule found, than the ns 

list of exceptions upset it; and one is tempted to give the 

exceptions first, and to teach the rule as an after-thought. 

Many of our cleverest writers have beenexecrable spellers ; 
and yet, in spite of this, the fault of incorrect spelling is — 
invariably ascribed to an imperfect education. There is 

- but one way to learn, and that is by sight, not by sound. — 
For this reason it is a mistake for any work on the subject — 

to give the possible errors in print, as this only serves to — 
confuse the eye, and therefore the mind. The Type-_ 3 
writer is calculated to assist in educating the public in 

“spelling, since a printed word retains its form, and errors — 

_ are more readily detected. 2 ; 

The pupil is strongly advised to commit to memory the. 
few rules here given, and to go over the list of words ap- 

: pended until familiar with them. For future practice let — 

“iim Copy from any standard ‘work, never passing any ms 

J 
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g | : RULES FOR Lanes ae: 

- ae an inal e is dropped before a suffix beginning with 

> | a ae such as—adle, ble, ish, y, ance, ence, al, etc, 3 
sa, Love loving lovable. 

Po eOenise | sensible. 
7° Vehite whitish. Ice ey, 8 

| Idle idly. | Guide guidance. 

EXCEPTIONS. 

Dye. dyeing. Hoe hoeing. 
Ppoe (> shoeing. Singe singeing. 

? .Tinge _ tingeing. 

wed ll words ending 1 in ce or 2¢ retain ¢ betore, able, ably, 

“and -aus. | 

Change. changeable. Peace peaceable. 

yo Outrage outrageous. 

= ” 2,—Words ending in. silent e change é into 2 before. 
j oy and fy 

; | pprustere-... austerity. Ample» > amplify. 

( ~Mode modify. 

q aS | EXCEPTIONS. 

2, eafe safety. Sure surety. | 

x ~~ +3..-Words ending in silent e generally retain it before 

x“ full, less,ly, ment, and some. 

Pe ~Distaste distasteful. Care careless. 
= Gfave’.. gravely. Manage management. 

Pe EXCEPTIONS. a | 
~ Noble nobly. | Vrge. 0 indy 
ae ~ Whole wholly. | : 

2 i ae : 

oe to avoid its repetition. 

Oe SUNY 4 ie ee : sae ‘ Se x <i ae mS coger ty j Bie 
; : : Ca ay pee é yas ae ig! me ney ee es ah in aie 

Se RE ? dpe . pa j ; i 
Rea A i d 8 Nia: 1 if ; / } » \ A ey ty 

Seems Dy i si i t ; ps ‘ es te 5 

sia Se eReh ays menue 5 i es y ’ Hats 
“ auf Ry iti ead, 

“ wp 2 ; } a did : . ee \ ; Se. % 4 # ‘ By b Boo & 

Ly, rt ™ ~ eis we » y i 

: ~ RULES FOR NS oo 

error he may make, but paying strict attention to ity SO. 

Writing | from dictation may 

then be tried, care RODE taken to compare the copy soon ae 
the original. 

va 

IOL : 2 



eh almost always follows <¢, as 

Ac pera oe Prat aN, AceoN Fai Fst ay HGR TARR i Na absae nies ( reat ey al PE ABIUEM ed 

i PROC ROE ON Rene retin, Ter as in tel Sa na ee Gr ae cot vit Nee 
rte Nie ve 5 ; ewe it ote Dy: ne wt Be a i Mie 

(ee yas \ . : ase ey ‘ ero | Ree a ine ty th 

a \ \ ce ‘ i j ‘ oh | v us 4 na a ; EtG Wits Us “ ee, ; Ss : Ke eg aks 

i PR habe reat : : ) i re ct we 3 y a 

« eat one \ ! A tM hy Ge ae ay | We yp i ; me rN 

it } f : mre 3 
ak " x 4 \4 

a, 4 ay 7 sy ‘ { srt Hy MESA 

i ia ‘ Seve) 

wy 
il 

ape A aad OF THE spatter OE ete 

on itt reel y PRECEDED BY A CONSONANT abe “words agy 
'. of more than one syllable is changed into Zz when any 

other syllable than 27g, zsh, or zsz 1s added, 

Pity : oe pitying pitied. 
SEU Nec a studying studied. 

% 

ws 

| 5.—_Words ending in zé change their vowels. ues vy ee 
_ before zzz. | | 

Die wee &c. : 

6.—In words containing the diphthongs él, OY aos aoe 
{ 

Receive, « Deceive, Perceive. Conceive. | 

While with other letters the order is ze, as ah es 

Relieve. Grieve... __ Thief. ‘Pierce. 

EXCEPTIONS. ; 
When the diphthong has the sound of ap or oe a 

~ always precedes the 2. 
 Feint. bee Freight. | Ther : 

Bit | 

7.—In monosyllables and words accented on the last i 
syllable, a final consonant following a single vowel is — 
‘doubled before an. additional age Pree with a 

vowel.: | | Paeiae 

Fog foggy. yen Ne Se tN 

Beg HMA | Deg ear begging. _ cee Sa 

~ Hem | ~ hemming. ee neem 

_ Mud : muddy. — a | 

“-Rob’ Wau ohn) ayer VODDELY. ee aaa | 

me ineter referring. | sari ttia: 

: Submit “ «> submitting. | ny 

- 8.—Words ending 1 in any double letter except / retain 

the double letter before /zd/, ex, less and NeSS. 

P Aat0ss*)) ~ >. grossly, pie ee el 

Success Ty MBUIG COSTE, eh HAT ye Tih ge OE 

a { rar gh a ; ‘u 
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STRESS mSPLED. yg 
\ Af Q : \ “ss ; a _ ee 

/ Voto eS 

So. Pull when used as a ‘suffix, drops. one a, Cee 

an Aefal es ene ' ae ae oe ; a a 

‘ - Seif ee ee oO 

Spoonful. ie : ee 
f 

These are not all the rules, but they are those which» me 
eerie of the fewest exceptions. A list of words most _ Bae 
_ troublesome to remember is here appended. 

ae _Worps OF SIMILAR PRONUNCIATION FREQUENTLY : 

Bie is ce MISSPELLED, es 

Accept ilo take, to FeCceive, 7 ety A We 
_ Except To leave out. hae ee 
Access _ An approach. | ; ee 
Excess = =~=~=+=Morethanenough. | te ee 

Accidents _ Unexpected events. Nae 
a NN Accidence | Rudiments of grammar. Ts Does 
fo Advice.” ~ Counsel. : Pe 

wae Advise — To give advice. oe Say We 

-  Affable .. Ready to converse. Jo og 
D -Effable Utterable. | on tee 

Pw Sakftect To move the passions. | 
oo Mffect ~ Consequence. a 
Po 0| Assay | PO 4est, tty. NN 

ery 7 yee Vo attempe © oe | aa ; op 
“Boar. ae A male swine. Ce Se 
Boor | A clownish person. | eee. 

! ~ Boarder | One who boards. — Me oR GG ee 

Border oo oN boundary, Ae : oe 
eBome |... Carried”. LA 

oS Born’ ay Brought into life. ead oo 
Po . Capitol = A public edifice. oo) Ne 
ig apie: Ao) /Prinéipal ehref. :.° ' ; ae 

, Carat. 7, «: \ A’small weight. ay 
~Caret | ee A mark in mens We eo 

Ate 



Correspondents Persons who correspond. — 
| Correspondence Agreement. . 

: Counsel 

- Council - 
Critique 
Critic 
Current 

Currant © 

~Decease 

Disease 

_ Deterence 

- Difference 
- Deformity 
- Difformity- 
Descent. 
Dissent 

Desert 

- Dessert 
Device 

- Devise _ 

Diverse | 
Divers 
Dose | 

heel me sy tes 
oA | : Nant oe Pe aie | 
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~ Censor A catic: s 

Censure ‘Blame. - 
Cloth A texture of wool Sc. 

‘Clothe To dress. 
Consort A companion. 
Concert Union, combination 
Concur : Fovagree, 

Conquer To overcome. 

Conformation Shape. ; 

‘Confirmation Strengthening. 

Corporal An officer. 
Corporeal Not spiritual. 

-Congruity. 
Advice. 

An assembly. 

A criticism 

A judge of literature. 
‘Flowing. 
A dried fruit. 
Death. 
Sickness. 

Respect 

Disagreement. 

~Unsightly shape. 
Variety of form. 
A going down. 
Disagreement. 

_ To forsake. 
Fruit, etc., after dinner. 

-Contrivance. 
To contrive. 1 
Different. ote ee 
Several. | 
A portion of medicine. 

é ” | : | | Des 
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a Grandeur 

- Doze 

Either 

| ther 

‘Elicit 

Illicit | 

_ Elude 

- Tllude 
Emanant 

Eminent 

Eminent 
Imminent 

_ Eruption 
~ Irruption’ 

-Exorcise 

Exercise 

_Extant 

Extent 

Foment 

Ferment 

Formally 
Formerly 

Galop 
Gallop 
-Gambol 

~ Gamble 
Genius 

: _ Genus 

—Gluttonous 

-Glutinous 

~ Grander _ 

Greece 
Grease 

a Grove: 

Groove iN 

WORDS FREQUENTLY MISSPELLED. 

To slumber. 
One of the two. 
A volatile fluid. 

To draw out. .” 

.Unlawful. 
To escape from. 
To deceive. 
Flowing from. 
Conspicuous, noted. 
high, exalted, 7 
Threatening. 

A breaking out. 
A breaking into. 
To cast out evil spirits. 

Employment. 
In being. ; 

Space, length. 

—'To excite. 

To work as beer. 

Ceremoniously. 
In times past. 
A dance. 

Quick movement. 

Actrolic.é ¢ | 

To practice gaming. 
_A peculiar talent. 
A kind. 

Greedy. 

Gluey. 

More grand. 
Magnificence. | 

A country in Europe. 

To smear with grease. 

A small wood. 
A channel. 
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~Hoarse > 
‘Horse | 
ELITE 

‘Higher 
_ Impostor. 
Imposture 

Incite 
Insight 
Ingenious 
Ingenuous 

_ Legislator 
| Legislature 
Lineament 

Liniment 
Loath 

Loathe 

Loose 

.' Lose 

‘Lyre 

Liar 

Medal 
Meddle 

Mettle 

Metal 

Missile 
Missal 

Mourn 

Morn 

~ Neither 
Nether 
Ordinance 

Ordnance 

Palate | 

| vy Pallet 
Palette 
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Having a rough voicew 3. 65s een 

An animal. coy he 
Wages. . UNC HUN rte sf dar 3, 
Loftier. . : 

A deceiver. 
A cheat. oi 
To urge. Ge | 
Discernment. Bie licen ev 

Skilful. cy 
Open, candid. ae sist 
A lawgiver. 
An assembly which enacts laws.c 

A feature. : tT 
An ointment. _ he 
Unwilling. | 
To dislike. 
‘tack. eee ve ha a Al 

To be deprived of. Paes ee, 
A musical instrument. 
A teller of lies. ee 
A piece of metal stamped like a coin. 

“Po interfere: : 
Spirit, courage. 
Iron, silver, &c. aa he 
Thrown by the hand. | OM AIE 

~ A mass book. Lea 
To lament. 

Morning. 

Not either. 
Lower. 

A law. 

_* Cannon. o ot ay 

- The roof of the mouth. Ee MEAS ue ah 

A little bed. Cee ae rece pies 
_ A thin oval board on which painters 1 mix 

their polors Ue ae ii Lee eat 

\ 

fi 
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Petition > 

- Partition 

- Plaintiff 

ae Plaintive 

” | Popalace | 

_ Populous” 
Precedent 

President 

; Principle. 
Principal — 

rDUOtA | 

~ Quoter 
_ Rabbet 

Rabbit 

(Rudich 
_ Reddish 

‘Real 

ee 

Relict | 

Relic 
“Salary 

K 

Celery 
' Sculptor 

Ss 
a Y i 

Sculpture — 
Stationary 

- Stationery > 
Statute 

Statue | 

- Stature 

Surplus , — 
_ Surplice 
_ Symbol 
_ Cymbal 
» Phere 

e aa Their, 

_ Treatise : 

e WORDS FREQUENTLY MISSPELLED. 

| Suupliescan: 
Separation. 

The complainant. 
Complaining. ; 

The common people. ae 
Full of people. 
An example. 
A governor. 

Elementary part. 

Chief. 
A proper share. 

One who quotes. 
A joint in carpentry. 

~Asmall animal. 
An edible root. 

-Somewhat red. 
True,, genuine: 
Toe stagger." 
A widow. | 

That which remains. 

Wages. 

A vegetable. 
A carver. 
Carved work. 

Fixed. 
Writing materials. 

A law. 

An image. 

Height of a person. 
Remainder. 
A white robe 
A sign, \a. type. 
A musical instrument. 
In that place. 

| Belonging to them. | 

An essay. | 

% 
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WORDS FREQUENTLY ‘MISSPELLED. © 92 3. 

Res ay Ce Dec Geos 
| : Acknowledgment. Cancelling. Dulness, (2 ys 
- Accommodation. Concede. Diligent 25544 

Committee. Diarrheea. | 
Conscientious.  Dyspepsias ain 2ik 
College. hi Oe | 

| | Complete. 
Jie Crystal. 

Chrysalis. 

ae Eighth. Fuchsia. - Caugen ope ie ¥ 

Peo. Extreme. | SSS es 

Harassed. Ave Antellicent, Judgment. 

Homeopathy. os | | | 

: Height. et : 

NE a P. aes: 
foe ys Necessary. Parallel. = Referred. — 

fo. sNecessarily..-2 >. 7 | Precéde.., Reference aya 

LA aa me | - Privilege. Recommend. 
ins s per ay: | Religious.. 

* Speciality.: oF Violoncello. (arora 

Separate. _ | Village. DOG 

: | Supersede.  . | Villain. | | 
i ~~ Sacriligious. - ties se 

3 fy i ' coe 

es : . se / : ' . ih ; 
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Capital letters should be used fo | 
oi — Beginning the first word of a book, chapter, para- 

Ae “graph, or sentence. | 
_2.—_Names of God and Christ, be Cremer ib Supreme 

Being, Saviour, etc. 4 
ay ihe pronouns referring to God and Christ (by some. 

_ owriters). 
4.—Titles of honor, as——Her Majecke the Queen, the © 

ae President of the United States. 
5.—All proper names, as—Hemry, acne. Thames, 

~ Good Friday, &c. 
, 6.—The names of objects personified, as—a, German, 
_Christianize, French, Elizabethan, &c. 

-7.—The pronoun I,‘and the interjection O. 

_8.—The first word in every line in poetry, and also of a 
Pica quotation, although it may not begin a line. 

~ 9.—The first word of a direct quotation, when it is ale 
| sentence in itself. 

-10.—The names of th the days and months, but not the 
: four seasons. 

aie a WoRDS TO BE OMe 

Sn noth speaking and familiar writing the language is 

frequently weakened by the addition of unnecessary words, — 

_ such as the following. Those in italics should be omitted. 

: First of all, Last of all. Given away gratis. Con- 
tinuing gz... Cut off of it. He has.god at... As soon as 
ever. Admitted of Another ome. The latter end. If — 
that he said it. After ‘hat he hadcalled. The very best. 
The very worst. To return dack. To go back Pees 

- To retreat dack. To restore back. Throughout the whole. 
- Covered over. He said so over again. Sinks down. 
_ Ascended uf. Rose uf. Equally as well. Lgually as 
good. To enter zz. Issued owt. Both of those. They | 
_ 60th met. Before I do that I must frs¢-consider. When- __ 
ever if wish for a book, I -can always have it, United * 

og i eat a oa Re ea COO, 

™“ 

Ae eae feo oa 
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Sin 

es Oe aleiieted: together. They’ met ae sei 
together » conversed ee (con means with). He may 
. perhaps call She ‘may probably call (may silane 

probability). Rather childish, coldish, greenish, whitish, 

foolish (the terminating zsh has the same meaning ae 
rather). . eve a He VES ORAS : 

PUNCTUATION. 
\- 

The importance of correct punctuation must not te 

ambiguous. The practice of correct authors, however, 
varies, especially in the use of the lightest point, the © 
comma. The points in common se are . re 

The corhma ons) 
The colon (:) 

“The note of interrogation (? ) 

The note of exclamation (or interjection) (!) — 
The marks of parenthesis ( ) : 

The apostrophe | ¢ ys 
‘The marks of quotation (“” ) | i oy 

The pupil is strongly advised to commit tovternory the 

The semicolon (; ) 

few rules here given, and to go over the list of examples — 

appended ‘until familiar with them. For practice, let him 
copy from any standard work, never passing any error he. 

may. make, but paying strict attention to it, so as to avoid 

its repetition. Writing from dictation may then be made 

use of, care being taken to compare the copy ae the, 
) te uae 

\ Tin ComMa | leche 

ist. Two or more words of the same part of speech and ~ 

in the same construction, if used without a conjunction, — | 
are separated by. a.coinma ; as, oH 

The period (or full ee tS i 

i \ 

overlooked, for without it many a sentence would be e 

“SRocks, caves, lakes, fens, bogs, dens and shades of : 

| deaths y 

He ‘was a sober, honest, industrious and trustworthy 

man.” | coe | 
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and, We comma is used before and: after an explanatory or 
“interjection phrase Or clause, that is not restrictive ; aS, 

neve, the people of Great Britain, allow this thing.” 
N OTE.—By restrictive, is meant such as, . 

rid 

ef ‘Even-the fiercest animals show affection for the keepers 7 

hy ie who. are kind to them. y 

3rd. Words or phrases contrasted with ach other re- 

" quire a comma between them; as, 
VA poet is born, not made.” 

ue Stern with offenders, yet his heart was aes : 

ie A comma is necessary after a nominative when the | 

verb is omitted; as, | : 
“Ts not old wine wholesomest, old pippins toothsomest: P- 

5th. Adverbs or adverbial phrases at the beginning of a 

the sentence, or when they break the connection, must be 
De cataiea from the context by commas; as, 
Neca Finally, the preceding arguments may be condensed _ 
into one urgent appeal.” ; ; | 

“You will, therefore, see the necessity.” 

- 6th. “When used as conjunctions, however, now, then, 
too and indeed are divided by commas from the context, 
put when, as adverbs, qualifying the words with which | 
- they are associated, the separation should not be made. 
_ This distinction will be seen from the following examples : 
pe HOWEVER. —We must, however, pay some deference 

| >to the. opinions of the wise PgreG OR much they are con- 
2 trary to our own. a 
4 Now.—I have zow shown the consistency of my 
E _ rincipes Os ion ca is s the fair and obvious conclu- . 

sion: ? 

ments. e 

Too]. found, ee a heats cat. Alexandria; nee he 

ticular. 

: & 

Gai would enjoy the representation, must not be Zoo par | 

4 

ike peak 
Ny: 1 aR. ; 

£5 bafta 

i vs 

f 

_ THEN. “On these facts, then, I then rested my argu- , 

\ 

8 ee. 
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ces 7B he young man was indeed culpable in. 
that act, though, ézdeed, he conducted himself very well. 
in other. respects. 

- ath. -A short, direct quotation is be ace by a comma 
from the clause which it follows; as, : 

»“ It has often been said, ‘ Live and let. iver: 

4 Pay 7 

_. NOTE.—A quotation introduced by hat is not separated 
from the preceding clause by any mark of punctuation. 

8th. A name or word used in direct address is separated | 
from the sentence by a comma or commas; as, 

“Mr. Smith, I appeal to you.” | | 

_“ And you, base coward, dared to insult'a woman.’ 

oth. Proper names when inverted are separated by a a 

comma ;.a5,.. ” 

_ Jones, Walla. ” 

_ Notrre.—The word Brothers, if used with he Sails 

-~name, as “Brown Brothers & Co.” requires no comuna } 
but, if Brother, or Brothers be used to denote a ‘distinct 

personality, as “ Brown, Brother & Co.” the comma shpard, 
be employed. : 

roth. A comma is often employed to prevent ambiguity bat: 
4 AS} 

“Twenty lamps having two wicks each corisistins oe | 

Bopcrcing on whether the comma is placed after or 
before ° “each.” | 

Xs 

~qith. N umbers, consisting of four or more figures, ex- 

150 threads.” This may mean 150 or 300 threads, — 

Coane dates, are divided into periods of three figures — 

each, the division being effected by commas; as, 

180,246, BV5. eee : 
“When you are in doubt as to the Sonne of inserting 

_ commas, omit-them. It is better to have too few. than 

E too many. °—Quackenbos. 



THE SEMICOLON. 

se Ist ec Peace are seapiey by semicolons. a 
Alfred Ayres. 

| sinesaanpie: “T will consent to such an. arrangement ; 
~ for I know that it is the best that can be done at present. 

SE aobtdees ain ae Caria 

and. A semicolon is used to separate the principal parts : 

ofa sentence, when those ee parts are themselves 
- divisible by commas ; as, 

“Jt is our first duty to provide for those related to us; but. 
though charity begins at home, it should not end ee? 

3rd. A series of expressions having a common depend- 

ence upon one clause, should be separated by the semi- 

colon; as, e 
“From lightning and tempest; foal plague, pecuienee 

and famine; from battle and murder, and from sudden 8 
#1 death, good Lord deliver us.” 
4th. When clauses in opposition are inked popethen 
a DSF but, yet, whilst, notwithstanding, or other disjunctive, 

the conjunction should be preceded by a semicolon; as, 
“Not stones, nor wood, nor the art of artisans make a 

State; but where men are who know how to take care of” 

| peaeronelves: there are cities and walls.” : 

5th. A semicolon is put before as, fo wit, namely, viz., 
2.e., and ‘that zs, when they introduce an See, and 
eon of particulars or an explanation ; as, 

“A Cadmean victory; i.e, one in which the victors 
suffered as much as their enemies.” : 

s..Oth, A semicolon is used to connect sentences which 
- are slightly connected in sense or construction, though 
not directly dependent upon one another; as, 

‘*Some are born great; some achieve pheainess | ‘and «© 

~ some have greatness thrust upon them.” 
. “The Royal Navy. of England hath ever been its 

greatest defence and ornament; it is it’s ancient and 

Pc. eel strength. cane 

=< 
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Sens ss THE Coton. 

A colon is used to separate clauses, the parts of which.” 
are separated by semicolons; or in those Segue tees where | 

the connection is but sieht ase 

aN jolly place, said he, in times of old ! ! 
But poets ails it now: the spot is cursed. i 

es By our own spirits we are defied: | . 
We poets in our youth béginin eladness : 35974) ee 
But ror come in the end despondency and mad- 

‘ness.’ 

ond. “When a quoted passage is brought in withoue 
ot any introductory remark, if short, it is generally preceded 

by a comma; if long, by a colon.”—Quackenbos. ie 

“These laws of natural philosophy are self-evident : ae 

| that no two bodies can occupy the same space at the 
Saime time; that parallel lines will never meet; that action 
and re-action are always equal. . 

The colon is gradually going out of 1 use, its piace being 
supplied by the semicolon, comma and dash, and in some. 
instances even by the comma. 

. "THE INTERROGATION POINT. 

The interrogation point is put after bees question. 
ol 

THE EXCLAMATION Pornt. 

The Een aoe point should be used pane in ‘eose 
sentences, phrases or clauses which indicate strong emo- 
tion, and.which require a passionate delivery; or which 
commence with a verb in the imperative mood, an inter- 
jection, or other ‘part of speech having the force of an 

i interjection ; as, 
eA 

“Be firm! one constant weaned in luck | 

As Sepnine, ee old Teutonic pluck ! 1 
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ccne interjections O and Oh, are Benue misused. 
i The “former is employed only in direct address, and. op. 

isp us never followed immediately by the exclamation point.. 

2, SOD As sometimes | followed directly by the, exclamation 

* oan fence, a comma is placed after the o#, and an exclamation 

ie point at the end of the sentence; as, 

RO Liberty ! how many crimes are committed in n thy ce 

Lae name! ede 

an ee Oh, for the wings, the wings of a dove! Le 
‘ “Oh! I cannot speak for joy.” : : 

THE PERIOD (or Full-stop.) _ 

“Ist, A period is used after every complete = arene 
which is not a question or an exclamation; as, 

“ Mankind are averse to innovations.” | 
and. A period is used after all abbreviations ; as" 

M.D. (Doctor. of scone cus KCB: eKniatie Com=" 
; mander of the Bath.) 

THE DASH. 

a ‘The dash is used to mark a sudden or emphatic pause.. 

: uncut superseded the parenthesis for incidental 
_ phrases ; z.¢., for words which could be omitted without 

ae destroying sme the sense or grammatical construction ; : 

as, ; 

‘spare your feelings.” 

ay I pledge myself to this—and show me ‘the man who: 
- dares to pote more—that | will, EtG!” 

ae pare me ea anise HYPHEN. 

i f i Xp } fom 

i’ i | “ 
F eeitay ROB ew 

a i mn fi ; . 
- 

MeN pat i ) ) i Ns \ \ Pabi 
Ay ; 43 ee ! if 

' SM i 4 | ‘ % mm i i agi? of 
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oo PP he latter is never used in address, and as an exclama- 

‘point; or, when used to introduce an exclamatory sen- » 

“Come with me and I will show you—but no, I nt | 

oe hyphen is used to connect the parts ¢ of a compound. - 
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oor dervative word, or to divide’ tie: syllables when a word | 
is written partly on two lines; as, 
eh Today. ST di-eent 2) 3.32 | 
A word should not be divided so as to ) leave only one eae 

letter on either line. - fee 

DiTTO MARKS. ie | 

_ Two inverted commas are used to denote something 
understood which has been written in the line above. , 

6 Ibs. 

yi 99 

THE CARET. i 

The caret is used only in manuscript, and denotes the . 
accidental omission of a word or letter which has after- 

wards been written above the line; as, 
DAVE. 

“TI may abeen.” 

THE PARENTHESIS. | 

This mark has been superseded to a great extent by 
the dash, and by the comma. It is still in general use for 
brief explanation in business, legal documents, and news- 
paper reports, as— | | 

“ Three hundred and fifty pounds (£350).” 
“The movement was merely a pretext and a sham ! 

(Cries of Shame, oh! oh !)” 

BRACKETS. 

Brackets are used for brief explanations inserted in or 

appended to quotations to make them intelligible, as— 
“The numbers es blunders] that have been imputed : 

to him are endless. 

THE APOSTROPHE. 

The apostrophe 1 is used to denote the omission of words 
or figures, as— 

66 Can’t 12 66 175), 



i 

: PeUPeGN. Oe OS 

; Also to dotbie the possessive case, and the. plural ofl a 
; letters and figures, as— 

eh the Boys’ Own Paper.” “The m’s are not well made.” 

~ QUOTATION MARKS. 

Quotation marks are used to enclose the ae words of 

an author or speaker, as— | 
As the poet says, “Trust no future, howe'e er pleasant.” 2 
2. <A quotation within a quotation is marked by a single _ 
inverted comma, as— 

‘O ‘ darkly, deeply, beautifully blue ; 
As some one somewhere sings about the sky.” 5 

_ NoTE.—When a quotation is divided into paragraphs, 
the inverted commas are paces before each DATARS < 

and after the last. . 

ae Geninns 

_ The cedilla is a mark placed under the letter c, when it 

has the soft sound of s, as— 

vo “ Facade.” | 

SHORTHAND AND TYPE-WRITING. 

Shorthand writing and type-writing are so nearly allied 

that a Manual on the Type-writer would scarcely be com- 
plete without some reference to Shorthand. The two- 

arts to a certain extent supplement each other. The 

-Type-writer is invaluable for transcribing shorthand notes, — : 

and shorthand is equally useful to supplement the speed. 

: of the type-writer. The speed on the Type-writer is 40 to 

50 words per minute, and though much higher speeds 

have been attained, they are exceptional. With shorthand, 

a speed of 80 words per minute is readily gained, and er 

- with no greater effort than a fair amount of practice, this 
can be increased to from 100 to 150 words per minute. _ 
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An employer can save, noe, one- chine. of his time by dic- 

tating his letters, and having them taken down in short- 

_ hand, and then transcribed on the Type-writer. Correc- | 
- tions and interlineations can be more readily made in the 
shorthand notes than on the Type-writer, and the type-_ 
written transcript thus becomes the fair copy and not ie 

rough drait. 

_ Phonography, or Phonetic eioniant was invented by 

Mr Isaac Pitman in 1837, and 1s the only practical and 

universal system of shorthand. ‘The system is capable of © 
answering every requirement of the man of science or of 

_business, as well as of the professional reporter. Its prin- _ 

ciples may be mastered in a few hours, and an hour’s 

daily practice in reading and writing continued ‘for about 
a month will generally ensure tolerable facility in using it. 

The student is recommended to commence his study | 

with the ‘Phonographic Teacher,” price 6d, and, if he is 
learning without the aid of a teacher, the “Key to the 

ue - Phonographic Teacher,” 6a., and “ Progressive Studies in 

Phonography,” ts. 6d¢., to be obtained through any book- 
seller, or from the sablenen ofthis, Manual. 2 “(See 
‘Catalogue at the end of this book.) | ie 

The English language contains forty-one distinct 

sounds ; the alphabet of Phonography provides a sign 

for each sound. The phonographic alphabet contains 
-tweaty-four consonants, twelve vowels, and five diph- — 
thongs. The vowel and diphthong signs are dots, dashes 
and angular marks. A dot written after a consonant at 

the top represents the sound of ah, heard in the word 

pa: so that. .o represents ga. A dot in the middle of ~~ 

a consonant represents the sound @f, heard in the word ae 

1 ph, as in the word —~ may, and at the end ee, as in — 

ick So with:the rest of the vowels and diphthongs. 

When the consonants of the Phonographic Alphabet are. 

- joined, they are written without lifting the pen. Thus, 

Suppeee we wish to write the word Bale, we write “|; and, 
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write the word rife, we write “7s, 5 and then ie diph- 
thong z, rs ape \ 

The binge forms Saiovens in the Nenere are varied 
by the addition of hooks and small circles, so as to express 

two, three, or even five letters in one stroke. Groups of 
consonants, such as £7, pl, sr, st, sind, strds,in praise, 

| plead, spring, step, stand, custards, are written with a 

single motion of the hand. Thus, a hook at the begin- 

ning of the consonant \. ~, makes \ gv, and if hooked 

on the other side, \ AZ, so that the words pray and 
play would be written “* pray, X\., play. A small cir- 

cle represents s. It may be written between two con- 

sonants, or at the beginning or end of a consonant); thus, 

os seek, ‘, plays, 1a tracks, . visks. A hook at the Bes, | 

end of a Ons on one side represents z, and on the © ? 

other side f or v, and a letter written half its usual length 

, Serre are RENE. oe le: 

oe hen insert the vowel ch oO gate. Or if we desire te 1 ¢ 

signifies the addition of ¢ ord. Thusa system of abbre- ae 

viations is furnished, which at once lessens the labor of 
writing, and increases the legibility of what is written. es 

_ . The most frequently occurring words, a, the, and, of, tt, 4 
0s etc., are represented by single characters or letters, | ) 

thus \ p represents uf, — £, come, etc. 
As a result of the employment of simple geometrical — 

forms for the simple alphabet, and appended hooks and 
circles for double and treble letters, words that contain 

the same consonants are capable of being written by dif- 
__ferently shaped outlines, so that they may be read and_ 
distinguished from each, other wzthout the insertion of 
vowels. This is an advantage which every reporter knows 

well how to appreciate. 
- Thus, though Phonography is to some extent, with 

repard to legibility, independent of a system of vowel 

notation, yet it’can mark every distinct shade of sound 
| with unrivalled simplicity and accuracy. 
athe bs HODOBz apie system 1s admiral adapted for 

/ 

mh 
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Sete or the joining tautnes of such little Saree 
as are of very frequent occurrence; and the outlines thus. 

produced are not liable.to be confounded with those of 
‘single words. The phrases, J have, [ shall be,I shallbe. 
able to, I fear you will not, these could not have been, it is | 
guete certain that you are, etc., are written with as many © 

easy strokes or motions of he hand as there are words, * 
and frequently with less; and ¢he whole phrase ts written © 

without lifting the pen. It may also be observed that the © 
composition of these signs is so simple that any phono-, 
grapher who has not seen them before can immediately — 
aocener them. : . 
The value of phrasing will be seen in the following :— 

Vv~ }s ( ( 
x 

I am inclined to think that you are, 

lifting the pen seven times. 

eas without lifting the pen. 

i fhere are three styles of Phonasipiy ie Learners’. 

style, the Corresponding style, and the Reporting style. 
_ These styles only differ from each other in the number of — 

abbreviating principles, and contractions used. i 

There are exceptional facilities for learning Phonogra- — 

phy. In addition to over 600 public and private Coles ead 
schools, and public institutions in which the art is taught, — 

there are private teachers, and the Phonetic Society with.) 
- 3,000 members, in every part of the United Kingdom. ) 

The members of this society undertake to correct the ex- — 

ercises of learners free of charge. In most large towns © 

Phonographic Associations are established which afford. 
facilities for learning and getting up speed in Phonogra-.. 9 

phy; and social intercourse and PED EOVETIE RE oO 
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CoMMERCIAL ABBREVIATIONS. 

Answer. 

AVS 
First class 
Abstract 

~ Account 

Accepted 
Ad libitum. At ade oe : 

Anno Domint. In the Year of our - Lord 

Second class 
Ante meridiem. Before noon 
Amount | ; 
April : | 
August 

Ad valorem. According to 2 value 
Average ; avenue 
Balance 
Barrel; barrels = 

Bond ; bound ~ ; 

Bill-of Exchange 
Bank ; book 

- Bill of Lading | 
Black «°° 
British 
Brought 
Box. (Bxs. Boxes) 
Chapter ; capital 
Centum. One hundred 

: Cashier : 

Cash Book 
Confer. Compare 

- Care of | 
H Company ; : County. 

Cash (or Collect) on Delivery 

, Colonial ; Colonel — 



= 
~ 

d/s. 
Dwt. 

D.V. 

Ea, 

Ed. 
al as 

E. & OE. 
COLE 

Eng. 

rent. 

Esq. 

Et al. 

Etc. or &c. 
& 
anit seq. 

~ Commission 

- Pennyweight 

uae A707. 

Example. 
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ay \ 

hee 

Collector 

Committee | 

Credit ; creditor 

Current. This month 
A hundredweight 
A penny, or Bos (D. 500) 
Day Book 

Debit 

Days after date 

December 
Delivered 

Department 

- Difference 

Discount | 

District 

Division ; dividend 

Ditto. The same 

Dozen — 

(Crs. Creditors) 

Debtor ; Doctor ; Drachm Gaaest for Dear) 
Days after sight 

Deo volente. God willing 
Each 
Editor ; edition (Eds. Editors) 
Errors excepted | 
Errors and omissions excepted. 
Exempli gratia. For instance 
England; English _ 
Entered 
Esquire | 

And elsewhere 

Et cetera. And so forth. 

And ~ | 

And the following 
Also “ out of” 

/ 



abt be 

“TE, or i.e. 

ins 

Int. > 

Po slmst! 
Instn. 

y odntr: 

44 v 

hs j 
vf Vive j 

4 vi 
‘ M 
URL ta 

Sacha 

_ COMMERCIAL ABBREVIATIONS. — 

Fahrenheit. 

Institution 
Introduction. 
Invoice 

I owe you 

He eg nd. “The same as” 

N ; Fe a y Fee iyy ‘ i i 

Bent it A, iN 

i * f b 
f ¥ 

Sh if 1 : ie ch 

\ 4 ‘ 
o 

£ it 

Examined 

Oe ee CUbOre 3 os 

(Therm. ) 

Foolscap | 

Figure | 
Free on Board 

on Folio 

Foreign | a 

French. France 

Friday 
Furlongs 

Gallon 

Gazette 

General . 

Gentleman (incorrect) 
Governor 

General Post Office 

Gross ; grains” 

Hogshead ; hogsheads 

Her (or His) Majesty’s ship 

Honorable 
Horse-power 

—Lbidem. 

 Ldem. 

Ld est. 
Inch o7 inches 

The same. In the same place 

The same 

That is 

Interest. 

The current month 

Introducing 



Jian. 

lb. 

fel win Be 

[Bye 2 

Long. 

iL.S: 

M. 

Mad. 

Mar. 

m/d. 

Mdlle. or 
Mile. 

Mem. 

Messrs. 

Met. 

Michs. 

Mo. . 

Mon. 

Mons. 

oa LE 
| Mrs. 

Ca ihoy 

N.B. 

N.B. 

- Nem. con. 

No. 

ae ¥ . - g i 4 

~ Ledger 

- (Fr.) Monsieur ; 

~ Numero. 

- MANUAL OF THE TYPE-WRITER. 

“Italic. 
. January 

Junior 

June 

July 
One pound sterling 
Latitude 

Pound 

Letter of credit ; lower case 

Longitude eae 
Locus Sigilli. Place of the seal. 
1,000; Monsieur 

Madam rats 
* March 

Months after date ~ 

(Fr.) Mademoiselle ; Miss — 

Memorandum 

Messieurs 

Metal 

~ Michaelmas 

(Fr.) Messieurs; Sirs Fk 

Months ve Months) are 

Monday Sai 
‘Sir 

Mister 

Mistress 

Manuscript (MSS. omignenish: 
Nota bene. Take note Bie 

- North Britain, i.e, Scotland. . New Bruns- 
YT WICK se e 
Nemine contradicente. No one contradict- 

ing or opposing. | / 
Number (Nos. a nets 



Non. com, 

_ Non. sec. 
- Nov. 
ola. 

«OBS; 

 Obt. or 
— Obdt. 
Oct 
} -O. H.M.S. 7 

ho 
O.5. 

QZ 
B 
Par. 
ee S$ O 
Per ann. 

/ Per cent. 
Pie: 

Per pr, 

Pe VE. 

BOe 
“P:0,0. 
pp. or 

_p. pro. or 
*<* Per pro: 
JaRP 
“a Pres, > 
Pro tem. 
Pro. 

- Prox. 

Bsa = 23 
3 Pes. vee 

aby LO; 

“COMMERCIAL ABBREVIATIONS, 
-LVon compos (mentis) Insane 
Von sequiter. It does not follow 
November | 
On account of - 

Observe 

7 Obedient 

October 

~ On His (or Her) Majesty 's Service 
carer Cent; 

Old style 

Ounce. (ozs. anne) 

Page (pp. pages) 
Paragraph ~ 

Paid 
By the year 
By the hundred 
Price current 

Per. Through; by 

Post meridiem. Afternoon | 
Postal Order ; Post Office 
Post Office Order 

In place of. Instead of 

Pair 
President 

Pro tempore. For the time 
For - | 
Proximo. Next; of the next month 

at Pieces 

Post scriptum. Postscript 

Pint 
_ Please turn over 



Me ; , 

eNO 7 

a 

he) 8 Bay ag 
oqr. 

‘KS oD: 

St. 

‘Sun. 
pel. @) Thurs. 

nu AV veasr. | 
oe) Tues. ’ 
bel ae UIE 

/ 
"ee ama 

Ouarter.: ,¢Q. quire. Qrs. qu 
(Qts. quarts) 

Which see 
Quart. 

Quod vide. 
Recipe. 

{ gl 7 

Question . | 

Take 

Received 

Referen ce. 

Registered 
Ream 

Ne 

Representative 
_ Right 

| Reverend. 

Shilling or shillings 
tions) 

Saturday 

Sales Book 

Section, 

- Secretary 

September 
Servant 

Shipment 
Signifies 
Society 

square . 

Steamship 
Strect ; 

Sunday 
saint 

Thursday 

Treasurer 

Tuesday 

— Oltimo. : 
Eaye'' Vide. see 

75 
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weep 
po 

% 

ay Y 

7 

ires 5 quarters 

; 

1 cs SS her i { 

\ iS PiSy Gane Shee raed 

‘\ 

Of the last month. | 

pris ‘ 

h nh : 
1 

1 aera eS Me 

nye 

\ 

\ : 

(Revs. Plu. of Rev., or revolu- . 

Py ek 



ay RO Ree i a aey 7 ah adh Cia 

: a Ny a ee 
of poh vy Ria. Mid AaR F wont oft i Aion 

i \ tee ; i E ; : 
a 

; " Le ba 

2, : /) f Fr iigtere t ae 

‘ay 2 j : vy, 

yore 

We 

ae. ae Various — ae Oe a ae é 

ON. Videlieit. Namely Ce 
PMG ese Volume. . (Vols. volumes.) 

-- Wed. = ~— Wednesday 

We Wiehe Week | faa 
ee : ben” : | en “ey 
ede Nard. Yds. yards | 

oe a ear. - Yrs. years. (your incorrect) « 

-... ABBREVIATIONS OF TITLES AND NAMES. 

A.B. ~~ —Arttum Baccalaureus. Bachelor of Arts. 

 Abp. - Archbishop | 
| eo Adjt. Adjutant 

ne Adm. — Admiral | 

ALG: Adjutant General 
Me ALG. EB. |. Attorney General of Bagland 

is - Ald. i ew derinan + : 3 ‘s 

O SoM.  Artium Magister.’ Master of Arts. (See | 

: iN Sela . 
oN M. G. Assistant Major- General | 

SaaS Q.M. G. Assistant Quarter-Master-General 

AURA. Associate of the Royal Academy — 

Archd. Archdeacon 

Archig<. 0) < Architect 
A.R.S.A. Associate of the Royal Scottish Academy 
Att. Gen. Attorney- General 

AtOr 
Atty. ay as 3 ae 

eB AG Bachelor of Arts (See A.B.) 

ie tga. Baronet 
ECL. 3.) ?Bachelor.of Civil on 

‘BoD... / Bachelor of Divmity 
Bi 42. Bacheloriof,Laws .°; | 

sr BM. Pus BA lea ada Medicine. Bachelor of Medi-~ 

| Attorney 

i \ it : f 

e t N 

is \ 
i hf Nom var ~ 

an : \ iy 
i i ie ‘ § va 

: As ' ‘ ¢ 
ane \ : ae \ j | ‘ He 

is Py a ; de {y Ly oc ie cuen \ \ ; 

eT he ate pA ie : i f iS : Fe 
BON Gach Nae A ; sn i 

oo | ABBREVIATIONS OF TITLES AND NAMES = 12700 
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Botanist 

Bishop | 

Blessed Virgin Mary 
Captain 

Cardinalis. Cardinal 

Companion of the Bath 
Court of Common Pleas 

Civil Engineer 3 

Consul General ; Coast Guard 

Citizen ie Bett 

Chief Justice 
Clergy 

Companion of the Order of St. Michael sins 

St. George 
Collector. 
Constable 

Custos Privatt Steillt. Keeper of the 

Privy Seal 

Court of Sessions. Keeper of the Seal 

Corresponding Member 

Deputy Assistant Adjutant-General | 

Deputy Adjutant-General 

Deputy Commissary General 

Doctor of Civil (or Canon) Law 

Divinitatis Doctor. Doctor. of Divinity 

Deacon 

Defendant 

Deputy-General 
(Masonic) Deputy Grand Master 

Duke | 

Evangelli Christt Predicator. 

the Gospel of Christ 

East India Company 

Emperor ; Empress 

Envoy. 3-0" 

enh Extraordinary 



ay ee A ea 
ve a ral i a * ad 

| a aia mo a Slo AND NAMES. 12g) 

Oieine ye Pyare slice” ce 

Pe, AL A. ) _ Fellow of the American Aaa: | 

om, A. S: Fraternitatis Antiquariorum Socius. Fellow 
oy i | of the Antiquarian Society — 3 
oo eS F, MM. , Field, Marshal - | OS 

UF. M. M. 5. Fellow -of the Massachusetts eae 
Society 

- Fellow of the Royal College of Pliveiceice 

Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons, 
Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society 

oN ERO. 
is LR.C.S. 

PR G.S. 
Mt IR ELS: Fellow of the Royal Historical ue 

UNAS. Fellow of the Royal Society | 

Se RS. L. Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature: 

ie AGO.B. Grand Cross of the Bath 
ye as Gon. General 
Gow. Governor 
rt. BiG, Hudson’s Bay Company 

LG a te Sal Gs 

Her Britannic Majesty 
Honorable East India Pompey, 

“HLM. His (or Her) Majesty 
~ Hon. - Honorable ee 
er RO Es (or Her) Royal Highness 

a LELSe Jesus Hominum Salvator. Jesus the Saviour’ 

ee ool —. of Men ‘ 

CobNoded. Fesus Nazarenus Kex Fudeorum. 

teu woe eo Nazareth the Nine ofthe. Jews 
Jesus se 

ns nie Furis Doctor. Doctor of Law 

1.0.0. Py Independent Order of oe 

AM Pie Justice of the Peace 
King | oe 

os AL (Russian Gian hight of St. Andrew | 

RB: Knight of the Bath 

mS, (Russian Order) Knight of the Black Eagle: 

XK C. .. . (Turkish Order) Knight of the Crescent 

RC: Knight Commander of the Bath [Hanover 

AS C, H. Ae ae eae Order) Knight Commander, of 

Bea ee “hl 4 bea 
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Oe KG, a Knight of the Garter 
| 0) Si Oe OF oF Knight Grand Cross of the Bath ea he aa 

Gif: (Spanish Order) Knight of the Golden Fleece __ 
K.G.V. (Swedish Order) Knight of Gustavus Vasa — 

* #L.H.-~’. (French ‘Ordery Knight of the besa of 
oe | Honour | 

Smt. O-- 4st... -Kmeht | 
tomas, R. Bs (Russian Order) Knight of the Red Heeie” 

b KD: (Scottish Order) Knight of the Thistle 
Lod. | Lord 
Lieut:-o7 Lt. ‘Lieutenant ~ . Tie | 
LL.B... ~Baccalaureus Legum. Bachelor of Laws . 
le). Legum Doctor. Doctor of Laws 

aoe MAG Master of Arts (See A.M.) 
~ Maj. _ Major : a 
M.B. Medicine Baccalaureus. Bachelor “of.” 

| } Medicine 5 

» SVD. — Musice Baccalaureus. Bachelor of Music . 

M.D. Medicine Doctor. Doctor of Medicine | 
BUN YS Member of Parliament. Member of Police - 

pe MBAS: Member of the Royal Academy of Science 

M.R.C.S. | Member of the Royal College of Surgeons. 

M.R.G.S. Member of the Royal Geographical Society 

eooMus..D. (Univ. Degree) wets of Music any Mus. <- 
Doc.) 

NAS National Academician 

ING Notary Public 
N.S.J.C. (Lat.). Noster Salvator Fesus Chr tstus. 

| (Fr.) Notre Seigneur es Christ. 5 

Of Officer 

O.H.M.S. On Her (or His) Majesty’s Séfiice. ‘ 

reac. Privy Council Sete 

PhD. Doctor of Philosophy . 

eG Post Master 

, P.M:G: .. Post. Master-Genéral 

; Pils. Professor | 



ee Sia ane ee 

Quarter- Master 

-Quarter- Master-General 

~ Royal Academician 
Royal Academy of Music 
Royal Engineers _ 
Regiment 
Royal Navy 

Right Reverend Z 
Railway Sub-office 

Regie Socitatis Socius. Fellow _ the Royal : 

Society 

Right Honorable 

Senior 

Serjeant 
Son Excellence His ecclenc 

‘eoalnt. ae ee 

Sancte 1; heologia Doctor. Doctor of Sa-- 

cred Theology 

Sanctae Theologia “Magister. Master of 

Theology as 

Sacra Sancté Tf. heologia. Professor of The- — 

ology | 

United East India Company 

University | 

United States Army or United States of 

America 

United Service Club 

United States N avy 

‘Vicar Apostolic 
. (Eccles.) Vicar-General 

Victoria Regina. Victoria, the Queen - 

Victoria. Regina “Imperatrix. Victoria, 

Queen and Empress 
Christ 

7 Young Men’s Ghrstian Association 

Ae ae 



GEOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS. 

p>) ham. 
-M’chester. 

~ L’pool. 
W’ chester. 

Notts. 

Salop. 
2 Hants: 
‘Hunts. 

Beds. 

- Midx. 

(OFFICIAL) GEOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS. (U.S.) | 
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Ala. Alabama 
MATa oe ATIOnA: 

Ark. Arkansas 
Balt. Baltimore 
ale California | 
“Celio: * ) Colorado 

: ae xy Connecticut 

- Dak. Dakota 4 

“DC. District of Co- 
Se lumbia 
Del. Delaware 
eBay. 7 East Florida 

i Lenn, least DPennesee 
Bila. Florida 

Ga. . Georgia 
Ta. Towa 

pean Illinois 
Ind: - Indiana 

Birmingham Oxon. 
Manchester Yorks. 

‘Liverpool Lancs. 
Winchester Staffs. 
Nottinghamshire Bucks. 
Shropshire. | 
Hampshire Berks. ° 
Huntingdonshire Norths. 
Bedfordshire 
Middlesex Herts. 

Mo. 

Mont. 

ba Ove 

Neb. 

Nev. 

N.H. 

N.]. 

N. Mex. 

N.Y. 

O. 

Or. or 
Oreg. 

Paxor 

Penn. 

Phila. 

RA: 

a 

Venn. 

Tex. : 

Une onny oe 
we a ON ra dh} ¥ 

t uN NG 
th iu GL 

‘ | 4 
i AN We 

i Pats) 
a at 

on 4 aN 

4 Wh 
: j = 
vs 

qi ts 

(ENGLAND. ) ie, a 

Osiordshive: 

Yorkshire _ 
Lancashire 

Staffordshire © 
Buckingham- i! 

' shire 

Berkshire 

Northampton-— 

--shire 

Hertfordshire. 

The above are in fairly Benen use, but none are 
meet recognised. | 

Missouri 

Montana 

North Carolina. 
Nebraska © 
Nevada pee 
New Hampshire _ 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 

New York 

Ohio 

Oregon 
| ss 

Pennsylvania 

Philadelphia 
Rhode Island — 

South Carolina — 

Tennesee 7 

RexaAS 4.5 
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Wotan | 
_ Washington 

“Minnesota 
Mississippi 
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Messrs. WYCKOFF, ‘SEAMANS & BENEDICT | 

Beg to inform the Public that they are the ch Sa 

Sole Proprietors and M. anufacturers 

of the | 

REMINGTON: © 0 | 
STAN DARD TYPE- WRITER. 

‘ That their London address iis 

100 GRACECHURCH STREET. 
Remember, Sat | 

The Number is.,.:..... 100 © “4 aa : 

ie Soe in. ORACECHURCH, EC, 

NOTICE No. 2. | 
Our Trade Mark: is as follows :— | : 

OOS ORCS Gute em Ne eC yy CUA SHGE 

Ls 



aaa tee REMINGTON 
* 

- STANDARD TYPE-WRITER, 
aR © © GREED ¢ ¢ GEM ¢ ¢ cam ¢ + cam « © qu ¢ RA 

\ 

» This’ Racking writes 76 to 80 characters Gelding 
capital letters, small letters, punctuation marks, figures, 

commercial signs, etc.) with only 39 Keys to. eam and oe 
ee urate | 

. PRICE, ee 

"Machine alone - - - - - = £20. 19. 0 

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO SHORTHAND WRITERS. 

“Learn to operate the REMINGTON STANDARD TYPE- 
“WRITER. We are daily in receipt of the names of firms — 
needing shorthand writers who Can also eee our 

| ee MES ik a : | 
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WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT, | 
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REMING +TON Se 

STAND DARD TYPE- WRITER. 

EIGHT-DRAWER. DROP ‘CABINET. 

rn 

GH a ma F =e 

This cut illustrates he Cabinet ready for Type-writer use, 
and the change from the desk to Type-writer table is made by 
simply raising the desk lid. 

It occupies a space of 47 in. by 264 
Price of Eight-drawer Cabinet, in sihee Mahog-) , ee 

any, Oak, or Walnut ; £8. ete DE y 

Price of Four-drawer Cabinet, in either Mahogany 3 
_ Oak, or Walnut | j BO. 15, 0 

; cum 0am 69 Guan <0 quan 6 ¢ ume 66 Gun 

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT, 
|OO GRAcECHURCH STREET, EC. — 

7. 
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OUR LATEST. NOVELTY. 

/PERFORATOR« EVELETER 

The most complete Machine on the market for Per- | 

- forating and Binding MSS. Indispensible in eS) Busi- -— 

“hess House, Legal Office, or Study. | | 

Price coupes Ces eae ae Be = 

PURE LINEN PAPERS. 
Send for a Sample Book of our ‘magnificent ee un--: 

“equaled eee Mailed free of charee. - | 

Sti FA 
vi: Sith vot 

ft We carry a full stock of 

oye TYPE- “WRITER SUPPLIES, | 
- Ribbons, Attachments, Tools, Brushes, von Papers 

Traveling Cases, Dust-proof Covers, Leatherette Covers) 

~ Copy-holders, Letterpress Copy Books, Blotting Pads): 

Oil Sheets, Rubber Bands, Brushes, Superfine Oil, Oil 
- Cans, Hektographs, American Reporters’ Note Booksy. 

“Otc, ef¢. 
mas — ons ——+ 

a Also the | 

NEW CYCLOSTYEE: 
By which 800 to 1,000 copies of Type-written work ey : 

be agreed and efficiently produced. | 

¢ comme + ¢ cme © cum + + mmm ¢ ¢ mmm + + comme 

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS. &? BENEDICT, 

100 GRACECHURCH STREET, EC. 

we 
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fi ighest A wards, 
oe 

oe London, 1884, 

Edinburgh, 1886. 
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SAY SELECTION 

-~ 

FROM - 

ISAAC PITMAN & SONS CATALOGUE i 

“SHORTHAND BOOKS. | 
LONDON: 1 Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, E.C 5 

and all Bookeellers, 

PHONOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTION. BOO KS. 
The Books recommended to the Student commencing the study Ae 

of Phonetic Shorthand are the “Phonographic Teacher,” “Key,” | 
and “ Progressive Studies.” The Art may be learned from these 
Books without the aid of a personal Teacher. 

~The Members of the Phonetic Society correct the lessons of 
learners gratuitously. See the last page of the “‘ Teacher.” 

-. The PHONOGRAPHIC TEACHER; or First Book in‘ 
Shorthand, A Guide to a Practical Acquaintance with the 
Art of Phonography or Phonetic Shorthand, containing a 
Series of Progressive Lessons. One million one hundred . 
and thirtieth thousand. | Price 6d. | 

KEY 1o the ‘Phonographic Teacher.” . Of great value:to the 
Private Student. | Price 6d. 

PROGRESSIVE STUDIES in PHONOGRAPHY; a 
simple and extended exposition of the Art of Phonetic Short- 
hand: . 4 rice Is.; cloth, 1s. 6d. 

‘A MANUAL of PHONOGRAPHY, containing a complete, 
exposition of the system, with numerous shorthand examples, 

_ interspersed with the text, and Exercises inreading. 485th . 
thousand. Price rs. 6d. ; ; Cloth, 2s. ; roan, gilt, 2s. 6d. 

“*'Teacher” and ‘‘ Manual” in one ‘volume, roan, gult, 38. 

THE PHONETIC JOURNAL. 
Circulation 20,000, weekly. | cane 

Published every Saturday, 16 pages, price 1d. ; post-paid, 14d. 
Monthly, in a wrapper,.5da., post-paid, 6d. Each number con- 

stains eight columns of shorthand, in the Learner’s, Corresponding 
and Reporting Styles, with Key ; articles in common spelling 
on matters of interest to Shorthand Students and Reporters: 



- Bound voces from 1876 to prevent ee ‘6s: each, post- Mee. a7 
: Handsome covers for binding the, present or oe yearly vols. of | 

‘ ke Fournal, is. each, post- -free Is. 3d. 

-PHONOGRAPHIC STATIONERY, ETC. 
 Pitman’s JUBILEE REPORTING NOTE BOOK, 20c 

pages, elastic binding. Price 6d., post-free 8d 
Ox ‘Reporter’ s NOTE BOOK, single or double lines, stiff covers © 

-__ large or small post, Price ts. 6d., post-free 1s. 9d. Isaac 
Pitman & Sons’ ELASTIC BACK NOTE BOOKS, 
to open flat on the desk, Is., Is. 6d., and 2s. These can 

yey be had in either double oF single hee Postage 3d. extra. 

Paks REPORTING PAPER, with single or double lines, packet , 
of five quires, ‘post-free is.and 1s. 6d. _ 

TRANSCRIBING PAPER, quarto, unruled, packet of five 
" quires, price Is., post-free 3d. extra, 2s. gd. per ream. 

/ SHORTHAND LETTER PAPER, ornamented with a 
sentence in Phonography, printed in a border, in two colors, 

blue’ and brown: Size of’ paper, 5 in. by 8 in., ruled faint 
blue. Packet containing 200 sheets, post-free for Is. 6d. _ PHONOGRAPHIC WRITING PAPER, ruled blue, 

packet of five quires, Is. post-free. 
REPORTING COVERS, to hold reporting paper, cloth, 6d. ; 

leather, Is. 3; ditto, with loop at side for pencil, Is. "3d. 5 
better quality, Is. 6d,; ditto with loop at side for pencil, 
Is. Qd.; extra, in morocco, lined with leather, 38. 5 ditto 
with loop at side for pencil, 3s. 3d, postage Id, : 

Phonographic PENCILS, per dozen, Is. ; ditto, superior lead, _ 
2s. post-free. (Six pencils is the lowest number sent. by 

3 post.) Graphite, price 6d. each. 
Bre Rotter: s PENCIL CASES, with divisions for 4 or 6 peceile’ . 

est flat for the pocket: four divisions, Is.; six divisions, Is. 3d. 
Pencils to fill these cases should be ordered at the same | 

/ time, to prevent their being damaged in the post. _ | 
SHORTHAND PENS. The Jubilee Shorthand Pen, box of 
“gross Is., post-free 1s. 2d. Reservoir Pens, Iod. three dozen, 

post- free 11d. Phonographic Pens, box of two dozen 9d. 
post-free 10d. Reporting Pens, box containing eight, price 

-6d., + gross, Is. 3d., post- free Is. 4d. Box of Assorted 
o 4@&. HeHortliind Pens, 6d. 

» GOLD PENS (Mabie, Todd and Bard’ s). “The Standard. 
for shorthand work, in three grades of points, Broad, Regu- 
lar, and Extra Fine. Price 7s. 6d. and 9s. 6d. ; or complete " 
with holder and leather case, Ios. 6d. and 12s. 6d, ‘The 
Angular,” for transcribing purposes, Pricé “lis. 6do > ors. 

- complete with holder and leather case, 145. 6d. In order-. 
ing, state whether the Broad, Regular, or Extra Fine point 

is required. | : | 



TECHNICAL REPORTING: — 
COMPRISING PHONOGRAPHIC ABBREVIATIONS 

FOR WORDS AND PHRASES 
COMMONLY MET WITH IN REPORTING LEGAL, 

_ SCIENTIFIC AND OTHER TECHNICAL 

SUBJECTS. 

BY 

THOMAS ALLEN REED. 

The book consists of 60 pages, and is sey ed into six parts, 
namely :— | 

1s Phonographic Abbreviations for Mechanical Words AUS | 
Phrases. | 

2. Abbreviations for Medical, and 
3. Legal Words and Phrases. 

__ 4. Abbreviations for Figures, etc. ; 
5. For Latin Quotations, and Be 
6. French Words and Phrases. : 

_ An English equivalent is given for the Latin quotations ane 
| French words and phrases. | 

TAUREN RSE fed a 

Price, cloth, Iwo Shillings ; paper, One Shilhug and Stepence. 

LONDON: 
“ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 1 AMEN CORNER, 

PATERNOSTER ROW. 



PHONOGRAPHY IN THE OFFICE: 
CO A COMPLETE 

- 

SHORTHAND CLERK’S GUIDE. 

By ALFRED KINGSTON.” - 

4 

Contents :—Introduction ; Failures, their Causes and Remedies ; 
‘Shorthand as a means of obtaining a Situation; General 

- Qualifications ; Applying for a Situation; On entering a 
Situation; The Shorthand Clerk at Work; Transcribing; _ 
Other duties and opportunities; Writing materials, books, <. — 
and routine ; Special Preparation; Business Phrasesand Con- = —S 
tractions ; Business Outlines ; The Use of Figures; Influence _ 

of Longhand upon Shorthand ; Aids and Hindrances; Sources — 

_of Error; Business Letters ; General Hints ; Conclusion. 

se 142 pages, fcp. 8vo. 

Lrice, cloth, 28.3 paper, 1s. Od. 

a LONDON: 
ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, 1 AMEN CORNER, 

PATERNOSTER ROW. 



Oe SPECIMEN PAGE OF 
. )¢PHONOGRAPHY IN THE OFFICE. 
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BO Gn og a ro Cambridge, 24th October, 1885. 

; e We regret having again to trouble you with reference to the 

restrictions which we think have been improperly placed upon the increase 
of proprietary rights, to which our correspondence with you in the present 
month has had reference, but we cannot see that the proposal should pre- 

| | clude the supposition that the depositors are not expressly provided for in | 
» ‘the declaration. We think it would be a retrograde policy to endeavor to 

restrict or in any way to cripple or attempt to displace the directors of 
the Company at the present time. ee | 

"~The subject of the Exeter branch has been already brought forward, and 
we are informed that the proper forms and papers have been recently — 

ees in the District Registrar’s Department, over which the corporation as \ 

has absolute control. ee . Aue es bag Like anne 
- You will, we think, agree with us that it would be extremely unpleasant 

just now to attempt repressive measures or to call an extraordinary meet- 

ing of directors without any provisions for consulting the shareholders in 
Os the matters ge core Geli: Dae ee ae AUR SpE 

t . Weare, yours faithfully, DR is | 
ce 7) = FRANKLIN BROTHERS, 

Fd 
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A manual of the type-writer. 
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